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all cases indispensable, not nece3sairily lor publication
but as a guaranty of good fblth.
We cannot undertake to retnrn or preeerve communications that are not need.
not read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are In

SCIENCE I

We haie token great pains to make this season’s-'SPRING OPENone ol the most brilliant occasions that llie ouhlic lias ever witnessed in Portland. All that Ion? experience and thorough knowledge
ol Hie peoples1 requirements could
suggest has been concentrated in

If Ihe Union ni worth fighting Tor it ie
worth paying for.

UiG’

Cumberland County Organization
OF

—

%

—

REFORM CLUBS
AT

—

—

Yarmouth Village, Tuesday & W eduesday,
to surpass all our

previous

APRIL, asth and 30ih.

eflorls

Fully realizing

ENTERTAIN M ENTS.

OUR SPRING STOCK OF CLOTHING

Theological Lectures
—

BY

—

£DWAUD U HOMER.
Of Halifax, N S., at
&ONS OF TEMPERANCE HALL,
Tuesday & Wednesday Evenings, April
29 A 30,
Admission, 15 cents. Tickets to be had at the us-

ual

places, and

at

the

door.

ap28d3t

GRAND MATCH.

has been gotten up with the express purpose ol supplying the wants of
1

“YOUR BROTHERS AND YOUR COUSINS AND YOUR AUNTS”
(children.) All the leading styles will be displayed on our counters,
embracing garments made from noted domestit-, and foreign woolens.

WITH

HASKELL vs. TOOLE
—

AT

**T. A XT

be

brought

out

at the

SECOND PARISH VESTRV,
Wednesday and Thursday livening., April
flu nod May 1st, lHi9,

call attention to

our

assortment of

GENTLEMEN’S SACK SUITS.

>>

A

,

Tlic beautiful Cantata, “Laflt,” will

We desire particularly to call attention to our $20.00 Suits made
from Scotch fancy Cassimeres. The coats have a long soft roll, will
button up one or more buttons or roll back l<om collar to bottom of
coat, showing a facing or the same malcriul. The fit is perfect aud

style par-excellent.

7.30 o’clock. by the Young People’s
Aid Society.
“BAILA”. MISS JENIUNS.
FA1KY QUEEN.MISS IDA TAKBOX.

GENTS’ BUSINESS SUITS,

a Chorus ol Forty or Fifty Children.
Tickets, 20 cen's each or three for BO cents. For
sale by Carter Bros, and Uoyt, Fogg & Donham.

Range In price from $10

THURSDAY, MAY lat,
The LADIES’ CIBCLE will hold their Annual
Sale, ami have the usual May Doy Di ner. All
are invited.
ap23.Vl,WiSIli3t*

or

-

■

particular.

The Ancient Order of Hibernians will hold their
Thifd Grand Annual Ball at

»

PA1TTALOOUS

,

300 pair of our lamous all wbol Pantaloons

LANCASTER HALL,
Thursday Ev’g, May 1st, 1879.

Music by Chandler’s Baud.
Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies, $1.
ap2Cd5t
Clothing checked free.

COUPS,

NO. 1.

GJtAND CARNIVAL
—

CITY

AT

$2,501

AT

Working Pants, from $1.00 to $1.75.
Spring Style Light Pantaloons,
A neat and genteel assortment.

—

GENTLEMEN WILL DO WELL TO EXAMINE OUR

HALL,

May Day Afternoon

and

Evening.

Matinee at 1.45.
Adults, 15 cents; Children, 10
cent*. No reserved seats.
Evening at 7.45. Adult?, 55 cents: children, 15
cents; reserved seats, 35 cents.
Sale of reserved seats^commences Monday morning. Tickets to be had at Wm. E. Thornes’, No. 4G9
CoDg«ess street, Deering Block, and at the door,
a n28
ri Id

EXTRAORDINARY

DISPLAY OF

In this department we have zealously looked
designs that command the attention ot Ladies.

for those materials and

01 1SSORTMENT NOW STMS UNRIVALLED,

ROSSINI HALL, Saturday Evening,
May 3d, at 8 o’clock, by MR WIL.L1A Tf
H. NHKbU OUD, Pianist, (ol Boston.) assisted
by Mri. JK. Humphrey All*-n, (of Boston,) Vocalist, Tickets, including reserved seats, 75 cents.
For sale at Stock bridge’s.
ap29d5t
at

RALL,

STANLEY MCKENNA.MANAGER.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Saturday Matinee,

STOCK.

Garments,

Cliildreii’s

Piano Recital
MUSIC

$15.

Of these garments we have a large and varied assortment. In frocks
and sacks the material used wall be found neat and nobby, still tree
flashy stjle. The make is durable and warranted in every

THIRD GRANDANNUAL BALL.

BlftWORTH BELIEF

to

from any

a.

and

the equal ot which has never lound its way into this market before.
All we desire Is that the public will call and examine onr goods and
prices, for we know that tlieir verdict will be in our lavor.

C. D. B. Fisk <fc
Under Preble House,

MAY 1st, 2d and 3d.

Co.,

Congress Street,

Stanley McKenna’s Successful Comedy of

W-H-I-M-S”
Played at tbe 5th Avenue Theatre, N. Y., Philadelphia. Providence, and through the Provinces; Received with enthusiasm, unstinted applause, and
peals upon peals of laughter; Acknowledged the
the Hit of the Season; Represented by a First-Class
Company of

RECOGNIZED ARTISTS OF MERIT,
of

Well-Known Ability and Reputation.

Reserved Seats, 75 cts.; Admission, 5^ and 35 cts.
Ladies’ aud € hildren’* Mwiiue* 8atorday
3 3v P. M. MATINEE PRICES—Reserved,
50 cts.; Admission, 25 cts.
Reserved Seats secured on and after Monday,
April 28th, 9 A. M.
ap2811 w

PORTLAND

ap23

Eureka Tunnel and
Location of Mines
Capital Stock $10,000,000.

FRANK CURTIS.

Lessee and

Manages.

ME.

dtf

Mining Company.

EUREKA. Nevada.

:

Shares of the Par Talue of $100 Each.

-OFFICERS

at

PORTLAND IHEATRE.

:-

Gen. P. E. CONNOR.Yice-Pres’t and Gen. Manager
E.J.BCTLER, Secretary and Treasurer.

Hod. W. W. BISHOP, President.

The Mines of the Company, of which there are four, are situated on Prospect Mountain, Eureka County,
Stateof Nevada, near the now noted EUREKA CONSOLIDATED and RICHMOND MINES. The tunno le‘8 than five ledges known to exist along its line, now producing some of the richest ore being extracted in the State. The four mine- purchased by the Company *re known to contain rich ore,
which the tuunel will cut at a great depth, and tue Property of the C >mpanv be made as v >luahle a9 any in
the district. The tunnel is now in six hundred feet, and. is being run day and night, and will soon strike the

nel will cut

Monday, April 3S,
Aud Every Evening Raring the Week and
Saturday Matinee,
EDWARD CHESLEIGB’S (E. C. SWETT) Romantic American Society Drama

CIVIL WAR,
25lh,

at 9

of above
first ot the -eries of ledges
The Trustees have set aside a limited number of shares as a working capital, which will be disposed of for
a short time at the low price of $1.15 per share and the names of ihe Officers should be a guarantee to the
stockholders that the money will be judiciously expended, The stocfc or the Company is made forever unassessable, and is so designated upon its lace.
A- Cr. CROSBY, flfo. 70 High Street, Boston, Was*., will act as Agent for the sale of this
stock, and also »hat of the Charter Tunnel aud Mining Company, in the New England States.
Parties wifhiDg to purchase may address him, or the undersigned at the principal place ot business of the

rpok-n

Company, Eureka, Nevada.

Produced for the firft time on anv stage, with
the Author in the Leading Role.
New scenery,
elaborate appointments, Sale of scats Friday. April

P. E. CONNOR, Vice-President and General Manager.

mb5

d3m*

apr21-td

a. m.

ZUC CATO’S

•»

a

*s

GRAND
BETWEEN

tn

3 £

EDWARD Me ti CINCH V,
Amateur of America, aud

PROF. W. C. McLELLAN,
Who is matched to spar Mike Don a van for $1000
side in June, in San Francisco, at

TUESDAY

is a new and useful invention tor tbe rapid
production ot fac simile copies of any writing, drawing or other
work which can bo
done with pen and ink.

5

—
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Champion

LANCASTER

Patent Papvrograph
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SPARRING MATCH
—
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HALL,

AMo&rapli Letters.
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Admission,35
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SALE!

Jones
steel Crauk Shaft and Pin:
Pusey
Wheel six feet, eight inches in diameter; also, Deck
Plates, Bunker Covers, and Bit Heads.
Everything in tirst class order, just from the repair shop.
Condenser wiih attachments alone cost $1,000 when
put into Boat. All the above named Machinery
ready to be put into instant use. Will be sold low
for cash. For further particulars communicate with
JAMES M. ANDREWS,
novldt
Biudeford, Maine.
also.

&

OAK SHIP TIMBEB AND PILES
B. O. Jordan
Ship Timber,

dtf

ap26

Final Notice to the Holders of
Bond* ol the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company.
the Plan of Reorganization, ratified bj

UNDERdecree
Bondholders

of the Court, tbo time in wbict
should be allowed to participate in tb<
ot
the
Plan, by the conversion of Bands int(
benefits
Preferred Stock, w.'is left to the dbcrction ot the Pur*fore than three vears having pasmitee.
chasing Com
sed since this right was given, and more thao nineBondholders
tenths of the
having converted theii
Bonds,the Committee, desircas of closing their labors
the
right of converting Bondi
hereby give notice that
and receiving Preferred Stock will terminate on tin
3ttli dav of June, 1879.
Circular* giving information how the conversioT
is made can be had at the office of the Northern Paci
lie R R. Co., No 23 kifih avenue. New York.
The original st ck will be exchan.ged lor stock un
der the Plan up to the same time.

237 Middle

l he

IKEDGBIIK BILLINGS,
Dec. 18,1878.
Chairman Putchasii ig Committee,
lawGmW
janl
JOB
--

AND BOOK PBIN'DING
neatl]
^
-*
«•*«. n«nen

THE PAPVROGRAPH CO.,
43 & 45

HHETIJCKGT

—

laKkltt

Hoyt, Fogg

PROPRIETOR.

For Sale.

&

OR

—

Bonham, Agents,

NO. 193 MIDDLE

Rooms,

PORTLAND, ME.
J. U. GAUBERT,

STREET,

NORWICH, CONN.,

mhl9

Street,

white

THOUSANDS are already In successful nse in
Government Offices, Colleges,
Academies, Public and
Private Schools, Railway and Insurance
Offices, a»so
by business men, Clergymen. Suuday School Superintendents and 01 hers.
O. K Ge iisb, Escj,, of Portland,
says:—‘The
Zuccatos Papyroeraph purchased of
you about a
year and a half since has not only proved rntirelv
in
satisfactory,
wairantiDg all that was claimed
lor it ‘>ut has become as it were, a
necessity in my
ie remark of clerks having olten been ‘Don’t
office
know
3W we could get along without that Papyroi take pleasure in recommending it.”
grup
or
pecimens of work, Testimonials, Price List
her information, please address
andt

Stock.

I shall continue to run tbe Biddeford mill and thus
be able to till all orders at shortest possible notice.
Large stock always on hand.
T. O. Addres»— Alfred, No
ocldly

or

Simple, Rapid and
Economical process yet discovered.

he has improved facilisale of

Lift

the

This is the most

riles, Car and Carriage

Health

in

500 COPIES PER HOUR
may be printed upon any kind of dry paper
cloth with a common copying press.

Tbe Engine, Boiler and Machinery
of a twenty by twenty inch Tow Boat, with Condenser and independent air and Circulating Pnmps;
also. No. 4 Blake Pump for feeding Boiler and deck
use; also, all tbe Sea Cocks and Valves to Condenser,

has removed to Alfred where
ties for the manufacture and

sheet of paper

way, and from this written sheet

a

e*

FOR

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

eod3Jm

Consumer, of Wood will find It to their advantagt
to call at
19 PLUM (STREET.
where we keep constantly on hand dry hard woot
ot the best quality; also bard and soli, wood slabs ane
edgings tor kindlings sawed and delivered to order.
no20tf
nwRSSE at PIC HIATT.

For

Sale.

vanized fastened. New at Frovincetowu. For panic
ulart* inquire of
JUaHUA FAINtc.
Frovlncetown, April 19, 1879.ap2.,-3w*

stock of Watches, Jewelrv, Hardware
Crockery. Iron and Steel, of Chis. Twamble’
& Son, 81 .Main street. Saco. Terms caBb.
A tan
chance for business.
H. FAIRFIELD, Assignee.
Saco, April 21, 1879.
ap22d3w

Vaults Cleaned

Cow lor Sale.

“COMMERCE,”

of

Newbarvport,

31-100
SCHOONER
measurement, copper
Newbuiypori
oak,
tons

107

at

new

in I8t>7 of

botand Gal-

taken oat at abort notice, irom $4 to ft
cord or f3 a load, by addressing
nor-tldtf
A. Liblrf « CO. Portland t.O.
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goes at great rengm mio

discussion of the objectionable features of
the measure and will meet with the hearty
approval of the sound conservative sentiment
of the country. The provision which encounters the President’s disapproval is the
sixth section containing the legislation which
the Republican minority have been arguing
against ever since the session began. The
President urges that the act of June, 1878,
forbidding the use of United States troops by
civil officers of the United States as a posse
comitatus, except in cases where such nse is
expressly authorized by law is sufficient to
prevent any military interference with elections. The effect of this sixlh section is to prevent the use of force by civil officers to preserve
the peace or enforce the laws of the United
States on election day. The election laws
are constitutional, the
message argues, they
are necessary, they have been
properly enacted, and there is no serious complaint
against their execution. If they are faulty
they should be amended. This, however, is
not what Congress proposes to do. It lets
the laws remain on the statute-book un
changed but seeks to deprive the Executive of
the power to enforce them. In effect it forbids
the enforcement of the law, by ordering that
no force shall be used to execute it.
An express provision of law authorizes the President to use the army and call out the militia
for the enforcement of laws when they are
resisted. The sixth section of the vetoed
hill rlonioa

(hia

nn n./.-

«

«1—

T»_• J_.

After discussing the bill upon its merits the
President speaks strongly in regard to the
objectionable nmthod of patting this legislation upou the ftatute-book. Au attempt is
made to coerce the Executive, to compel him
to sign bills which he disapproves, or submit
to the withholding of supplies. The appropriation bills are in no sense money bids— that
is they do not impose taxation.on the people. Congress has already established the
army, fixed the cost of Its maintenance and
caused to be collected from the people the
money necessary for its support. It now
says that the money raised for this purpose
shall not be expended unless the President
will approve a bill he believes it his duty to
oppose, that it shall be diverted from the
uses for which it is intended.
While the President makes these points
against the attaching of political legislation to.
appropriation bills his principal reasons for the
veto are based on the objectionable character
of the bill itselt. The legislation
proposed is
not only unnecessary but harminl. These
reasons advanced for the veto will
certainly
have great weight both with Congress and
the people. The President may not be sustained by a majority in Coogress, though the
objectionable measure cannot be passed over
his negative. But the majority of the voters
Will be with him.
Some

fool in Philadelphia is
Pinafore as a hindrance to religion. He says: “The church has been iu
no condition to labor for
Christ, and the
world has drowned its cares and sins in a
laugh. And so, instead of a revival in religion, we have a revival of a comic opera,—
Piuafore takes the place of piety. The theater gets the better of the church.” Professor Swing, who has little
patience with such
uncommon

denouncing

foolishH^,

answers

for

Pinafore,

and says:

“There are very many who had supposed
that this style of talk had died away among
Christians, and that the church had at last
reached the conclusion that man is not only
a creature that prays, and
worships, and
dies, but that he is a creature that laughs.
It has even been affirmed that such asceticism terminated almost a century ago, when
the last original Puritan died without having
appointed a successor. But here comes the
old folly back to us—a man complaining bitterly that boys instead of whistling hymns,
are whistling songs froifi her
majesty’s ship;
and that Christians instead of plucking souls
from eternal death, are laughing at ‘His
cousins, and his sisters and his aunts.’ This
ia irwlnorl

a

horl

rAndilinn nf

ftiin^n

A •->A if

equally fearful to think of, that even
clergymen will at a big dinner table, tell
anecdotes and laugh, when, perhaps in that
very room, there is some one not saved, and
when in the same square, in the city, there
certainly must be many unconverted persons,
to whom these clergymen, having taken a
hasty and solemn lunch, might have been
administering the consolations of religion, in
place of wasting breath in funny stories.”
Net result of the controvefty, another free
is

N
£

EVENING, MAY Gill.

Exhibition commences at 8 o’clock.
cents; reserved seats, 50cents.

Thu Veto or the Army Bill.
The President does a wise and proper
thing in returning the army bill to Congress
without his signature, and justifies the confidence of those who have all the time believed
that he would interpose his veto to prevent
the accomplishment of the injurious legislation proposed by the Democratic majority.
Tne message giving the reasons for a rea

at

With

on

FRANK W. THAYER, Secretary.
Gray, April Htb, 1879.

PARDONABLE PRIDE.

we

FOK ‘2S MILES, AT $100 A SIDE.
Admission, 35 cents. Start at 7 o’clock. ap25Utd

a.

WM. M. DOW, President.

tary.

—

LANCASTER HALL,
Wednesday Evening. April 30th,

commencing

the good results arising from our
earnest and peroisteni labors in this great and good
work in which we are engaged, iu rescuing and restoring to manhood all those who are audicted to
strong drink, and also of making homes and families happy, which were once sad and unhappy by the
Demon Rum; it is earnestly hoped that all the
Clubs in the County will be fully represented and
awaken a new impetus in order to make more
progiess in furthering this good cause of Temperance.
The citizens of Yarmouth will giye all a
hearty welcome and will cater for all delegates. A
cordial invitation is extended to Clubs throughout
the State, also to all who are, or wish to become
friends and workers in this noble temperance wor<£.
Airaugements have been made witu the railroads
for the following rates of fare for the round trip:
Grand Trunk R. R., one fare.
Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R., one faro.
Delegates on the Portland & Ogdenebarg R. K.
will be futnisbed with return tickets by the Secre-

THE

AN

EXTRA JERSEY six years old. Enquire ot
WILLIAM SPARROW,
Pleasant St., Deerlng, Me

ap22eod2w»

advertisement for Pinafore.
If the Russians occupy Merv they will
hold one more of the strategic positions in
Central Asia. It will be very wicked of them,
think the English who are striving to seize a
strong strategic position in Southern Africa
and have already seized several in Afghanistan.

We present to-day the tnll text of Senator
Conkling’s remarkable address on the army
bill delivered in the Senate last week. It is
generally conceded to be one of the ablest
speeches ever made in Congress, and cannot
but have a great effect on public opinion.
This bit of wisdom is to be credited to the
Detroit Post: Occasionally you find a man
that claims to be sinless. Deal with him
if you can’t avoid it; but be sure to count,
yonr change over carefully when you do.
The

Tammany organ

in New York will
David Davis for a Presidential candidate. Those distinguished gentlemen could not have a worse backing.
take either

Bayard

or

Now the Democrats must back down or
take the responsibility of withholding the
supplies necessary to the support and existence of the Government.
Chabitable things,

men

are.

Already

gome actors are intimating that the shooting
at Booth is a new way of theatrical advertis-

ing.

30,~

3 879.

ana yielded uo his approval
act no appropriations should

be made, would
the separation of the kills have palliated or
condoned the revolutionary purpose?
Iu tbe
absence of an avowal that appropriations were
to be finally witheld, or that
appropriations
were to be made to hinge
upon the approval
or vote of
a
resort
to separate
something else,
bills might have
cloaked and secreted fora
time the real meaning of the transaction.
In
that respect it would have been wise and artful
to resort to separate bills on this
and
occasion;
I speak I think, in the
hearing of at least one
Democratic Senator who did not overlook in
advance the suggestions now made. But when
it is declared or intended that uuless another
species of legislation is agreed to, the money of
the people, paid for that purpose, shall not be
used to maintain this Government and to inforce the laws, when it is designed that tbe
Government shall be thrown into confusion
and shall stop unless private charity c r public
succor comes to its relief, tbe threat is revolutionary, and its exucatiou is treasonable.
In the case before □?, the design to make
appropriations hinge and depend upon the -destruction of certain laws is plain on the face of
the bill before ns,—the bill dow pending and
another one on our tables.
Tbe same design
was plain ou the face of the bills sent us at the
last session. The v**ry fact that the sections
uncovering the ballot-box to violence and fraud
are not, and never have
been separately presented but are throat into appropriation bills,
discloses and proves a belief if Dot a knowledge,
that in a separate bill tha Executive would
not approve them.
Moreover both Houses
have rang with ihe assertion that the Executive
would not approve in a separate measure the
overthrow of existing safeguards of the billotbux and that sbonld he refuse to give his approval to appropriations and to aa overthrow
of those safeguards linked together, no
appropriations should be made.
The plot and the purpose theu is by duress
to compel the Executive to give up his cookietions of duty,'and his oath, as the price to be
paid a political party for allowing the Government to live! Whether the bills be united or
divided is mere method and form.
Tbe substance iu either form is tbe same, and the plot
if persisted in will bury its aiders and abettors
in opprobrium, atd will leave a buoy on the
sea of time warning political manners to
keep
aloof from a treacherous channel iu which a

OF

HON.

CONKLING,

ROSCOE
OF

1VE1V

YORK,

la the Senate of (lie United Slates, Thnrs-

dny, April 24, 1879.

,i?oe

having under consideration the bill
(H.. K. No ?i_making appropriations for the iegislative> exeucutive, and judicial expenses of the Government for the fiscal year
ending June 30, l!80, and for
olner purposes—

«na*8

Mr. Conkling said:
Mr. President: During the last fiscal year
the amount of national taxes paid into the
Treasury was $234,831,401.77. Of this sum one
hundred and thirty million and a fraction was
collected under tariff laws as duties on imported
merchandise, and one hundred aud four million and a fraction as tax on American productions. Of this total of $235,000,000 in round
number', twenty-seven States which adhered
to the Union during the recent war paid $221,The residae came from eleven
204,268.88.
States. I will read their names:
Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida,Georgia, Lonisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia
These eleven States
paid $13,G27,192 89. Of this sum more than
six million and a half came from tbe tobacco
of Virginia.
Deducting the amount of the
tobacco-tax in Virginia, the eleven States enumerated paid $7,125,462.00 of the revenues and
supplies of the Bepnbhc.
Mr. Hill, of Georgia. Will the S-nator from
New York allow me to ask him a question?
Mr. Conkiiog. If tbe Senator thinks that two
of ns are needed to make a statement of figures
I wiil.
Mr. Hill, of Georgia. Two uo doubt can
make it better.
Does tbe Senator
The Presiding Oflber.
f'"m
New Yotk yield to the Ssualor from

Georgia?

M. Conkiiog.
After the expressed opinion
of tbe Senator from Georgia that tbe statement
needs bis aid I cannot decline.
Mr. Hill, of Georgia. I will not interrupt
the Senator if it is disagreeable to him, I assure
him. 1 ask if Id tbe computation be has made
of tbe amount paid he does not ascribe to the
States that adhered to the Union, to nse his
language, allMr. Conkling. Having heard the Senator
so far. 1 mast ask him tu desist.
Tbe Presiding Officer.
The Senator from
New York decline* to yield forther.
Mr. Conktiog. I have stated certain figures
as they appear published in tbe official accounts: the Senator seems about to challenge
the process or system by which the accounts
I caunot give way for this, and
are made up.
must beg him to allow me to proceed with observations which I fear to prolong lest they
become too wearisbme to the Senate.
Tbe laws exacting these few millions from
eleven States aud these hundreds of millions
from twenty-seven States, originated, as the
Constitution requires all bills for collecting
revenue to originate, ill the House of Representatives. They are uot recent laws. They have
been approved and affirmed
by succeeding
Congresses. The last House of Representatives aud its predecessor so approved them,
and both these were ruled by a Democratic
Speaker, by Democratic committees, and by a
Democratic majority. Both Senate and House
no purare Democratic now, and we hear of
pose to repeal existing revenue laws. They are
force.
will
in
fall
continue
to
to re-main
They
operate and tike tribute of the people. • If the
sum they exact this year and nextSyear shall be
less than last year, it will be only or chiefly because recent legislation favoring Southern and
tobacco-growing regions has ismissed twelve
or fourteen million of annual tax on tobacco.
This vast revenue is raised and to be raised
for three uses. It is supplied in time of severe
depression and distress, to pay debts inflicted
by rebellion; to pay pensions to widows, orphans, and cripples made by rebellion; and to
maintain tbe Government and enforce the laws
preserved at inestimable cost of life and
treasure.
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tbe plain meaning is that Congress shall do
these things, and a refusal to do them is revolutionary, and subversive of the Constitution.
A refusal less flagrant would be impeachable
in tbe case of every officer and department of
tbe Government within the reach of impeachWere the President to refuse to do any
ment.
set enjoined on him by the Constitution, he
would be impeachable and onght to be convictand
removed from offi:e as a convict.
ed
Should the judges, one or some or all »f them,
refuse to perform any doty which tbe Constitution commits to the judicial branch, the refusal would be plainly impeachable. Congress
is not amenable to impeachment.
Congressional majorities are triable at tbe bar of public opinion, and in no o her human forum.
Could Congress be dissloved instantly hero as in
England, could Senators ar,d Representatives
be driven instantly from their seats by popular disapproval, were they amenable presently
somewhere, there would be more of bravery, if
not less of guilt, in a disregard of sworn obligation. Legislators are boUDd chiefly by tbeir
honor and their oaths; and every impurity and
exemption they enjoy exalts and measures
their obligations, ana tbe crime and odium of
violating them. Because of tbe fixed tenure by
which tbe members of each House hold their
places and their trusts, irreparable barm may
come of their acts and omissions, before they
can he visited with even political defeat and
A
before tbe wrong they do can be undone.
congressional majority is ab-olutely safe during
those
who
suffer
such
and
its term,
impunity to
exist 'u 'be frame of our Government, must
have relied on tbe enormity and turpitude of
tbe act to deter tbe representatives of tbe people and tbe representatives of States from betraying a trust so exalted and so sacred as
these otfi es imply.
Mr. President, it does pot escape my attentenlioD, as it must occur to those around me,
that iu ordinary times obvious aphorisms, 1
might say truisms, like these would be needless, if not oat ot place in tbe Senate. They
are pertinent now because of an occasion withI know of
out example in American history.
Coaid
no similar instance in British history.
one be foand, it would only mark tbe difference
between au hereditary muuarcby without a
written constitution, and a free republic with a
written charter plainly defining from the beginuDing tbe powers, tbe rights, and tbe duties
The
of every department of tbe government.
nearest approach in Englisb experience to
which
now
transactions
menace
ibis
countbe
try, only gild with broad light tbe wisdom of
those who established a system to exempt
America forever from the straggles between
kingcraft and liberty, between aristocratic pretension and human rights, which iu succeeding
centuries had checkered and begrimed the anIt was not to transnals of Great Britain.
plant, bat to leave behind and shut out tbe
usurpations and prerogatives of kipgs, nobles,
and gentry, and tbe rude and violent resorts
which, with varying and only partial success,
had been matched agaiust them, that wise and
far-seeing men of many nationalities came to
these shores and founded "a government of the
people, for the people, aod by tbe people.”
Such botsterons conflicts as the Old World bad
witnessed between snbjccte|md rulers—between
privilege and right, were tne warnings which
onr fathers heeded, tbe dangers which they
shunned, the evils which they averted, the disasters which thev made impossible so long as
their posterity should cherish their inheritance.
Until now no madness of party, no audacity
or desperation of senister, sectiooal, or partisan
design, has ever ventured on such an attempt
as has recently come to pass in the two Houses
of Cougress. The proceedings I mean to characterize, if misunderstood anywhere, is misunderstood h> re. One listening to addresses delivered to the Senate daring this debate, as it is
called, must think that the majority is arraigned, certainly that the majority wishes to
seem and is
determined to seem, arraigned
merely for insisting that provisions approuriatGovernment
to
the
ing
keep
money
alive and provisions not in themselves improper relating to other matters may
be united in
the same bill. With somewhat of monotonous and ostentatious iteration we have been
asked whether incorporating general legislation in appropriation bills is revolution, or revolutionary? Nooneinmy hearing has ever
so contended.
Each House is empowered by the Constitution to make rales governing the modes of its
The rules permitting, I know
own procedure.
of nothing except convenience, commou sense,
and the danger of log-rolling combinations,
which forbids patting all the appropriations into one bill, and in the same bill, all the revenue laws, a provision admitting a State intc
the Union, another paying a pension to a
widow, and another cnanging the name of a
steamboat. ,The votes and the executive approval which would make one of these provisions a law, would make them all a law.
The proceeding would be outlandish, but il
would not violate the Constitmion.
A Senator might vote agaiust such a hnddle
i
; of incongruities, although separately he would
i approve each of them. If however they passed
I both Houses in a bunch, aud the Executive
found no objection to any feature of the bill or
its merits, aud the only criticism should bf
that it would have been better legislative practice to divide it into separate enactments, it ii
a veto could
not easy to see on what ground
stand
Toe assault which has been made upon tht
1
executive branch of the Government, and ot
the
Constitution itself, would not be lest
flagrant if separate bills had been reEorted tt
as the weapons of attack.
Suppose in a separ
ate bill the majority had in advance of appro
priatioDs, repealed the national bank act anc
the resumption act, and had declared that Bn
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to which

the Spnate has

as

I

think 1 shall

demonstrate, no other aunone in the act which
invited to strike down. If there was
during eighty years of acquiescence too much
latitude given to the President or the
Army by
the Constitution and by the act of 1795, that
latitude was curtailed On the 18th of
Juoe, 1878.
Ou that recent date, this provision became a
law:
Sec. 15, From and after the passage of this act it
sha.l not be lawful to employ any part of the
Arrety
of the United States, an a posse comitatus or other
wise, for the purpose of executing the laws, except in
such cases and under such circumstances as such
employ mens of said force may be expressly authorized by the Constitution or by act of Congress; aDd
no money
appropriated by this act shall te used to
Pay any of the expenses incurred in the employment of any
troops in violation of this section, and
any person willfully violating the provisions of this
section shad be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction thereof shall be punished by fine
not exceeding $10,090. or Imprisonment not exceeding two years, or by both such fine and such Impiisonment,
Mark the language, a penal statute visiting
with penalty the President and everybody else
who attempts to employ troops in auy case
unless the Constitution or an act of Cougress
“expressly,” not alone by implication, not
alone by the spirit, which makes alive, but by
the very letter which sometimes kills, authorizes such employment. So thoroughly is the
Constitution hedged about already. I have
said and I repeat that the act of 1865, against
which tnis reneal ia leveled, contains no auuuue

wlutevt r, auder

which any

challenged.

provisions,

Yes, sir.
Cockling. Mr. President,

the act of
DO,i *• the honorable Senator from
iiv
Illinois stated, a war
to
operate
measure,
only
in time of war; it was
passed in 1865, passed
when Grant was
tightening the coils around
Kicbmond, passed when Sherman, everywhere
victor.ous in the South, had
swept with bis
conquering legions from the mountains to the
sea.
It was passed when the rebellion was in
the very article of death. lo less than
sixty
days the copfedency as a military fact bad become a vanished dream.
No, sir, it was passed
at the end of a great
war, and passed to pat a
bridle on permission and power which bad
gone unchecked for three-quarters of a century
daring which statesmen bad lived, for there
were brav* men before Agamemnon
It was
meant to be, it was said to be, and It
is, a mere
check. It punishes ordering troops to approach
the polls, except that when the order is for a
lawful purpose it Is not included.
Does that, 1 ask the honorable Senator from
Illinois, confer authority upon anybody? Take
an an anaUgons case.
Here is a statute—the
books ot both hemispheres bristle with
them,—
denouncing homicide. What do tbe»deciare?
The killing of a human being with
prepense
aforethought, shall be mnrder; but they except
or the court interpolate! ioto as an
exception,
the act of a sheriff in executing a criminal.
That act shall not be ponished. Did
any lawyer ever hear that under a statute of that sort a
sheriff might proceed to bang
Did
man?
any
anybody ever hear that if a statute punished an
act and said “except it be lawfully done.1' that
statute famished the authority for doing it, or
had aoy possible effect save only to say that
when lawfully done, when authority otherwise
existed to do it, it should not be held pnnlsbable? A sheriff mast have a death warrant ot a
competent tribunal, and an express enabling
statute when be proceeds to deprive a human
beiug of life; nitnont that he would be a murderer, just as much under a statute excepting
lawful execution from punishment as homicides, as without such a statute. So wbeu a
statute declares that troops shall be ponished if
they act except in a given condition of things,
they mast still be authorized, the; must Pave
authority on which to act as mnch as tbs sheriff mnst have authority ou which to rxecute.
Again, this act forbids civil officers to have
soldiers or armed men not soldiers, at the polls
except it be necessary to quell violence
The
amendment proposes to pnuish oivil offl ers for
to
snbdne rioters or mobs by soldiers or
trying
by callmg upon men not soldiers if they are
armed In any way; and this, we are told. Is to
-nbordinate the military to the oivil authori-

we are

soldier
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thority for it; certainly
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ious act, amended as it now stands, and pat it
on its passage.
Was it not so?

listened, were, and tc-day are, the only authority under which the soldiers of the natioa can
go oa election day or any other day to the polls
or elsewhere within the
jurisdiction of a State
to quell violence and
enforce law. If under
those provisions armed men cannot be employed to subdue violence at the polls on the
day of a national election, they cannot be emploved at all; for there is, as I shall argue, and

one

auy one armed man may go for the
of keeping the peace, or for any other
purpose, unless to vote, to the polls foa a national election day. Let me read the section
aimed at by the amendment, and the section
wh ch immediately follows it and which was
enacted as a part of the statute ot 1865:
Sec. 20^2. No military or naval officer or other
person engaged iu the civil, military or naval service
of the Uuitdd S*aies shall order, bring keep or have
under his authority or control, any troops or armed
ineu at the place where auy general or special elec
tion i? hel l iu auy State, rmess it be necessary to repei th^- aimed enemies of the United States, or to
keep the peace at the polls.
Mai h the following section :
Sec. 2003. No officer of ihe Army and Navy of the
United States *hali prescribe or fix, or attempt to
fix. by pioc amation, order, or otherwise, the qualificaiions of voters in any State, or in auy manuer in
tertere with ibe freedom of anv election in any State,
or

purpose

Tbe size of tbe army and its pay, have both
beep exactly fixed by law—b law enacted by
Democratic House, aud approved by a second
D-mocratic House. It has been decided aud
voted that tbe coast defenses and tUe Indian
and frontier service, require a certain number
of soldiers; aud the appropriations needed for
provision aod pav have been ascertained to a
farthing. Nothing remains to be done, but to
Or Willi till* YPrcUn nt lli,» irfH* ri ilit nf
cutti-acra in
give formal sanction and warrant for the u«e
any State. (See sections 5530 5532.)
ot the money from time to time.
Tnis was all
Does any Uwjer listen to those two sections
true at tbe last session.
But a Democratic
House, or more justly speaking, tbe Democra- a d know tbat they stood together in the act of
tic majority in tbe Hou-e refused to give it
1865, and yet doubt tbat the act was a mere
sauction,refused to allow tbe people’s money to penal and restraining ao ? It conferred no
oower
It was designed for no such thing
It
reach tbe use for which tbe people paid it, uule-s certain long-standing laws were repealed
d'minished, curtailed, restrained the olden
which
from
When tne S-nate voted against tbe repeal, we
time
immemorial
had
resided
power
in he persons the section describes,
were bluntly told that unless the vote was reMr. President, let me go back a moment, for
versed, unless the Senate and the Executive
I tbiuk, after reading some remarks which fell
would accept the bills, repealing clauses aod
f
oin the distinguished
Senator from Illinois
the
session
should
uo
all,
die,
appropriations
now before me
should be made, aod the wheels of tbe Gov[Mr. Davis], it is romewbat
ernment should ston. Tbe threat was executsd;
important that the Senate snould know tbat I
aoi light or know that I am wroug in this partbe sessiou did die, aod every branch of tbe
ticular. I have said that the act of 1865 gives
Government was left without the power to exno authority to troops or armed men
ecute its duties after tbe 30tbof next June.
to visit
the polls at which an election is being held. I
We were farther told, that wlreu the extra
have
said
that
the
nower
of the President resession, thus to be brongbt about, should cons d-s in the act of 1795 and in the Constitution,
vene, tbe Democrats woold rule both Houses,
and I add tbat until 1864 these coostitntional
that the majority would again insist on its
terms and that then unless tbe Executive subprovisions had always been deemed not only a
suitable gram of nower, ’oat a sufficiently
mitted to become accomplice in tbe design to
guarded
grant.
Natioual
down
tbe
bairiers
that
blocks
tbe
to
jurisdiction,—by
fling
way
tbat I mean the right of national antbority to
the ballot-box against fraud and force, appropriations would be refused,and again the ses- interpose—depends sometimes upon the locus,
as lawyers say, thereby meaning the
sion ehonld die leaving tbe Government paraplace, and
lyzed Tbe extra s ssion has convened; tbe sometimes on the occasion without reference
to place.
Democrats have
indeed the power in both
Ia a fort, an arsenal, a dock-yard, and in
Houses, and thus far tbe war aud tbe caucus
have come up to tbe manifesto.
every other place under the sole jurisdiction of
So far tbe
the Uuited States, the uational authority may
exploit bas been easy. Tbe time of trial is to
always go to preserve the peace and to reign
come; the issue bas been made, and of its inaod dwell there. In the States, and everyDominions failure, there can be uo doubt if tbe
where in every State, on every rood of our soil,
Executive shall plant itself ou constitutional
right and duty, aud stand firm. Tbe actors in the national authority may always go, when
this scheme have
managed themselves and any act is to be done or law enforced in virtue
of the CoDstitution of the United States.
tbeir party into a predicament, and unless tbe
The law protecting and regulating national
President lets them out they
will aud they
mail back out.
[Laughter, and manifesta- election- is a law in virtue of the Constitution
of
the Uuited States. The execution of tbat
tions of applause in tbe galleries.]
law is an act under and in virtue of tbat ConThe Presiding officer ;Ur. Wallace in the
It follows that it is one of the laws
stitution.
Order.
chair).
which the President is empowered and comMr. Conkling, Should tbe Executive interto
manded
take care to have faithfnlly exepose the constitutional shield against tbe politicuted. It is one of "the laws of the Union"
cal enormity of the proposed bills, and then
which be may command the militia as well as
should the majority carry out the threat to dethe uational forces to execute. It is one of the
sert their post oy adjournment without makiug
laws in respect of which, when need be, be
the needed appropriations, I hope and trust
may exert all the power, civil anl military,
will
be
called
back
aud
called
they
instantly
which he may exert, to execute any law whatback a9 often as need be until they relinquish
ever.
a monstrous pretension and abandon a treasonAre we to ba told that the act protecting
able position.
The Army bill now pending is not in its po- ! elections is nnconstitutional, aod tberefure not
valid
and not "a law of the Union?" It is too
litical features the bill tendered us at the last
late to say that. The Democratic House, and
session a few days ago; it is cot tbe same bill
what is more final and supreme, the Democratthen insisted on as the ultimatum of the majority. The bill as it comes to ns now, con- ic caucus, have abandoned the coastitutional
demns its predecessor as crude and objectionargument. They have decided tbat the election law is a valid constitutional law, and the
able. It was fonnd to need alteration. It did
need alteration badly, and those who lately injudgment stands-recorded in the legislative,
executive aim juuiciai um tying on our taDiea
sisted on it as it was, insist on it now as it then
as pending in tbe House.
A grave provieo has been added to
was not.
They recognize tbe
election act; they deal with it; they assume
save the right of the President to aid a State
that it exists. They cripple it, it is true; they
gasping in the throes or rebellion or invasion
aod calling for help. As the provision stood
cunningly emasculate it, they provide for its
safe and easy violation and evasion. They so
when thrust upon ns first and last at tbe recent
it
woald
have
a
change it as to make a smooth aod tempting
as
felon
tbe
session,
pnnisbed
walk for every ballot-box staffer and ruffian
President of the United States, the General of
who would maraud upon tbe ballot box, but
the Army, and others, for attempting to obey
the Constitution of the Uuited States and two
they recognize it all the time, and deal with it
as a valid constitutional enactment
ancient acts of Congress, one of them signed
1 said, and I repeat, that tbe authority to enby George Washington. Shorn of this absurdity, the bill as it now stands, should it become force this law resides iu tbe Constitution and
in
the act of 1795. I said, and I repeat, that
a law, will be the first euactmeut of
its hind
until 1864 no curb, no limitation, had ever been
that ever found its way into the statutes of the
United States. A century, with all its passionplaced by Congress upon tbe right and duty to
execute law and preserve peace on election day
ate discords, with all its expedients f it party
or
In 1861-62 General McClelauv other day.
with
all
its
wisdom
and its foil},
advantage,
with all ns patriotism and its treason, has u-vlan, General Dix, General Scheuck, and others,
er till now produced a congressional majority
military commauders, issued orders in which
they not only excluded disloyal voters from tbe
whicn deemed each a statute fit to be enacted
polls bit undertook in some sort to prescribe
Let me state tbe meaning of tbe amen imeuts
proposed nuder guise of enlarging liberty ou tbe qualification of eleotors. Geo. McClellan
was a Democrat
and must be suppposed to
election day—that day of days when order,
have been inspired in all tbe meanings and
peace and security for all, as well as liberty,
limitations of ihe Constitution. I never knew
ehoold reigo. The amendments declare in
plain legal effect that, no matter what tbe exi- a Democrat during tbe war, even if 4he could
not read the Constitution by ire title, who was
gency may be, no matter what violence or c ruot profoundly instructed and vehemently Cernage may run riot and tramule down right
tain of all prohibitions of that famous instruand life, no matter what mob brutality may
ment.
General McClellan issued an order not
b-corne master, if the day be election day auv
only regulating elections but suspending tbe
officer or person, civil, military, or naval, from
who
priv
toe Presideut down,
lege of tne writ o» habeas corpus, in oid»-r
attempts toin'erfere
that at elections military authority might have
to pievent or quell violence by the aid of nafull sway.
tional soldiers, or armed mm not troops, shall
Here it is:
be puuisbed, and may bo fiued $5,000 aod imfor
five
This
is
law
the
we are
years.
prisoned
Headquarters Army of the Potomac.
required to set up. Yes, oot ODly to leave murWashington, October 2k 1861.
derous ruffianism untouched, but 10 iuvite it
General: There is an apprehenoiou am ng
Union ci lzeus in rnauy pirts of Maryland of an atinto action tiy assurances of safety in advance.
tempt a iuterfereuce with thei* tight) of suffrage t>y
In the city of New Yo»k, all tbe thugs ami
(ihudiou citizous on the occadou ot the election to
shoulder-hitters aud repeaters, all the carriers
take place n the 6th of November next.
of eluug shots, dirks and bludgeons, all the
Iu order to prevent this, the major-general comfraternity of the bucket-shops, tbe rat-pi:s, the manding—
hells aud tbe slnais, all the gradaates ot the
Tuat was General McClellan—
nurseries of modem so-called U.-tnocraCf,
[laughter]; all those who employ aud incite directs that you send detachments of a sufficient
from
mem,
King’s Bridge to the Battery, are number ot m-n to the different points in your vicinto be told in acvance that on the day when the
ity where ihe elections are t> be held to protect the
Union voters, and to see that no disunioni-ts aie
million people around th-ni choose their memallowed to iuiimidate them, or in any way to interbers of the Natioual Legislators, no matter
fere with tneir rights.
what God-daring or man-huning enormuies
He a so desires you to arrest and hold in confinethey may commit, no matter what they do, ment till alter theeiecion all disumonists who are
notbiug they «an do will meet w'tb the slight- k„own to have reiurned irom Virginia recently and
est resistance from auy national soldier or
who show themselves at the polls, and to guard
eff'ec ually against any invasion ot the peace and orarmed man clothed with national antbonty.
der of ihe eiectisn
Another bill, already ou one tables, strikes
For the purpose of carrying out these instructions
down even police efficers, armed or noarmed,
you are autnonze to suspend the habeas corpus
of the United States. In South Carolina, in
General Stone nas received similar instructions to
Louisiana, iu Mississippi, and in tbe other these i’ou will please confer with him as to the parStates where colored citizens are courted to
ticular points toai eacu shall fane the control of.
1 am sir, very respectfully,
swell the representation iu Congress anil theu
robbed ot th.-ir ballots and dismissed from the
your obedient servant,
K. B. MABCY,
In
all
snch
States,
rills
sum,
every
political
Chief vf Staff,
club, and white league, and murderous banu,
N. P Banks,
Major-General
and every tissue ballot box staffer, night ridt-r,
Commanding Division Muddy Branch, Maryland.
and law-breaker is to be told that they may tnru
national elections into a bloody farce, that they
The Democratic party did not leara for some
time afterward how monstrous it was to conmay choke the whole proceeding with force
anrl fraud and blond, and that the nation shall
front ruffians with armed force. Indeed, the
State
tender constitutional susceptibilities of that
not confront them with one armed man.
nuder
tbe
name
ride
of
clobe
whether
great organization were not then keenly alive
troops,
to the wrong of trampliDg under foot that
or wbite leagues, or auy other, armed with the
great
muskets of the United States, may constitute
prerogative writ and boast of Anglo-Saxon
freedom and jurisprudence, the habeas
tbe mob, may incite the mob, but the national
corpus.
I repeat such an
Three years later the Democrats met iu naarm is to be tied and palsied.
If there
tional convention. The convention resolved
act of Congress has never yet existed.
that tbe war for the Union was a failure, a failever was a time when such au act could safely
ure jast at the time when it was about to triand filly stand npon the statute book, that
time is not now, aud is not likely to arrive in
umph utterly, as it would havo done loog before but for incitement and encouragement
the near future. Until rebellion raised Its iron
and
all
had
sectiOLS
been
all
congiven by Northern Democrats to the rebellion.
parties
hand,
tent to leave where the Constitution left it the
Having recorded this sage, patriotic and statespower and duty of the President to take care
to nomiuate (or President of the United Stales
that the laws be faithfully executed, fhe Conand Commander-in-Chief of the Arm; aDd
stitution has ia this regard three plain commands:
Navy the very mao who had sent soldiers to
The President “shall take care that the laws
act as overseers of elections, who had tramphd
down by military force the privilege of the
be faithfully executed.”
“The
President
shall
be
Commauderhabeas corpus, and this, do not forget, in MaryAgaiu,
in-Cbief of the Army and Navy of tlie Uuited
land,—Maryland, a State in the Union, not
States, and of tbe militia of the several States, even a seceded State. Delaware too was prowhen called into the tactual service of tbu
tected at her elections by military authority,
under military orders, and the governor of that
United States.”
‘•The actual service” of the United States
State thanked the national authorities for that
some meu may say means war merely, service
protection, approved it and aided it.
in time of war. Let me read again, “Congress
«ut these ordets went very fir. They preshall have power ti provide for calling forth
scribed with military rigor the qualification of
the militia.” For what? First of all, “to exevoteis, and rough proceedings no doubt ensued.
cute the laws of the Union.”
The sword is not a mathematical instrument,
Yes, Congress shall have power “to provide it is not as exact as the guillotine, not as exact
for calling forth the militia to execute the
as the headsman’s ax nor even as the dagger,
laws of the Union.” Speaking to lawyers, I
the ballet. Or the halter of the assassiD.
It
venture to emphasize the word “execute.”
These orders prompted the act of 18t!u, not to
it
has
a
of
art;
is a term
long-defined meaning. coufer power, I caunot repeat too often, bat
re-enacted
of
act
1790,
The
to
restrain and curtail it. The bill was introsince, emphasized
;
i these constitutional provisions.
duced by Mr. Powell of Kentucky, that SeuaHere it is, section 5298 of the Eevised Stattor who when the enrollment act came from
the House is said to have remarked, “Q., on
ntes:
with your draft; 1 feel no interest iu
Kenreason of unlawful
Whenever,
by
obstruction, tuck’s quota is full ou both sides. The it;
|
hill was
combinations, or assemblages ot persons, or rebellion
against tbe aulhurityof tbe Government ot tbe referred to the Military Committee of the Senate. Od the 12,h of February, 1884, the MiliUnited Stales, it eball become impracticable, in tbe
judgment of tbe Pieddent, to entorce, by the ordin- tary Committee reported against it, and for the
I ary course of judicial proceedings, toe laws of tbe
time beiDg that was the end of it.
Uuited States witbin any State or Territory, it shall
A year laier, hiving meantime been taken
be lawful for the President to call forth the militia
np and amended, amended as it now stands, It
ot any or all the States. and to tmploy such parts ot
was
passed. Every Democratic Senator who
the land and naval forces ot the United States as he
voted, voted for it as it stands now. Every
may deem necessary to enforce the faithful execution of the laws of the United States, or to suppress
Democrat iu the House who voted, voted for
such rebellion in whatever Stale or Territory therethe act as it stauds now.
Nay, more; after it
of tbe laws ot the Uuited State- may be forcible ophad been amended as it now is, a ter the words
or
the
execution
obstructed.
thereof
forcibly
posed,
“except when necessary to keeo peace at the
polls," bad been established in it, Mr. Powell,
That section, enacted in substance during
a Democrat from Kentucky, and other Demothe administration of Waehiugion, drawn aud
cratic members of the Senate again aud again,
voted for by tbe men who framed tne ConstituIowa knows, for he has
tion, only supplemented tbe provisions 1 have as lbs Seuator from
the debate, urged the Senate
| read. It has stood for eighty-foar years un- just traversed
1
to take up this obnoxSenate
the
importuned
These constitutional
a

It can be devoted to its use in only one mode.
Once tn tbe Treasury, it must remain there
useless until appropriated by ant of Coogress.
Tbe Constitution so ordains. To collect it, and
then defeat or prevent its object and use, would
be reoreant and abominable oppression.
Tbe
Constitution leaves no discretion to Congress
whether needful appropriations shall be made.
Discretion to ascertain and determine amounts
needful, is committed to Congress, but tbe appropriation of whatever is needful after the
amount has been ascertained, is commanded
positively and absolutely'. When, for example,
the Constitution declares that the President
aud the judges at stated periods shall receive
compensation fixed by law, the duty to make
tbe appropriations is plain and peremptory;
to refuse to make them, is disobedience of the
Constntion and treasonable.
So, when it is declared that Congress shall
have power to provide money to pay deb'.s, and
fnr t.hrt
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leas the Executative surrendered his convictions
of the repealing
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the act as it staods, forbids, except ia
which there miv be anthnrHv the
troops at the “place’* at which ao
election is to be held. What does “place”
mean? I ask emphatically what does “pl.oe”
mean? The houorable Senator from Delaware
cited the other day at great length an instance
in which troops had been present in ihe
city of
New York within tbe meaning of this
act,
when they were conspicuously absent from
every polling-place; not allowed to go, even one
at a time, to aoy polling place for
any purpose
whatever. Under this interpretation ‘‘place”
most be coostrned to mean a whole city ora
towoship, and under the proposed amendment
so construed oo a day when electioo is held
every soldier mast be banished Irom the whole
Islaod of Manhattan, and never allowed to return daring the day even though the entire
city
should be wrapped in flames or sacked by
mobs.
Again, the act of 1865 forbids the presence of
soldiers save only when necessary |to preserve
the peace. My honorable friend from Connecticnt smiles—
Mr. Eaton. I do. Necessity is the plea of
tUe case for
presence of

tyrants.
Mr. Cockling. That is the lawyer’s smile.
My honorable friend knows as well as I know
—we do not differ—that a statute
providing
that a thing may be done when necessarv, commits to the discretion of
to
somebody
judge of
that necessity. No doubt of it. No doubt the
discretion may be abased. All human discretion has been abased siuce the morning of time.
The governor of every State may abase similar
discretion every day in the year; so may every
sheritl, mayor, and constable. Tbe President
may mistake or abase the discretion which

calls for his judgment; be may do it under othand provisions every other day in
thd three hundred aud sixty-five. What is
there, in God’s name what is therein a Republic operating by universal suffrage and governed by majorities which should pick out election day and band that over a prey to unchallenged ruffianism, brutality and disorder?
Connected
with
the
amendment
we
are
now
considering and a part of
is
it
the
act
for
and
protecting
regulating national elections. That aot
applies to cities of twenty thousand or more inhabitants. It provides that two persons may
be appointed by the court, not to act a* overseers but as supervisors of
registration, voting
and coanting at national elections. One is to
he a Democrat, one a Republican. That is to
er statutes
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in rural region; with sparse populaprovision is made. There, as a rala,
all voters are known to each other; there the
danger of|mobs and tamnlla Is compiratively
slight. In the large cities the case is different.
There these two supervisors are to see fair play;
that is the whole of it. They have no
powers,
nor have the deputy marshals
any power not
from time immemorial aDd from
necessity reposed in all the States, as far as I know, in the
inspectors of elections. I read the provision as
it stands in my own State and I ask the Senate
to mark what sort of power it confers
on every
inspector of election:
If any person shall wilfully disobey any lawful
commands of the board of inspectors of any election,
or shall wilfully and without lawful
authority, obstruct, hinder or delay any e'ector on his way to any
poll where an election shall be held, or assist in such
obstruction or delay, he shall, on conviction be adjudged guilty or a misdemeanor, and be fined In a
sum not exceeding 91S0, ana may he
imprisoned, In
the discretion of the court, lor not more tnan six
months.
All these inspectors nnder this act are soch
“potentates and powers’’ that any man who
dares to disobey tbeir commands is to be punished, aud vet the sensibilities of >,he gifted
and ardent Senator from. Indiana [Mr. Voorheesj palpitated with indignant emotion when
be tnongbtof yooth aDd old age meeting at the
polls and voting, with two persous, ooe Democra' and one Republican looking right at them
when they did it; looking on to see that the receiver ol ballots did not destroy orebaoge them
but put them in the box, aod afterward to see
that the billots were honestly conuted after
youth anu age bad gone home to supper. I
listened to a recital of that ordeal aod 1 made
op my mind that on each an occasion yontb
and age after the day’s fitful struggle might
sleep well.
The election law came in to correot abases
which reached tbeir climax in 1868 in the city
of New York.
In that year in the State of New
York the Republican candidate for governor
was elected;
the Democratic candidate waa
counted in. Members of the L-gislature were
fraudulently Seated. The election waa a barbarous burlesque. Many thousand forged naturalization papers were issued; some of them
were white aud some were Ooffee-colored. The
same witnesses purported to attest hundreds
aud thousands cf naturalization affidavits, aod
the stupendous fraud of the whole thing was
and is an open secret. Some of these naturalization papers were seot to other States. So
uleoty were they that someof them were sent
10 Germany, aud Germans who bad oever left
ihtir country claimed exemption from the German draft for soldiers io the Kraoco-Prussian
war because they were| mtura ized American
citizens! [Laughter ]
The boloers uf these papers voted by thousands, aDd I have beard it said in this debate
that Judge Blatchford had decided that theae
papers are legal. Never. I see the Senator
from West Virginia (Mr. Hereford] nod. He
does not nod very forcibly, bat he nods enough
to induce me to stop aud read from the judgment of Judge Blatchford. Judge Blatcnford
passed upon a case m»de—lawyers will understand what that is—presenting a pare question
of law. What was the question? Whether
certain papers on deposit or in file in court in
andcf themselves, assuming tbeir verity, assuming that they were genuine, constituted a
record in the eye of the law. There waa no
question tried or decided whether they were
forged or not; Loqnestion whether they frandn-
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some of them had beeo, with the
of (.Ulcers on their face who never were
eleoted until long after the paper was issued;
but on the naked qutsiion presented to him,
Judge Blatchford spoke. He refers to another
case in which the same question has been presented, and says;
The sole ground ot such application was that the
validity ot the admission of the partv to citizenship
wa- disputed on the allegation that there was no
legal record of the judgment admitting him to citi-

signed,
name

zenship,—

Why?

I ask the Senate to mark,

reason that the clerk of the court did not
write out an entry in the minute book of the court
reciting the proceedings and showing the adjucatlon
made. This is the same point urged here.

for the

There is the point of the decision and the
whole of is as I understand.
I say thousands of men voted npcn fraudulent naturalization papers. But alt thls.was
tame and paltry oompared with other enormities. The City of New York was redistricted
from time to time—sometimes so redistricted as
to bisect blocks, and denizens of the same
building could vote in different eleetion precincts. In some cases the Democratic majority
was larger than the whole nnmber of men, women, children, horses, cats aud dogs in the
district, [laughter] and I speak, not in rhetorical figures but. in Arabic figures. Keneatiog,
ballot-box stuffing, ruffianism and false counting decided every mng. Tweed made the election officers and the election officers were corrupt. In 1868, thirty thousand votes were
falsely added to the Democratic majorities in
the cities of New York and Brooklyn alone.
Taxes and elections were the mere spoil and
booty of a corrupt junta in Tammany Hall,
Assessments, exactions and exemptions were
made the bribes and penalties of political sabmission. Usurpation aud fraud inaugurated a
carnival of corrnpt disorder; and obscene bird*
without number swooped down to the harvest
and gorged themselves on every side in plunder
and spoliation.
Wrongs and usurpations
springing from the pollution and desecration
ot the ballot-box stalked bigb-neaded in the
public way. The courts aud the machinery of
justice were impotent in the presence of culprits too great to b- punished.
The act of 1870 came in to throttle such
abases. It was not born withont throes and
pangs. It passed the Benate alter a day and •
night which rang with Democratic malediotiou
and foal aspersions.
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In the antamn oi that year an election was
held for the choice of Representatives in Congress. 1 see more than one friend near me who
for himself and for others has reason even onto
this day to remember that election and the apprehension which preceded it. It was the first
time the law of 1870 had been put in force. Resistance was openly counseled. Democratic
newspapers in New York advised that the offiDiscers of the law be pitched into the river.
order was afoot. Men, not wanting in bravery,
Bloodand not Republicans, drpaded the day.
shed, arson, riot were feared. Ghastly spectacles were then fresh in memory. The draft riots had spread terror which had never died, and
strong men shuddered when they remembered
the bloody assizes of the Democratic party.
They bad seen men and women, blind with
party beat, dizzy and drunk with party madness, stab and barn, and revel in murder and in
mutilating the dead. They had seen an asylum for colored orphans made a fnneral pile,
and Its smoke sent np from their Christian and
imperial City to tell in heaven of the inhuman
bigotry, the horrible barbarity of man. Remembering each sickening scenes aud dreading their repetition, they asked the President
to protect them—to protect them with the beak
and claw of national power. Instantly the unkenneled packs of party barked in vengeful
chotns. Imprecations, maledictions, and threats
were hurled at Grant; hat with that splendid
courage which never blanched in battle, which
never quaked before clamor, with that matchless eelf-poise which did not desert him even
when a continent beyond the sea rose and uncovered before him [applause in the galleries,]
he reBpocded in the orders which it has pleased
the honorable Senator from Delaware to read.
The election thus protected was the fairest, the
freest, the most secure a generation had seen.
When two years afterward New York came to
crown Grant with her vote, h's action In protecting her chief city in the ides of November,
1870, was not forgotten. When next New York
has ocotsinn to record her judgment of the services of Grant, bis action in 1870 touching
peace in the city of New York will not be hidden away by those who esnonse him wisely.
[Anp'ause in the galleries.]
Now, the election"law is to ha emasculated;
soldier mast confront rioters or
no national
mobs; no armed man by national authority,
a
not
soldier, must stay the tide of bruthough
tality or force; no deputy marshal must be
within call; no supervisor must have power to
arrest any man who in his view commits the
Bat the
most flagrant breach of the peace
Democrats tell us “we have not abolished the
supervisors; we have left them.” Yes, the legislative bill leaves the supervisors, two stoolpigeons with their wings clipped, [laughter,]
two iiceBsed witnesses to stand around idle and
look——yes, “a cat may look at a king”-bat
they mast not toacb bailies or iaw-hreakeis,
not if they do murders right before their eyes.
If a civil officer under the pending amendment attempts to quell a riot by calling on the
bystanders if they have arms Le is punishable
for that. If a marshal, the marshal of the district in which the election occurs, the marshal
nominated to the Senate and confirmed by the
Senate—I do not mean a deputy marshal—
should see an affray or a riot at the polls on
election day and call npon the bystanders to
quell it, if this bill becomes a law, and oue of
those bystanders has a revolver in bis pocket or
another one tabes a stick or a cudgel in his
band, the marshal may be fined $5,000 and
punished by five years’ imprisonment.
Such are the devices to belittle national anthority aud national law, to tarn the idea of the
sovereignty of the nation into a langhing-stock
and a byword.
Under what pretexts is this uprooting and
overturning to be? Any officer who transgresses the law, be he civil or military, may be
punished in the courts of the State or in the
courts of the nation under existing law. Is the
election act nncoustitutional? The courts for
ten years have been open to that qui stiou. The
law has been pounded with all the hammers of
the lawyers, but it has stood the test; no court
has pronounced it nnconstitntional, although
many men have been prosecuted aua convieied
under it. Jadge Woodruff and Judge Blatcbford have vindicated its constitutionality. Bot
as 1 said before the constitutional argument has
been abandoned. The supreme political court
practically now above Congress or even constitutions, the Democratic caucus, has decided
that the law is constitntional. The record of
the judgment is in the legislative bill.
We are told it costs money to enforce the
law. Yes, it costs money to enforce all laws;
it costs money to prosecute smugglers, counttfeiters, murderers, mail robbers and others. We
have been informed that it has cost $200,000 to
execute the election act. It cost more than $5,000,000,000 in money alone to preserve onr institutions and onr laws in one war, and the nation which bled and the nation wbicb paid is
not likely to give np its institutions acd the
birthright of its citizens for $200,000. [Applause in the galleries.]
Tbe Presiding Officer, (Mr. Cockrell in the
chair.) The Senator will suspend a moment.
The Chair will announce to the galleries that
there shall be no more applause; if so the galleries shall be cleared immediately.
Mr. Conkling. Mr. President, that interruption reminds me, the present occupant of tbe
chair having been deeply interested in the bill,
that the anoronriations made acd sooandered
for local and onlawfnl improvements in the
last river and barhor bill, alone wonld pay for
executing the election law as loDg as grass
grows or water runs. The interest on the money wrongfully squandered in that bill wonld execute it twice over perpetually. The cost of
this needless extra sessioD, nrougnt about as a
partisan contrivance wonld execute the electiou
law for a great while. A h3tter way to save
the cost than to repeal the law, is to obey it.
Let White Leagues and rifle clubs disband; let
your night-ri ers dismount; let your tissue ballot-box staffers
desist; let repeaters, false
counters, and ruffians no longer be employed to
carry elections and then the cost of executing
the law will disappear from the public ledger
Again, we are told that forty-five million people are in danger from an army nominally of
twenty-five thousand men, most of them scattered beyond the frontiers of civilized abode.
Uilitary power has become an affrighting specter. Soldiers at the polls are displeasing to a
political party. What party? That party whose
Administration ordered soldiers, who obeyed,
to shoot down and kill unoffending citizens
here in the streets of Washington on election
day; that party which has arrested and dispersed Legislators at the point of the bayonet;
that party which has employed troops to carry
elections to decide that a State should be slave
and should not be free; that party which haB
corraltd courts of justice with national bayonets, and hunted panting fagitive slaves iu
peaceful communities with artillery aud dragoons; that party which would have to-day no
majority in either House of Congress except
for elections dominated and decided by violence
and fraud; ihat party under whose sway in several States not ouly the right to vote but the
right to be is now trampled under foot.
Such is the source of an insulting summons
to the Executive to become parliceps criminin in
prostrating wholesome laws and this is the
condition on which the money of the people,
paid by the people, shall be permitted to be
used for the purposes for which the people
paid it.
Has the present national administration beeD
officiously robust in checking the encroachments and turbulence of Democrats, cither by
the nee of troops or otherwise? 1 ask this
question because the next election is to occur
daring the term of the present administration.
What is the need of revolntionary measures
now? What is all this uproar and commotion,
this daring venture of partisan experiment for?
Why not make your issue agaiusc these laws
and carry your issue to the people? If you
can elect a President and a Congress of your
thinking you will have it all vour own way.
Why uow should there be an attempt to
block the wheels of government on the eve of
an election at which this whole question is triable before the principals aud masters of us all?
The answer is iuevitable. But ooe truthful
explanation can be made of this daring enterprise. It is a political, a partisan maneuver.
It is a strike for party advantage. With a fair
election and an honest count, the Democrats
cannot
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anted, insure some approach to a fair election.
Therefore they stand in the way and therefore
they are to be broken down.
I reflect upon no man’s motives, but I believe tbat the sentiment which liuds expression
in the transaction now proceeding in the two
Houses of Congress has its origin in the idea I
have stated. 1 believe tbat the managers and
charioteers of the Democratic party think that
with a fair election and a fair count they cannot carry the State of New York.
They know
that with uurestraiued course, such as existed
In 1808, to the ballot-box and count, no matter
what majority may be given in that State
where the green grass grows, the great cities
will overbalance and swamp it. They know
that with the ability to give eighty, ninety,
one hundred thousand
majority in the county
of New York and the county of Kings, half of
it fraudulently added, it is idle for the three
millions of people living above the Highlands
of the Hudson to vote.
This is a struggle for power. It is a fight for
empire. It is a contrivance to clutch the National Government. That we believe; tbat I

believe.

The nation has tasted and dtunk to the dregs
the sway of the Democratic party, organized
and dominated by the same influences which
dominate it again and still. You want to restore tbat domiDioD. We mean to resist yon at
every step by every lawful means that opportunity places in our hands. We believe that it
is good for the country, good for every man
North and South who loves the country now,
that the Government should remain in the
hands of those who were never against it. We
believe that it is not wise or safe to give over
our nationality to the dominion of
the forces
which formerly aud now again rule the Democratic party. We do not mean to connive at
further conquests, aod we tell yon tbat if
you
gain further political power, you must gain it
by fair means and not by foul. We believe
that these laws are wholesome. We believe
tbat they are necessary barriers against wrongs
neoessary defenses for rights, and sobelieviDg
we will keep and defend them even to the uttermost of lawful honest effort.
The other day, it was Tuesday 1 think, it
pleased the honorable Senator from Illinois,
[Ur. Davisj to deliver to the Senate an address, I had rather said an opinion, able aod
carefully prepated. That honorable Senator
knows well the regard not only, but the sincere respect in which I hold him, and be will
not misunderstand the freedom with which
I
shall refer to Some of bis utterances. Whatever else his sayings fail
to prove, they did I
think, prove their author, after Mrs. Winslow
the most copious aud inexhaustible fountain of
soothing sirup. The honorable Senator seemed
like one slumbering in a storm and dreamiug
of a calm. He said there was no uproar anywhere—one would infer you could hear a pin

mr land is no better than despotism tempered
Jy assassination! Rights sccare wben each things
3an be as stand proved and recorded by committees of tbe Senate! Rights secure when the
old and the young fly iu terror from their

homes and from the graves of their murdered
dnad! Rights secure, wben tuousands brave
cold, hunger, death, seeking among strangers
in a far country a humanity which will remem
bar that
“Before man made them citizens
Great nature made them men!”
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bor; cherish it; do not drive it out.
Quit proacription, both for opinion’s sake and for color’s
I know there are
sake. Reform it altogether
1 know there is natudifficulties iu the way.
ral repugnance in iheway; but drop passiou,
which
sentiment
siguilies
naught, aou let
drop
the material pro*nerity and civilizition of your
land advance. Do not give so much energy, so
much restless, sleepless activity, to an attempt
so soon to get possession once
more and domi-
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rale the country.
There is room
the uatioual board, and it is not
enough
it is not decorous, plainly speaking,
needed,
Read the memorial signed by Judge Dillon,
that the South should be the MacGregor at the
by the Democratic mayor of Sr. Louis, by Mr.
table, aud that tbe bead of the table should be
Henderson once a member of the Senate, and j wherever he sits.
For a good many reasons it
by other men known to tbe nation, detailing I is not worth while to insist upon it.
wbat has been dene it* iecent weeks on the
Mr. President, one of Rome's famous legends
Southern Mississippi* Read the affidavits ac- j stands in these words: Let what each man
companing this memorial. Has aDy one a copy thinks of the Republic be written on his brow.
of the memorial here? I have seen tbe memo1 have spoken in the spirit of this injunction.
rial. 1 have seen the signatures. I hope tbe
Meaning offense to no man, and holding illhonorable Senator from Illinois will read it and
will to no man because he comes from the
read the affidavits which accompany it. When
South or because he differs with me in political
he does he will read one of the most sickeniDg
opinion, l have spoken frankly, but with
recitals of modern times. He will look upon
malice toward none.
bloodiest and blackest pictures of
one of the
This session, and the bill pending, ate acts
the book of recent years. Yet the Senator
a
in
partisan and po.itioal enterprise. This
no
is
“There
not
such
is
all
faith,
quiet.
says
debate, begnn after a caucus had defiued aud
notin IsraelVerily “order reigns in Warclenched tbe position of every man iu tbe masaw.” Solitudinem faciunt, paeem appellant
jority, has not been waged to convince anyMr. President, the Republican party everyIt has resounded to fire the demoDody here.
where wants peace and prosperity, peace and
cratic heart, to sound a blast to the cohorts of
prosperity ia the South as much and as sincere- party, to beat tbe long-roll aDd set the
squadly as elsewhere. Disguising the truth will not rons in the field.
That is the object of ir, as
Soft phrases will
bring peace and prosperity.
seen
as
to
be
tbe
nltimatn
plainly
object of ibe
not hrirg peace.
“Fair words butter no
attempted overthrow of laws.
We hear a great deal of loose flanparnips.
Political speeches having beeu thus ordained
by talk about
“fanning dying embers,
I have discussed political tuemes, and with ill- j
on.
“rekindling smoldering tires,” anu so these
will to no portion of the country but good-will
Whenever the plain truth is spoken,
toward every portion of it, I have with candor
unctuous monitions, with a Peter Parley benespoken somewhat of my thonghts of tbe duties
volence, fall copiously upon ns. This lullaby
aud dangers of the hour.
(Applause ou the
been in my belief a mistake
aud hush has
floor aud iu the galleries.)
It has misled tbe South
from the beginning.
and misled tbe North. In Andrew Johnson s
Gleanings from the Mails.
time a convention was worked np at Philadelbeen indicted for
Booth’s assailant has
phia, and men were brought from the North
A man from
and South for ecstasy and gush.
assault with intent to kill.
Carolina
Massachusetts aud a man from South
will lake its
The Spriogfield Republican
locked arms an i walked into the convention
libel suit to tbe full bench.
and credulity palarm in arm, and sensation
The Boston Hearld hears that one of the
pitated and clapped their hands, and thought
had been found. Sereau universal solvent
Maine Greenback papers is to hi removed to
nades were held at which "Dixie” was played.
Boston to become a Butler organ.
Later on, anniversaries of battles fought in tbe
oesasions by
W. F. Casebohm, first assistant treasonr of
war of lodependeuce wore made
men from tbe North and men from the South
San Francisoo, has committed suicide.
He
for emotional, dramatic, hugging ceremonies
left a note saying that he had used $20,000 of
General Sherman I remember attended one of
the city’s monoy in stock speculations.
them, and I remember also that, with tbe
a soldier, and tbe wisdom and
b'uotness of
A Rio Janeiro letter of tbe 5lh inst., states
hard sense of a statesman, be plainly cautioned
that the Brazilian government is negotiating sv
all concerned not to be carried away, and not
treaty for the shipment of Chinese laborers lor
But maoy have been fooled, and
to be fooled.
being fooled, have helped to swell the demoplantation work.
cratic majorities which now display themselves
An exodus of the French population from
before tbe DQblic eye.
Canada has begun.
Every train from Sorel,
Of all such effusive demonstrations I have !
this to say:
Quebec, ia laden with old and young, going to
honest, serious convictions are
Grave affairs and
not ecstatic or emotional.
factories in Massachusetts and New Hamplaatincr nnrnnnA4 An not pyutahs nr vnnt:
shire to seek employment.
selves in honeyed phrase or sickly sentimentalThe preliminary papers have been setved iu
ity, rhapsody, or in profnse professions.
This is as tme of political as of religious
the suit which representative Chittenden and
"Not
The
Divine
Master
tells
duties.
us,
General Butler agreed to have brought to test
every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall
the legality of the reissue of legal tender notes
enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that
in lime of peace, and the caso will be tried in
will of
doeth the
my Father which is in
Heaven."
New York in about a month.
Facts are stubborn things, bat the better way
Beal estate has shrunk bo badly in Brooklyn
to deal with them is to look them squarely in
N, Y., and taxes are so high, that parcel after
the face.
The Republican party and the Northern
parcel of land is abandoned to the city for nn.
people preach no crusade against the South.
paid assessments, and the city cannot dispose
1 will say nothing of the past beyond a singles
of the property for enough to pay the public
fact. When the war was over no man who
fonght against bis flag was pnnished even by claims against it.
No estate was confiscated.
imprisonment.
The Nova Scotia giantess, who a year ago
Every man was left free to enjoy life, liberty,
married the Kentucky giant, has lately given
and the
After the
pursuit of happiness.
birth in London to an infant who is supposed
Southern States were restored to their rejations
iu the Union no man was ever disfranchised
to be the largest child brought into the world
by national authority—not one. If this state- since Goliath of Gatb. It weighed at birth
ment is denied I invite any Senator to correct
twenty-three and one-quarter (23 1-4 pounds,
me.
I repeat it.
Alter the Sonthern State
was thirty (30) inches ia height, twenty-font
governments were rebuilded and the States
were restored to their relations in the Union,
(24) inches around the b.east, the head nineby national authority not one man for one teen
(19) inches, and the length of the foot five
moment was ever denied tb« right to vote, or
and one-half (5 1-2) inches.
It is gratifying to
hindered in the right.
From the time that
Mississippi was restored there never had been record the fact that by the latest bulletin
an boar when Jefferson Davis might not vote
•‘mother and child were doing well.”
as freely as the honorable Senator in his State
The issue of certificates of pensions
of Illinois. The North burdened with taxes,
began
draped in mourning, dotted over with new- on Friday at Washington. The commissioner
made graves tenanted by her bravest and her
says the issuo of these certificates will not exbest, sought to inflict no penalty upon those
ceed one hundred per day until provision is
who had stricken her with the greatest, and,
made for tho payment of a greater
as she believed, the gmltiest rebellion that ever
number,
crimsoued the annals of the hnman race.
and that the claims will be taken op and setAs an example of generosity and magnanimtled in such order as to distribute the settleity, the conduct of the nation in victory was
ments fairly among all the agencies, and not in
the grandest the world has ever seen.
The
same spirit prevails now.
Yet onr ears are
the order of the date of applications.
No inlammed with the charge that the Republicans
quiries in relation to the claims for arrears
of the North seek to revive and intensify the
will be answered, as it is claimed that each
wounds and pangs and passions of the war,and
that the Sonthern Democrats seek to bury them
correspondence greatly delays the business of
in oblivion of kind forgetfulness.
settling the claims.
We can test the truth of these assertions
Queen Mercedes, who will have bsen dead a
right before onr eyes. Let ns test them. Twenty-seven states adhered to the Union in the year June 2Gth, is to have a successor.
Not a
dark hoar. Those states send to Congress two
word has fallen from the lips of the discochandred and sixty-nine Senators and Repreonlofa Tri-wv Knf if ia thnn.-.l>4
__i
---r,---MHO
sentatives. Of these two handred and sixtyState demands that at the expiration of a year
nine Senators and Representatives, fifty-four,
and only fifty-four, were soldiers In the armies
ofmonrniDg a new Qu9eu should be selected.
of the Union. The eleven states which were
Among those named as eligible is Princess
send
Senators
and
disloyal
ninety-three
RepreStephania Clotiide, daughter of the King of
sentatives to Congress. Of these, eighty-five
were soldiers in tne armies of the rebellion, and
Belgium. She was born May 21, 1864, and
at least three mote held high civil station in
will not complete her fifteenth year till next
the rebellion, making in all eighty-eight oat of
month. KiDg Alphouso was born November
ninety-three.
28,1857. The Archdachess Marie of Austria
Let me state the same fact, dividing the
Honses. There are but four Senators here who
is also named. Sbe was born in
1858, and is
fonght in the Union army. They all sit here described as very beautiful and
accomplished.
now, and there are bat four. Twenty Senators
She is a devout Catholic, and this alliance is
sit here who fought in the army of rebellion,
and three more Senators sit here who held high
among the probabilities of the future,
nate

rhe President’s Objections to the

and

Army Bill.

at

j

In the House there are lift; Uniou soldiers
from twenty-seven states, and sixty-five confederate soldiers from eleven states.
Who, I
ask you, Senators, tried by this record, is keeping up party divisions on the issues and hatred
of the war?
The South is solid. Throughout all its borders it has no seat here save two in which a
Republican sits. The Senator from Mississippi (Mr. Bruce) and the Senator from Louisiana (Ur. Kellogg) are still
spared; and whisper says an enterprise is afoot to deprive one of
these Senators of his seat. The South is emphatically solid. Can you wonder if the North
soon becomes solid too? Do yon not ses that the
doings witnessed now in Congress fill the
North with alarm and distrust of the patriotism and good faith of the men from the South?
Forty-two Democrats have seats on this floor;
forty-three if you add the honorable Senator
from Illinois (Mr. Davis.) He does not beloDg
to the Democratic party, although I must say,
after reading his speech the other day, that a
Democrat who asks anything more of him is
an insatiate
monster.
(Laughter.) If you
count the Senator from Illinois there are
fortythree Democrats in this chamber.
Twentythree is a clear majority of all, and twentythree happens to be exactly the number of
Senators from the South who were leaders in
the late lebellion.
Do you anticipate my object in stating these
numbers? For fear you do not,let me explain.
Forty-two Senators rule the Senate; twenty
three Senators rule the caucus; a
majority rules
the Senate; a caucus rules the majority; and
the twenty-three Southern Senators rale the
The same thing, in the same
canons.
way
governed by the same elements, is true, in the

Honse.

This present assault upon the purity and fairelections, upon the Constitution, upon
department and upon the rights
of the people; not the rights of a
king, not, ou
such rights as we heard the distinguished
presiding officer, whom I am glad now to discover
in his seat, dilate upon ot a
morning seme
weeks ago; not the divine right of
kings but
the unborn lights of the people—the
present assault upou them could never have been inaugurated without the action of the 23
Southern
Senators here, and the Southern
Representatives there (pointing to tho House )
The people of tho North know this and
see
it.
lbey see the lead and control of the Democratic patty again where it was before
the war
in hands of the South.
“By their fruits ye
sha.l know tnem.
The honorable Senator
from Alabama, Mr. Morgan, educated
nodoubt
by experience in political appearancea and
spectacular effects, said the other day that be
preferred the Democrats irorn the North should
go mat in this debate.
I admired me aagacitv
noc
cam ui
au experienced
tactician to
y
the
N
.rtheru
deploy
levies as the sappers and
miners; it was very becoming certainly. It wes
not Irom cruelty, or to make them
food for
powder that he has set them iu the forefront of
h® lhoa*ht it would
appear better
for the Normern auxiliaries to
go first and tunnel the citadel. Good,
excellent, as far as it
went; bat it did not go very far in
misleading
anybody, patting the tail foremost
and the
head in tne sand only showed the.
species and
habits of the bird.
(Laughter.)
We heard the other day tiw.r
1_.
°f
even s had filled the Southern
cities
handed together by a
common pnrp se.
The Senator who made that
sage observation perhaps bnildedbetter than
he
knew.
ihe same logic of
let me tell
Democratic Senators and theevents,
committees behind them, is destined to
bring frem the North
more amted delegations.
an8wsP“Per that it was proposed
the other "t
day in anoibet place to restore to the
army of the United S.iatis men
who, educated
at the uation s cost aud
presented with the nadrew
sword,
that
sword against the nati°as)
llfe:. 18 the pending bill is a provision
for the retirement of officers now
in the army
with advanced rank and
exaggerated pay. This
may he harmless, it may be kind.
One sparrow proves not
spring, but along with other
things suspicion will see in it an attempt r 0
coax officers nowiu the
army to dismount; ,0
empty their saddles, in order that others
r uaj'
.av
ness of
the executive

.h1UMe

THE SEWS IN A SUTSHELL.
The President sent in his veto of the Army
bill yesterday. The message is a long one and
clearly sets forth the grounds of his objections.
The insurance on the property destroyed
by
the Gorham fire amonnts to about half of its
valne.
The recent
21

earthquake

in

Persia destroyed

villages,

and 992 persons were killed.
Neither bouse of Congress transacted any
business yesterday, early adjournment being
taken out of respect to the late

Clark.

Kepresentative

'_
EUROPE.

The Reiga of Terror in Russia.
Wholesale Arrest

ol

Suspicions

Parties.

Paris, April 29.—The St. Petersburg correspond
the Uni vers says: The police are openly arrest
ing people by batches at all hours of the day, whereas apprehensions were hitherto made at
night. On
the slightest suspicion against any person his whole
family is arrested and domiciliary visits paid to all
his acquaintances, these leading to further appre,
hensions on the most frivolous grounds. Eightjthree furnished lodging keepers are in prison for not
reporting within 24 hours their latest arrivals.
Tho English ministry Again Sustained.
London, April 28.—In the Lords tonight Lord
ent of

Bateman moved resolutions in favor of reciprocity
and Parliamentary inquiry to ascertain means o*
counteracting the injuiious effects of excessive for.

eign tariffs
Beaoonsfleld said the utmost the government
could do in negotiating commercial treaties was to
see England had the benefit of the “most lavored
nation” clause.
He objected to the violent
changes and the indefinate inquiry recommended in
the motion which would cause disappointment and
uneasiness. It was absurd to describe the condition
of the country as one of distress and distraction.
He believed there were evidences that trade was

reviving,

Eoreigu Notes,
Prince Battcnburg has been chosen Prince of Bulgaria.
Thirty persons were killed and 14 Injured in the
province of Jaen, Spain, by the caving in of a hill.
It is proposed to forbid the importation of American cattle into Germany.
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So hue and cry is raised because
coat'.3 on
motioo, for cause shown in open cuur
have
a tight to purge
juries in certain c*»38. Nu
man in a.l the South under
35 years of age can
be alfeeted by this
provision, becxu se every
such mam was too young when the
armies of
the rebellion were recin-.led. to be ant
ject to the
eomPla'c«‘1 <V.
As to the rest the
who ® Jome one. Bn', eveu if it
were
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ai.“8rf inal1 kindness to Sonthr,,aa Dot wise *° make
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SENATE.
Washihgton, April 29.
Senate proceeded to the consideration ot House
bill appropriating §2000 for the payment ot certain
clerks and to supply certain deficiencies.
Plumb offered an amendment but before.it could be
considered a message was received from the House
announcing the death of Mr. Clark, and after appointing Kirkwood, Platt and Hereford to accompapy his remains to Iowa, Senate adjourned.
HOViE.
In the House prior to reading the journal the veto
message was received from the President and laid on
the table.
The death of Mr.
Clark was announced and
Messrs. Price, Reagan, Hatch, Neal, Henderson,
Dunned and Cook were appointed a committee on
the part of the House to accompany the remains of
deceased to his late home.
House adjourned at 12.15 as a mark of respect to
the late Mr. Clark of Iowa.

Rejoicing Over the Veto.
Chicago, April 29.—Thirty-eight guDs were fired
in token of approbation ot the President’s veto of the
army bill.

MINOR TELEC RAm
Tb© Lachine canal strikers ha.ve returned to their
work.
alrea<1? exicnted,
B
Entire southern portion of Durant, Miss., was
fsitbfal officers of the
Sen
rvr n
burned yesterday.
that their places
mav be sr
t0 °7ertutu an orMonumental Park in Cleveland was lighted by
‘?tl?®rs>
tb n Senate Which
*bfl
has existed for a
quarelectricity last night.
century, in order to grasp all the
petty
nlacH.
American brig John Swan put back to Leith on
places
here, seems to me unwise, it is not
account of mutiny among the crew.
wist), if you want to disarm suspicion that
yon
Two negroes named Spencer and Porter have been
gormandlz'°?* aureasoclynched at Siarkey, Miss., for incendiarism.
drop—from centre to circumference, flights
‘h®86 doiug* in the light 01
he said were secure. 1 have his language here!
Navigation of the St. Lawence is fairly opened.
party
advamIBg
aovant
g-, advantage to the party to which 1
If I do not seem lo give the snbstauce right i
The Mississippi from Portland has arrived out.
i could not
belong,
deplore them; far from if i Prof. Swift has been elected fellow of the
will stop and read it. flights secure North
Dai wishing ihe
Royal
of
the
and
repose
and
country,
and South; peace
the’ Astronomical Society of England,
tranquillity everywhere. I real,
The law oheyed and do need of special provis-' ana lasting, ultimate welfttre of the South
it
B. B. Campbell, president of the Producers Union
wishing from the bottom of my heart, I j
ions or amiety. It was in this strain tbat the
believe they are
of Pennsylvania, has lodged an information against
flagrantly unwise, hnrtluiiv
Senator discoursed
J
injudicious.
the Standard Oil Co., charging them with conspiraAre rights secure, when fresh-dooe barbariWhat the South needs is to heal,
build, mend,
to defraud oil producers in ‘organizing a monopoly
ties show tbat local goverument in portions of i
cy
sow.
plant,
in short, go to work. Invite laot the oil trade.
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overnment to protect from violence in the discharge
Their rights and duties under the
t their duties.
iw will remain, but the National Government will
I >o powerlc-8 to cntorco its own statutes. The states
□ay employ both military aud civil power to keep
he peace and to enforce the laws at state elections.
t is now proposed to deny to the United States even
he necessary civil authority to protect the rational
iiections. No sufficient reason has been given for
his discrimination in favor of the state and against
If well foundei objections
he national authority.
jxist against the present national election laws all
jood Citizens should nuite in their amendment. The
aws providing the safeguards for the elections
should be impartial, just and efficient. They should
f possible, be so non-partisan and fair in their operaion that the minority, the xarty out of power, will
have no just grounds to complain. The present laws
nave in practice unquestionably conduced to the prevention of fraud and violence at the elections in several of the states.
Members of different political
parties have applied for the safeguards which they
It is the right aud duty of the National
Furnish.
Government to enact and enforce laws which will secure free and fair Congressional elections. The laws
now in force should not be repealed except in connection with the enactment of measures which
will better accomplish that important end.
The Bill Annul* Federal Pow<;r.
Believing that Section 6 of the bill before me will
weaken, if it does not altogether take away, the
power of the national government to protect the
Federal elections by the civil authoiities, I am forced
to the conclusion that it ought not to receive my approval, The sectiou is, however, not presented to
me as a separate and independent measure, but is, as
has been stated, attached to the bill making the usual annual appropriations for
the
support of the
army. It makes a vital change in the election laws
of the country, which is in no way connected with
the use of the army. It prohibits under heavy pen*
allies any person engaged in the civil service of the
United States from having any force at the place of
any election prepared to preserve order, to make arrests, to keep the peace, or in any manner to enforce the laws. Thi3 is altogether foreign to the
purposo of any appropriation bill.
A iHiachievoas Practice.
The practice of tacking to appropriation bills
measures not i>eninent to such bills did not prevail
until more than forty years after the adoption of the
constitution. It has become a common practice. All
parties when in power have adopted it. Many abases
and great was.o of public money have in this way
crept into appropriatioa bdls. The public opinion of
Tbo states which have
the country is against it.
recently adopted constitutions have generally provided a remedy for the evil by enacting that no law
shall contain more than one subject, which shall bo
plainly stated in its title. The constitution ot more
than half the states contain substantially this provision. The public welfare will be promoted in many
ways by a return to the early practice of the government and to the true principle of legislation which
requires that every measure shall stand or fall, according to its own merits. If it were ‘understood
that to att ach to an appropriation bill a measure irrelevant to the general object of the bill would imperil and probably prevent.its final passage and approval, a valuable reform ia the parliamentary prac-
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Unnecessary

and

Harmful

Measure.

Ficious Objects

aud Tendencies cf tie
Bill.

Washington, April 29—Ilia following is the
the United States, re*
Message of the President of
the bill en
urning to the House of Representatives
,filed “Au act making appropriations for the supjoit of the army for the fiscal year ending Jane 39,
1880, and for other purposesT
To the Home of Representatives:
I have maturely considered the important questions presented by the bill entitled “An act making
appropriations for the support of the army for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, and for other purposes,” and I now return it to the House of Representatives, in which It originated, with my objections to its approval.
The bill provides in a usual way for the appropriation required for the support of the army during the
next fiscal year. If it contained no other provisions
it would receive my prompt approval. It includes,
however, further legislation, which, attached as it is
to appropriations which are requisite for the efficient
performance of some of the most necessary duties of
the Government, involves questions of the gravest character.
Tlie military at ilie Palls.
The sixth section of the bill is amendatory of the
statute now is lorce in regard to the authoiity of
persons in the clv'l, military, and naval service of the
United States “at the place where any general or
special election is held in any State.” This statute
was adopted Feb. 25, 1865, after a protracted debate
fn the Senate and almost without opposition in the
Hcpresemauves, Dy the concurrent vote ot
both of the leading political parties of tho country,
and became a law by the approval of President Lincoln. It was re-enacted in 1874 in tho Revised Stat-*
utesofthe United States, sections 20G2 and 5528
E fleet of (bi* Amendment.
The effect of the adoption of this amendment may
be considered:
First—Upon the right of tha United States government to use military force to keep the peace at the
election of members of Congress.
Second—Upon the right of the government by civil
authority to protect these elections from violence and
frauds.
In addition to the sections of the statute above
quoted, the following provisions of law relating to
the use of military power at elections are now in
force:
[The President then quotes the sections of the
statutes forbidding an officer of the army or navy to
interfere with the rights of any voter or to attempt
to compel any election officer to receive a vote from a
housc oi

person not legally qualified to vote.]
In the House of Repsentatives thevbject

of the act
stated by the gentleman who had it in
charge in similar terms, He said: “But these aro all

of 1878
minor

was

points

with the

insignificant questions compared
great principle which wa9 incorporated by
and

the House in the bill in reference to the use of the
army iu time ot peace. The Senate had already conceded what they called and what we might accept as
the principle, but they had stricken out the word

“expressly,”

army might be teed in all
cases where implied authority
might be inferred.
The House Committee planted themselves firmly
upon the doctrine that rather than yield this fundamental principle for which lor three years this
House bad struggled they would allow the bill to
fail, notwithstanding the reforms which we had secured. Regarding these reforms as of but little consequence alongside the great principle tha; the army
ot the United States in time of peace should be under
the control ot Congress and obedient to its laws,
after a long and protracted negotiation the Senate
committee have conceded the principle ia all its
length and breadth, including the penalty which the
Senate had stricken out. We bring you back, therefore, a report with the alteration of a single word,
which the lawyers assure me is proper to be made,
restoring to this bill the principle lor which we have
contended so long and which is so vital to secure the
rights and liberties of the people.”
The foregoing enactments would seem to be sufficient to prevent military interference with the elections, but the last Congress, to remove all apprehension of such interference, added to this body of law,
Section 15 of an act entitled “an act making appropriations for the support of the army for the fiscal
year ending June 3D, 1878, and for other purposes,”
approved June 18, 1878, which is as follows:
Section 15. From and after the passage of this act
it shall not be lawful to employ any part of the army
so

that the

of the United States as a posse comitatus or other
wise for the purpose of executing the laws except in
such cases and under such circumstance as such em-

ployment of said force may be specially authorized
by the Constitution or act of Congress, and no money
appropriated by this act shall ba used to pay any of
the expenses incurred in the cmplovinent of anv
troops in violation of this section, and any person
wilfully violating the provisions of this section shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding
$10,000. or imprisonment not exceeding two years,
or by both such fine and imprisonment*”
This act
passed the Senate after full consideration without a
single vote recorded against it on its final passage,
and by a majority of more than two-thirds it was
concurred in by the House of Representatives.
Object of thin Section.
The purpose of the section quoted was stated in
the Senate by one of its supporters as follows:
“Therefore I hope, without getting into any controversy about the past, but acting wisely f jr the
future, that we shall take away the idea that the
army can be used by a general or special deputy
marshal or anv marshal merely for election purposes
as a posse ordering them about the polls, or cftdering
them anywhere else when there is no election going
on, to prevent disorders, or to suppress disturbances
that should be suppressed by the peace officers of the
state or if they must bring others to their aid they
should summon the officers and men of the army as a
posse comitatus to quell disorders and thus get up a
feeling which will be disastrous to peace amoDg the
people of the country.
Thus have we this day secured to the people of this
country the same great protection against a standing
army which cost a struggle of 200 years for the com
mons of England to secure for the British people.”
military Interfere lice Impossible.
From this brief review of the subject it sufficiently
appears that under existing laws there can be n°
military interference with the elections. No case of
such interference has ia fact occurred. Since the
passage of the act last referred to, no soldier of the
United States has appeared in orders at any place
election in any State; no complaint even of the presence of United States troops has been made in any
quarter. It may. therefore, be confidently stated
that there is no
necessity for the enactment of
section 6 of the bill before me to prevent military inThe laws already in
terference with the elections.
force are all that is required lor tbdt end.but that part
of section 6 of this bill, which is
Significant and Vitally Important,
is the clause which, it adopted, will deprive the civil
authorities of the United States of all power to keep
the peace at the Congressional elections. The CoDgree
sional elections in a very important sense arc justly a
matter of political interest and concern throughout
the whole country.In each State,every political party
is entitled to the share of suffrage; it is the r ight of
every citizen possessing the qualifications prescribed
by law to cast one unintimidated ballot and have it
this right are common, and
employment
equal, practically, a3 well as formally, submission
and the

of

to the rasulf s of the suffrage will be accorded loyally
and cheerfully, and all the departments of government

will feel the true vigor of the popular will thus

expressed.
CongfftatiouRl Power to Regulate Selections.
Two provisioBS of the Constitution authorize
legislation by Congress for the regulation of the
Congressional elections. Section 4 of article 1 of the
Constitution declares that the times, places and
manner of holding elections for Senators and Representives shall he prescribed in each State by the

Legislature thereof, hut Congress may at any
by law make or alter such regulations, except
as to the places ot choosing Senators.
[The President hero quotes the 15th amendment
to the Constitution forbidding the abridging of the
right of suffrage on account ot race, color or
previous condition of servitude; and empowering
Congress to pass lawe to prevent such abridgment ]
The Supreme Court has held that tlfis amendment
time

forbids discrimination in the exercise ot the elective
franchise on account of race, color or previous condiThe power of Congress to protion of servitude.
this right by appropriate legislation is expressly
National legislation to
affirmed by the Court.
provide safe-guards for free and honest elections is
necessary as experience has shown.uot only to secure
the right to vote to the enfranchised race at the
Sonth, but a'so to prevent fraudulent voting in the
large cities of the North. Congress has, therefore,
exercieed the power conferred by the Constitution
and has enacted certain laws to prevent discriminations on account of race or color or previous condition of servitude and to punish fraud, violeuce and
intimidation at Federal elections.
[The President cites some of these laws and then
tect

proceeds:
These are some of the laws on this subject which it
is the duty ot the Executive Department of the government to enforce. The intent and effect of the
sixth section of this bill is to prohibit all the civil
officers of the United States under penalty of fine and
imprisonment from employing any adequate civil
force for this purpose at the place where their enforcement is most necessary, namely, at tie places
where the Congressional elections are held. Among
the most valuable enactments to which I have referred are those which protect the Supervisors of Federal elections in the discharge of their dulieB at the

polls.
National Government Rendered Powerless.
If the proposed legislation should become the law
there will be no power vested in any officer of the
The

ijouse of Representatives to represent the will of the i
eople, bat no single branch or department of the 1
$ overnment has exclusive authority to speak lor the
Lmerican people.
The most authentic and solemn
< xpression of their will is contained in the Constitu1 ion of the United States. By that Constitution they
] tave ordained and established a government whose
Lowers aie distributed among co-ordinate branches
vhich, as iar as possible, consistent with a harmouous cc-operation are absolutely independent of each
Lther. The people of the country are unwilling to
lave ihe supremacy of the Constitution replaced by
:he omnipotence of any department of the governnent. The enactment of this hill into a law will establish a precedent which will tend to destroy the
equal independence cf the several branches of the
Its principle places, not merely the
government.
Senate aDd Executive, but the Judiciary also under
the coercive dictation of the House.
The House
alone will be the judge of what constitutes a grievance and also of the means and measures of redress.
An act of Congress to protect elections is now the
grievance complained of, but the House may cn the
same principle determine that any other act of Congress, a treaty made by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, a nomination or appointment to office, or that a decision or an opinion
of the Supreme Court, is a grievance, and that the
means of redress is to be withhold the appropriations
required for the suppoit ot the offending branch of
the government.
A Dangerous Violation of the Conhtitution.
Believing that this bill is a dangerous violation ft
the 3pirit and meaning of the Constitution, I am
compelled to return it to the House in which it
originated without my approval. The qualified
negative with which the Constitution invests the
President is a trust that involves a duty which I cannot decline to perform with a firm and conscientious
purpose to do what I can to prevent unimpaired the
constitutional powers and equal independence not
merely of the executive but ot every branch ot the
Government which will be imperiled by the adoption
of the piinciple ot this bill.
1 desire earnestly to
urge upon the House of Representatives a return to
t.hn winn

and

whnlnsnmA

tiqp of Congeess would be accomplished.
justification that has been offered forattaebiug irrelevant riders to appropriation bills is that it is done
for convenience sake, to facilitate the passage of
measures which are deemed expedient by all the
branches of government which participate in legisIt canont

be claimed that there is any such

attaching this amendment of the election
The history ot
laws to tho army appropriai i jn bill •
the measure contradicts this assumption—a majority
of the House ot Representatives ot tiie last Congress

reason for

of section six of the bill. It wa9 known
that a majority of the Senate was opposed to it, and
that as a separate measure it could not be adopted,
It was attached to the army appropriation bill to
compel the Senate to assent to it. It was plainly announced to the Senate that the army appropriation
bill would not be allowed to pass unless the proposed
amendments of the election laws were adopted with
it. The Senate reiused to asseDt to the bill on ac_
count of this irrelevant section. Congress thereupon
adjourned without passing an appropriation bill for
the army, aul the present extra session of the Fortysixth Congress bscame ueceasary to furnish the
was

tiHacm

nf tlin

narlinr

was saia: me

ngnc

oi

iuo

ui

cue

people to wit bold supplies is as old a9 English liberty.
History records numerous instances where the common feeling that the people were oppressed by laws
the Lords would not consent to repeal by the ordinary methods of legislation, obtained redress at last by
refusing appropriations unless accompanied by relief measures.
A Grave Question.
Tbat a question of the gravest magnitude, and
new in this country, was raised by this course of proceeeing, was fully recognized also by its defenders in
the Senate. It was sa d by a distinguished senator,
“Perhaps no greater question in the form we are
brought to consider it, was ever considered by the
American Congress in time of peace, for it involves
not merely the merits or demerits of the laws which
the House bill propose to repeal, but involves the
rights, the privileges, the powers, the duties of the
two branches of Congress and of the President o1
the United States, It is a vast question. It is a
question whose importance can scarcely bo esti.
mated. It is a question that never yet has been
brought so sharply before the American Congress
and the American people as it may be now. It is a
question which sooner or later must be decided, and
the decision must determine what are the powers ol
the House of Representatives under the Constitution,
and what is the duty ot that House in view of the
framers of that Constitution according to its letter
ana its spirit. Mr. President, I should approach this
question it I were in the best possible condition tc
speak and to argue it, with very grave diffidence and
certainly with the utmost anxiety, for no one can
think of it as long and as carelully as I have though!
of it, without seeing tbat we are at the beginning,
perhaps, of a struggle tbat may last as long in this
country as a similar straggle lasted for two centuries
before it was ultimately decided. It is not likel y tc
last so lorg here, but it may last till every man in
this chamber is in his grave. It is the questioi
whether or no the House of Representatives has the
right to say “We will grant supplies only upon condition that grievances are redressed. We, as the
Representatives of the tax payers of the Republic; we, the House of Representatives, alone
have the right to originate bills which grant the
money ot the people. The Senate represents States,
we represent the tax jiayeis of the Republic.
We
therefore by the very terms of the Constitution are
charged with the duty of originating the bills whict
grant the money of the people. Wo claim the righ!
which the House of Commons in England established after two centuries ot contest, to say that we
will not grant the money of the people unless there
is a redress of grievances.”
Upon the assembling of this Congress in pursuance
or a call for an extra session which was made necessary by the failure of the Forty*fifth Congress to
make the needful appropriations for the support ol
the government, tne question was presented whether
the attempt made in the last Congress to engraft bj
construction a new principle upon the Constitution
should be persiatedjin or not. This Congress ba3 ample opportunity and time to pass the appropriatior
bills and also to enact any political measures which
may be determined upon iu separate bills by the
usual and orderly methods of proceeding, but the
majority ot both houses have deemed it wise to adhere to the principle asserted and maintained In the
last Congress by the majority of the House of Representatives. That principle is that the House of Representatives has the sole right to originate bills for

raising revenue, and, therefore, bas the right to
withhold appropriations upon which the existence ol
depend, unless the Senate and
the President shall give their assent to any legislation which the House may see fit to attach to appropriation hills.
•'nvnrnment

mav

A Radical and Dangerous Change.
To establish this principle is to make a radical:
dangerous and unconstitutional change in the character of oar lusthutions.The various departments are
established by the Constitution or by laws passed in
pursuance thereof. Their duties are clearly defined
and their support is carefully provided for by the
law. The money required lor this purpose has been
collected from the people, and is now in the Treasury, ready to be paid out as soon as the appropriation
bills are passed. Whether appropriations are made
The
or not, the collection of the taxes will go on.
pnblic money will accumulate in the Treasury. It
was not the intention of the framers ot the Constitution that any single branch of the government
should have the power to dictate conditions upon
which this treasure should te applied to the purposes
for which it was collected.
Any such intention, il
it had been entertained, would have been plainly expressed in the Constitution. That a majority of the
Senate now concurs in the claim of the House addf
to the gravity of the situation, but does not alter the
question at issue. The new doctrine, if entertained,
will result in a consolidation placing unchecked and
despotic power in the House of Representatives.
A bare majority of the House will become the government. The Executive will no longer be what the
framers of the Constitution intended, an equal and
independent branch of the government. It is clearly
the constitutional duty of the President to exerdse
his discretion and judgment upon all bills presented
to him without constraint or duress from any other
branch of the government.
Dcmial of the Executive Power.
To say that a majority of either or both oi the
Houses ot Congress may insist on the approval of a
bill under the penalty of stopping all of the operations of the government for want of the necessary
supplies is to deny to the Executive that sbate of the
legislative power which is plainly conferred by the
second section ot the seventh article of the Constitution. It strikes from the Constitution the qualified
negative of the President. It is said that this should
be done because it is the peculiar function of the

NOTICE,

111

IVew York Stork sod Money Market.
New York, April 29 —Eveniug.—Money easy at
; 3 r® 4 per cent, on call throughout the day.
Sterlj, ig Exchange quiet at 4*6 for long and 487} @ 487}
f< >r short. Governments firm and very large traDsa ’tions In per ceuts; at single sale of one million and
nother ol million and a half at 101}. Railroad bonis
$ rm.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated
1 58.000 shares.
roe following were the closing quotations of Govc rnmeut securities:
rnited States 6s, 1881 reg..
lOf}
rnited States 6s, 1881,coup...,.1C6}
rnited States new 5’s, reg.
103}
rnited States new 5’s, coup.. -.104 3
rnited States new 4}’s, reg... M10*}
Tnited 8tates new 4}’s, coup,. ICG}
iDited States 4 per cents, reg.
101}
Jnited States 4 per cents, coup.101}
Jew 3 63, reg.81
Jew 3.65s, coupons. 844
Pacific 6# 95s..121}

The following

,

ilava of

Republic which excluded from appropriation
bills all irrelevant legislation.
By tbl9 course you
will inaugurate an important rciorm in the method
of Congressional legislation. Your action will be in
harmony with tho fundamental principles ot the
Constitution and the patriotic sentiment of nationality which is their firm support, and you will restore
to the country that feeling ot confidence and security
abd the^vepose which are so essential to the prosperity ot all our fellow citizens.
Rutherford B. Haves.
(Signed)

ASIA.

Hocks:
Yestern Union Telegraph Co.....*»
Jew York Central & Hudson KB..,.

Corner of

439 COYGKESS STREET.
4 iPPONITF.

|

82

Alton.
85}
Chicago & Alton Dreferred.1<8
&

Quincy.113
The following were the afternoon quotations ol Pa-

Terrible Destruction of Lite and

Property.

London, April 29.—The official report to the Persian government of the earthquake at Mianch on
the 22d of March, says that 21 villages were totally
destroyed, and 922 persons, 2669 sheep, 1126 oxen,
121

The Bk.we Garrison at Tugela.

London, April 29.—Col. Pearson
garrison reached Tugela yesterday.

and the

Ekowe

Lord Chelmsford and staff are on the way to Dnnbar.
It is
stated that the Zulus now occupy Ekowe bu£ Cetewayo himself has retired beyond the Black Umvolosi river.
The rumor that the Boers intended to detain Sir
Bartle Frere is unfounded.

WASHINGTON.
Conclusions of Committees.

Washington, April 29.—The legislative hill with
change in the political sections will he reported

no

the full Senate committee to-morrow.
The House judiciary committee heard an argument in advocacy ot the payment ot the balance of
the Geneva award.
The House committee on epidemic diseases authorized the chairman to report a bill increasing the
efficiency of the National Board of Health.
The select committee on the canse of the depression of labor will take no farther evidence till after

to

adjournment.
The House elections committee authorized an adverse report on tho claim of R. S, Thain of South
Carolina, for pay as member of the 42d Congress,
and will report favorably on Springer’s bill prescribing procedure in contested elections.
Cabinet Meeting.
At a cabinet session today the quarantine established at New Orleans was disOussed- at leDgth.
Complaint was made by shippers of grain from the
upper Mississippi valley, claiming that the shipment
of grain to France and Spain was virtually embar-

goed thereby.
Representative March in Disfavor.
[Special to Boston Journal.]
The workingmen’s assembly has become very indignant because Representative Murch ei Maine
not
at
a
only tailed to attend
meeting
which he
had promised
to
addreds, bnt
sent no apology. They have passed resolutions denouncing him, and notifying his constituents “that
they may hereafter select men who will not refuse to
represent the interests of labor at all times and in
any place within their power.”

silver, currency...109

Bar
Do

Coin...I @1} discount

California Minins Stocks.
San Francisco. April 29.—The following are the
closing official prices of mining stocks to-day!

Alpha...19}

Ken tuck.-.—

The Lone, la (he Insurance Companies.
Gorham, N. H., April 29.—The losses by instance companies by the fire yesterday, are about as
follows: .Etna, $2800; Connecticut $1109; Meriden
$700; Newark $I50o; Continental $2000; Fire Assets $2300; Homo of New York $1200; Sbawmut
$2000; North American $1000; Lancashire $1300; Imperial Northern $4000; Pennsylvania $5200; Royal
$1000; Hanover $330. Tbo property was InBnred as
the figures snow lor about half its valuo. The people
who lore are full of courage and many will rebuild.
Central Railroad of Inwa.
New Yoke, April 29.—A meeting of the first
mortgage bondholders of the central Railroad of
Iowa was held in New York yesterday. Resolutions
were adopted, appointing a committee to confer with
the New York and Boston committee, and to
endeavor to arrive at an amicable adjustment of the
conlicting interest of the several classes of creditors
°f this rail: oad. The bondholders then adjourned
until May 8th, An invitation was extended to the
New York and Boston committee to attend.
DIET EOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE NEXT
BOOBS.

TWENTY-FOCB

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

)

>
Offices, Washington, D.O.,
April SO, 1AM.)
Far New England,
easterly winds, with rain on the immediate coast,
the Inteiior cooler, north and west winds'
dealing weather, falling followed by
lieing
barometer.
bnt in

Bullion..

Mexican.36}
Northern Belle.7
Overman....10

Belcher....5}
Best & Belcher.16}
54

Consolidated Va.6}
California.—

Chollar. 5|

Imperial.

—

Leopard.....f

TO

Eureka,

con,.

—....

good...57530

Middlings,

Winterbest_6 253650 Rye,
FRUIT.

Oranges.
Palermos.p1 bx 2 50 3
Messina,

4 00

...20@22

“

70

Nuts.
2 75

@ 4 25

Peanuts,—

Wilmington .1 50 @ 1 60
1 10 @ 1 50
Valencia, cases,8 00 3 0 00 Virginias
Lemons.
Tennessee_1 00 3 1 20
Messina.3 25 @ 3 50 Castana, J? Hi.. 8 3 9c
3 00 Walnuts, ••
12 3 14c
Paiermos.....
Filberts, ••
113 12c
Pecan
9 @ 10c
FREIGHTS—Cuba Heights quiet and there is little ofiering; coastwise dull.
We note charters for
the week as follows: Brig Hattie S. Bishop, hence
to Cardenas, shooks 20c, empty hhds 80c. Scbr Martie A. Holmes, Bootbbay to Philadelphia, ice 50c.
Schr Fannie A. Bailey, New Ycrk to Portland, coal
p t. Schr Telumah, St. John, N. B., to Baltimore,
laths 56c. Schr _P. S. Lindsey, Rockland to New
York, lime 18c. Schr Mahaska, Portland to New
York, lumber 150. Scbr J. J. Moore, Kennebec to
Philadelphia, ice 62Jc. Scbr Georgie D. Loud, Porttand to Norlolk, spare and powder p t. Scbr David
Torrey, Musquash, N. B., to New York, spiling 2Jc
..

..

Receipts af maiae Central

R.

R.

POBTLASD.April 28.
For Portland, 25cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting loads 82 cars miscellaneous merchan-

dise.

Daily Dentes tic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal, to G

W True & Co.

Foreign Exports.
KEMPT, NS. Schr Bonetta-2 bbis meal, 2 do
flour, 13 do superphosphate, 1 lot lurniture.

Forest
City
Beating Booms,

Carpet

13 PREBLE NT., opp. Preble Home.
Leave your orders the day before, and have your
Carpets ready early in the morning to ensure return
.he same day. Only machine with Air and Steam
attachments, and patented.
ap29smJ2w

FINANCIAL.

GOV’T
"

4

......

—

Watertown Cattle market.
Watertown, April 29.—Beef Cattle—receipts 453
head. Nearly 100 less Northern Cattle than last
week, and many were Milch Cows The new offere 1
for slaughtering purposes were sold at a decline of }c;
sales ol choice at 7 50; extra at 7 00 @ 7 25; first qual
ity at 6 00 @ 6’50; second quality at 5 00 @ 5 50;third
quality at 4 00 @ 4 75. Store Cattle, Working oxen p
pair at $100 @160; Mi'ch Cows and Calves at $20
@ $55; yearlings at $7 @ 14; two year olds $12 @ 25;
three years old at 15 @ $35; Western fat Swine, live,
at 48 @ 42c p lb
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 2388 head; full as easy
as last week and prices unchanged; sales in lots at
3 00 @ 3 75 each; extra at 4 00 @ 6 50, or from 3 @ 6Je
p lb; Yeal Calves at 3 @ 4Jc p lb.

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, April29.—Hogs—receipts 15.000 head;
shimnents 3700 head; market 10 lower: choice heavy
3 40 @3 85: light at 3 40 @ 3 65; mixed packing at
3 30 @ 3 50, closing weak, many unsold
Cattle—receipts 3,500 head; shipments 7500 head;
market steady; shipping at 4 25 @ 5 00; butchers 2 00

AND

—

—

REGISTERED,
FOB SALK

—

BY

—

Woodbury & Moulton
ap33_eodtf

SAMUEL HANSON,

Banker & Broker
194 MIDDLE STREET.
U. S. Gov’t

4s

Quebec (Gov’t)

5s
6s

Portland
Bath (municipal)

tor above Securities
Purchased at Highest market
Rates.
ap25tf

exchanged
or

EDUCATIONAL
Dartmouth College.
Scientific Department oflera a
thorough liberal education on a scientific basis.
course m Civil Engineering Necessary expense

_

Domestic markets*

April 29—Evening.—Flour—receipts

76,164 bbls; steady, moderate export and home trade
inquiry; sales 17,200; No 2 at 2 35 @ 3 15; Superfine
Western and Stare 3 25 @ 3 65; extra Western and
State at 3 60 @ 3 90; choice Western and State at 3 95
@ 4 50; White Wfceat Western extra at 4 55 @ 5 25;
Fancy White Wheat Western at 5 30 @ 6 50; extra
Ohio at 3 70 @ 5 00; extra 8t Louis 3 80 @ 5 75; Patent Minnesota extra at 5 55 @ 6 50; choice to double
extra at 6 5iLg 7 50, including 36)0 bbls City Mills
extra at 4 85 @5 00; 1200 bbls low extra at 3 60 @
3 80; 5200 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 3 95 @5 85;
5900 bbls Minnesota extra 3 6o @ 7 75, closing quiet.
Southern Flour firmer; sale? 1800 bbls; common
to lair extra at 4 25 @ 5 50; good to choice at 5 60 @
6 50. Rye Flour steady. Cornmeal is dull.
Wheat—receipts 54,000 bush; 4 @ |c lower and dull
with a very light export and moderate speculative
business; sales 385,000 busb. including 89,000 busb on
spot; rejected Spring at 754 @ 76c; No 3 uo at 91c;
ungraded do at 95c; No 2 do at 99c @ 1 02; ungraded
Winter Red at 1 06 @ 112: No 3 do 1 09; No 2 do at
113 @ 1 134; No 1 do 1 034 @ 1134; ungradedlAmber
at 107 @ 111; No 2 do 1104 @ 1 II; ungraded White
at 1 09 @ 110; No 1 do, 12,G00 bush at 111} @111$;
No 2 Spring for May, 8000 at 99}; June, 12u,000 bush
99c @ 1 00; No 1 for May, 32,000 bush at 111: June,
24,000 bush at 1112 ;No 2 Amber for May, 24,000 bush
at 111; No 2 Red for May, 72,000 busn at 113} @
1134. Rye scarcely so firm. Barley dull. Caru
—receipts 87,300 bush; scarcely so firm with a moderate inquiry; sales 313 000busb, including 100,000 bush
on the spot t ungraded at 42} @ 424c; No 3 at 42 @
424c; steamer at 43 @ 434c; No 2 at 43} (g) 44c: No 2
White at 46|c; steamer Yellow at 43Jc; steamer for
May 42}; No 2 for April 43| @ 444c; do May 43$; June
444 @ 444c. Oaui—receipts 10,150 bush; 4 @ 4c belter
and fairly active; sales 96,100 bush; 314c lor No 3;
38c; No 2 Milwaukee 33c; Mixed Western at
31* @ 33c; White do at 34 @ 39c; White State at 35
@ 37c. Sugar quiet; 100 hhds Cuba 5 15-16 @6 516; fair to good refining 6*@G|; prime 6*; refined
unchanged; standard A 7Je {granulated 8|; powdered
8*; crushed 8ft. Molasses easier. Petroleum is
quiet and lower; 10,000 united at 74ft @ 75ft; refined
8ft. Tallow easier 6ft @ 6*. Pork in buyer lavor
with very light trade; 23fi bbls mess on spot 9 05 @
9 25 for old; new quoted 10 25. Beef steady. Eard
opened lower and fairly active, closing weak; 1000
tes prime steam on spot at 6 22* (g 6 30; 1750 for May
at 6 22* @6 27*; 60 tes city steam at 6 15 @6 17*.
Batter dull and heavy.
Freights to Liverpool—market dull; Wheat steam

6s

Gov’t Called Bonds

©4 20.
Sheep—receipts 1800 head; shipments 300; quoted
at 3 70 @ 5 50.
New York.

BONDS*
COUPON

Chandler

THE

Full
very low.

Address the President
H.

Chicago, April 29.—Flour steady and in tair demand. Wheat in fair demand and lower; No 2 Chicago SpriDg at 90 @ 90Jc for cash; 9*c tor May; 91Jc
for June; No 3 do at 77*c. Corn is in good demand
and lower at 33ftc for cash;33ftc for May ;35c for Judo;
36c lor
Oats in tair demand and lower at 24 jc
cash and May; 25* @ 25Jc for June. Rye firmer at
Pork dull,
dull
and lower at 63 @ 67c
46|c. Barley
weak and lower at 9 42* @ 9 a5cash at d May; 9 52*
9
for
Lard
for
65
9
55
June;
July.
heavy at 6 00
@
6 10
for cash and May; 6 02* @ 6 05 for June; 6 07*
for July. Bulk Meats are dull, weak and lower;
shoulders at 3 55; short rib 4 GO; short clear 4 80.
ueceipts 14,1)00 bbls flour, 95,00u bush wueai, 308,000 bush corn, 79,000 bush oats, 2,200 bush rye, 5.000 bush barlev.

Shipments—20,000 bbls flour 166.000 bosh wheat,
357.000 bush corn,57,COO bush oats, 11,QC0 bush barley.
2.000 bush rye.
At the afternoon call of the board the market closed
with Wheat dull and shade lower 90ftc asked|for May;
91ft @ 91*c for June. Corn dull and *c lower. Oats
stronger at 2l*c asked for May; 25|c asked tor June.
Pork unsettled and lower at 9 35 bid for May; 9 45
for June; 9 55 July. Lard heavy and lower at 5 92*
for May; 5 97* hid June; 6 05 for July.
St Louis, April 29.—Flour easier but not lower.
Wneat opened lower and closed firm at outsi-ie
No 2 Red Fall at 1 03* (& 1 03] cash; 1 C3* (&
03| tor May; No 3 do at 1 01*; No 2 Spring at 85c
asked. Corn dnil; No 2 Mixed at 32ft @ 33c tor cash;
32J @ 33c for May. Oats higher; No 2 at 26 @ 26fc
cash; 25ft @ 25Jc tor May.
Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat, 43
000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats. 3,000 bush rye, 5,000
bush barley.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 46,000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush rye, 0,000
bush barley.

rices;

_

European Market*.
London, April 29—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 98 13-16
for money and 98ft for account.

London, April 29—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, at 104; new 5’s 105ft;
new 4*’8,109*; 4’s, 104*; 10-40s, 103ft; Erie 27.
Liverpool, April 29-12-30 P. M.—Cotton market
hardening; Uplands at 6 5-16d; lOileans 6|d; sales
8,000 bales, including 1000 lor speculation and export.
Flour at 8 6 @ 10; Winter Wheat at 8 10 @ 9 2; do
Spring at 7 0 (ofS; California averages at 9 1 @ 9 5;
Peas 8 5.
club 8 8@ 9 2. Corn at 4 5
Provisions,
&c —Pork at 47 6; Beef at 74 6; Bacon at 26 @ 26 6.
Lard at 32. Cheese at 41. Tadow at 35. At London

CHEAT

Address 135 Spring Street,
PORTLAND,

HAIIHK,

KINGLEV’S IRON TONIC.
The Remedy for Dyspepsia, Debility, Loss ot Appetite, Weakness, Languor, Depression of Spirits,
of
ail-

kindred
Wantot Energy, and a multituue
ments incident to a low, weak state ot the Blood, and
impaired state of the Digestive Organs Step into your druggist’s and get a bottle. It will please
an

eodlm&w3m0

NOTICES."

SPECIAL

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given to private pnplls b, tha .utwcrltor.

W.

J.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
Jan.*

an

Do You Ask

Dae May 1st, 1879, of the Receiver's Certificates of the
Rumlord Fall. & Bnckfleld B. B. Co.
will be paid on presentation on and after that date
the State National Btnk, Boston, and Merchants’
National Bank, Portland.
S. C. ANDREWS, Tteas.
R. F. & B R. R. Co.
ap30siid3t
at

GLASS BALL SHOOTING!
for Paine’* Plata Sc
Feather-Filled Bull*.

Headquarters

Guns, Bifles, Beyolyers and LmrnM
for Laflin and Rand Orange
Powder and Kendrock.

PARKER

Is

B,

1st—Customers are SURE to And
such boots as they want, in quail*
ty, price and At.
2d-No other store in this city reBurt’s Bools direct troni
Mr. Burt.

ceives

3d—No other store ATTEMPTS
keep a tall line ot first-class
stock and work.
to

4th-No other store has so cxcell*
ent an assortment of low and medium priced boots Tor Men, Womand Children.

en

In prool ot these facts please call

at 230 MIDDLE STKEET and be

convinced.

M. G. PALMER.
mb5dU

New Music Books.
The Gospel of Joy,

tel
Almax
and S. H. Speck
A book of great beauty, being
in eftect “The Gospel in Song/’ full of good text*,
with the best of oew hymns and melodies made for
them. In Press and nearly ready. Wait for it. (35

cents.)

The Shining River, tr
sweetest of

Sunday School Song Books, (^5
cents) Examine it!
and

Gems of English Song, U °Z

book, of tbe noble Home Mcsioal Library which
contains nearly all tbe good Sbeet Music ever published Full ot tbe best Songs. 250 pages.
$2.50
boards. $3.00 cloth.
continues In great demand, $1.0)
A JlltU Ut C for yocal copy, complete. 75 cents
for instrumental arrangement. THK NORcKHERa'so complete, Is equally good, at tbe same

jPinaf*Al*gk

price.

The Musical Record

apf

Temple Streets,

PORTLAND,

ME.
eodfimsn

8 chlotterbeck’s

SAPONACEOUS TOOTH FOWDRR.
This Tooth Powder is as pleasant in its
application
as it is efficacious ill its action.
The Medical and
Dental Profession acknowledge that onl, those who

use a Ueutritico
are tree from animal

coniaining

Saponaceous lugredieut
and vegetable parasites upon
the teeth and gum«, hence the above preparation is
recommended to all those who desire to bo eiem[ *
from this trouble. Prepared by

A. G.

a

SCHLOTTERBECK,

Apothecary

SOI Congress Street.

STORE OPES SIGHT AND DAT.
anAi*

ar>22

circulation,

and Is a capital Weekly Musical Paper, ($1.00 per
year) 6 cents for single copy, containing 50 cent,
worth ol music.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO, Boston.
ecd&wly

Bounty

and Pensions.

AM slill a U. S. Claim Agent, and collect arreata
of Pensions under late law for soldiers or their
heirs from date ot discharge or death. Widows, de
pendent Mothers and Fathers are entitled from date
ot discharge or death.
My long service ot fifteen years in the Claim business enab'es me to guaiantee settlement of all claims
entrusted to my care.
Suspended aud rejected Pension Claims or any
claims against the Government successfully prosecu-

I

led.

H.

D.

I>It LB BOND,

NO. 88 EXCHANGE

STREET,

PORTLAND.

fe5

d&wtf

Just

Received

Alexander's Best Kid
GLOVES,
New Spring

CHARLES

Shades, for only $1.25

CUSTis

a

pair

& CO.,

NO. 403 CONOREM STREET.

»p2t

dtr

Try

Allen Gow’s

PURE GANDIES,
Fresh Every Day aud Mlrictly Pare.

DAVIS,

Cor. Federal and

Patronized 1

Generously

so

GUNS. NO.

Orders from the country promptly attended to
and prices furnished on application.

T.

Why

PALMER’S STORE

The (Coupons,

Agent

eod6in

a6

oo24

WONDER.

you and do you good.
feb21

apl7d2m

TEACHER.

VOCAL

Paris, April 29.—Rentes 115 12*.

THE

PROF. E. K.

PENNELL,

A. E.

White

5*.

or

RUGGLES, Hanover, N.

..

Clearing Haase Transactions.
POBTLASD,April 29.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as fallows to-day:
Gross Exchanges.$ 72.479 75
Net Balances. 23,393 40

OF

15

....

to

indlm

PATRONS

THE

Foster’s

taliow 35 6.

Winter

Styles,

HUM

LORIMS, SHORT &

ap!2

Ophir....^.324
Raymond & Ely. 3}

5 Seg Belcher.—
Crown Point...
Exchequer.. 541 Sierra Nevada ..52
74}
Gould & Carry.8} Union con.
Caledonia..
Savage.10|
Hale <Sfc Norcross. ..#..11} Yellow Jacket.17}
Julia consorid’td.3| Grand Prize. 3}
Justice.3} Alta .. 6
Bodie.8} Potosie.

FINANCIAL AND COITLIILKCIAL.
Portland Dally Wholesale market.
Tuesday, April 29.—Flour aud Grain remains at
quotations. Fruit is dull with a Yery moderate inquiry. Sugars steady at 8|c lor granulated and 7Jo
tor Extra C. Gil is quoted at 18Jc for Ligonia, 16c lor
Kerosene and lie for Petroleum. Eggs are in good
supply at about lie. Batter, fancy, retails at 2Sc.
Dry Fish in fair demand at previous prices.
The following are to-day's quotation s of Flour,
Grain and Fruit:
FLOUR.
GRAIN.
Superfine.3 50 @4 00
Wholesale.
Extra Spring. .4 75 3 5 25 H. M. corn, car lots... 47}
XX Spring.5 25 3 5 50 Yellow,
.48}
37
Patent Spring
Oats,
....1710
Wheats.7 50 3 8 50 Sacked Bran,
00
WinMichigan
Wide,
19321
ter best... .5503510
Low Grade
Corn, bag lots. 52
48
Michigan.4 503525 Meal,
40
StLouis Winter
Oats,
fair.5 25 @ 5 50 Bran,
20

Latest

Designs,

AT VERY LOW PRICE**.

—

July.

THE GORHAM FIRE.

New

sift Railroad securities:

horses and 56 camels were killed.

THE ZULU WAR.

PAPER HANGINGS.

Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.. 37
Guaranteed... 33}
Central Pacific Bonds.116}
Union Pacific 1st.
110}
Land Grants ., ...ID
Sinking Funds,. .. 113}
Sutro Tunnel.
4}

..

The Recent Earthquake in Persia.

[SITED STATES HOTEL

In answer to many inquiries I wish to state that
j >r. Albert Evans, who has been^assotiated in dentist ry in this city with Dr. Strout and others, and Dr.
i V, K. Evans are two diflerent persons.
ap8sntf

..••..105}

preferred.

Kimball,

and Elm Streets,

Farrington Block,

-.

Chicago

Congress

has removed his Office lo

..1174
Srie..
26}
Srie preferred... 48}
Michigan Central...81
Jnion Pacific Stock...72}
Lake Shore..
71}
Illinois Central.... 86
Chicago & Northwestern. 59}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred...90}
444
(Jew Jersey Central.....
[lock Island.120}
it Paul.
41}
it Paul

EVANS,

Mncermior lo Dr. Carllon

closing quotations of

the

were

)R. W.

—

means

follows:
•‘It is our duty to repealthesclaws. It is not worth
while to attempt the repeal except upon an appropriation bill. The Republican Senate would not agree
to, nor the Republican President sign a bill tor such
repeal. Whatever objection to legislation upon appropriation bill may be made in ordinary cases, does not
apply where free elections and the liberty ot the citi:
We have the power to vote
zens are concerned.
money, let us annex conditions to it and insist upon
the redress of grievances.”
By another distinguished member of the House it

Railroad.....11C| @

oston & Maine

in lavor

to carry on the government.
The Argument tor thi* Action.
The ground upon which the action of the House of
Representatives is defended, has been distinctly
stated by many of its advocates. A week before the
close of the last session of Congress the doctrine in
question was stated by one of its ablest defenders as

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Call.
$ >000 Boston & Maine Railroad 7s,.117
l 0 Eastern Railroad. 14}
First

the

The best

lation.

Boston Stock Market.
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, April 291.

\
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PORTLAND,

MI LIKI
TWO

I7

JP8_EX PRE 88.

TKIPS DAILY

&

SACO

STREET,

NIK.

TO

BIDDEFORD.

Order slates at 3. Bailey Ac Ca.’a, Middle St.
Dwell’* Kxpren Offlct, Exchange Street, mud
Berry A Bilal’., Moulton Street.
1 jive Portland at 12,30 aud 5 p. m.
tel2U3mV. O HII.IKIN, Pr.p,

Only QQ Gents X
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SCARFS
Warranted

JIST RECEIVED.
to be as good as are sold elsewhere for

SO and 75 cents.

CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.,
NO.

493

CONCRESN

STREET.

ap21__dtf

LIBE

A1VD_€£B£1IT

Land and Calcined Plaster for sale hr
A. D. M HIDDEN A VO.,

an lii Cm

.*»

—

w

Brief Joltings.

PRESS.

THE

Rainy early Tuesday morning.

tue press.
be Periodical Depots of N. G.
Brunei & Co.,
Andrews,
Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth. Hodsdon. Hayden,
Waterhouse, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander, Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros.,
on all trains that run out of the city.
Saco, ot L, lloUsdon and IT. B. Kendrick.

May be obtained at
Fessenden, Marquis.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Aubrn, of Richard Foss.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham
Brunswick, B. G Dennison, and W. IT. Marrett.
Richmond. G. A. Beale.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
New York, Brentano’s Liteiary Emporium, 3S

Union Square.

Fryeburg. of E. C. Flint.
Cumberland Mills, of A. W. C. Cloudman.
Gorham, of G. Agry.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Rockland, O C. Andrews and E. R. Snear.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freepurt, W J. Parker.
Hallowell, C. Hobbs.
Thoma-ton, S. Deiauo.
Vinaldaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G Bliss
Wlscas^et. Gibbs & Rundlet.
Augusta, Frank Pierce.
Yatmouth, C. E. Coombs.

CITY AND VICINITY
TO-DAV

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Gran! Sparring Match—Lancaster Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Gov’t 4 Per Cent. Bonds—Woodbury & Moulton.
The Coupons—S- C. Andrews.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cream Tartar.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice Is Hereby Given.
H I. Nelson A Co.
Royal Basing Powder.
Portland, Baneor & Macbias Steamboat Co.
Situation Wanted—184 Congress St.
Wanted—Box 943.
Lost—J. E Sturgis & Co.
Lost—Pocke tbook.
Wanted Immediately—D. E. Cornish.
Wanted—G. D. Hillman & Co.
procured.
pare cream tartar of commerce exists
naturally in the grape, and daring fermentation of the tart wines in France, it is deposited
Cream Tartar—Where nud How
The

In its
the sides and bottoms of the casks.
unrefined state, it is called crude tartar, or argots, and is taken from the cask after the win^
has been drawn off
Each farmer has his crop
of it according to the amount of wine be has
produced. The manufacturers of the brand

on

Powder,

known as the Koyal Baking
uaps

lue

largOBb

ucera ui

uicaui

are
iu

miwr

46°

pervud

world, and who have agents in various parts of
aDd forwarding the crude

Europe collectirg

material.
It is imported into this country as aigols,and
dots not appear npon tbe Custom House entries
except as argolt—never as cream tartar, for tbe
reason that tbe facilities for refining is this
country are- superior to that of tbe old countries, hence, it is brought here in the erode

Pernambuco Mcb 24th, schs Robt T Clark,
Aracty; 28lb, J M Riley, Hobinson, for
West Indies
As at Guantanamo
STATE NEWS
April 10, barque S E Kingbury,
The Clippers add anothei to our numerous
Griffin, New York.
1
Ar at Jeremie Apl 7, acb Starlight, Reed, Fort au
base ball clubs.
Prince, to load tor New York.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
Dr. Foster delivered a very interesting lectAr at Trinidad Apl 15, ech Alzena, Plummer, from
C.
and
io
the
Store
of
J.
in
New
dealer
third
at
the
dry
York.
Westbrook SemCobb,
fane;
course,
ure,
Ar at Cardenas Apl 18, barque Sam B Hale, Hain
was
burned
Losi
goods
Sunday.
Bucksport,
inary yesterday afternoon.
ven, Harbadoes: Nicola, Hooper, from Boston: N M
from $1500 to $2500. Partially insured.
The Dominoes defeated the Copper Toes on
Haven. Oirtck, Portland; 20tb, brig K M Heslen,
Mrs. A. S. Kelley of Winterport, was throw!
Gould, New York; scb D B Everett, HI*. St Thomas
the grounds at the mill yard, ou Cross street,
from her carriage last Tuesday and had one o!
Sid 16th, brig F I Merriman, Serven; Caroline Edher hip bones broken.
A physician was sumby a score of 11 to 8.
dy. Warren; sch Lamotne. Leach; 19tn, brig Dirieo,
moned
who
did
in
bis
schs Georgia, Coffin, .and Levi Hart, Giles,
Coffin;
for
thi
the
everything
power
25 miles, §100 a side, walking
Tonight
for North of Hatteras.
sufferer, but fears are entt rtaiued that she
match between Toole and Haskell will come
Ar at Clenfuegos Apl 17, brig Emma, Bucknan,
may not recover from the effects of her iniur
New York.
off at Lancaster Hall.
ies.
Sid 16th, btlg David OweD, Chadbourn, Boston.
William Matthews, of this c'ty, cook of the
Ar at Havana April 20, sch Ethan Alien, Blake,
There are several claimants in Oroeville ti
New
I
Orleans; 21st, barque Sarah E Frazer, Shepestate
the
Webber
which
is
estimated
b:
to
barque W. W. Thomas, has died at Rio of yel| pard, New York; brig Hattie M Bain.Tbestrup, from
worth $250,000,000. Hope they may get it.
low fever. He leaves a widow.
Portland; sobs John H Hancock, !m Portland; FL
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Richardson. Balano, Philadelphia; 22d, Geo K Hatch
The committee oa drains and sewers have
Murphy. Portland; L S Levering. Selover. do; 23d,
Dwelling house of Mr. Dean Mertill in Sidawarded the contract for dredging the dock at |
brig Hattie, Dow, Baltimore; Mariposa, Fletcher,
Loss $1400; insurance
ney was burned Friday.
Union wharf to William L. Best.
i Genoa.
$500.
Sid 20th, barque Esther, Benjamin, for New York;
:
The fourth lecture of the Rev. Asa Dalton,
oxfobd cqt'N^r.
Josle Mildred, Ginn, Sagua; brig Uolconda, Lord,
Matanzas.
which was to he given this evening at the St. I
A society for the prevention of cruelty tc
Cid 21st, barque Halcyon, Dickson, Sagua.
Lawrence street Congregational church, is un- | animals has recently been formed in Oxford.
Ar at Matanzas April 19. barque Acacia. Henderson, Boston; 21st, sch Eva G Yateg^Yates. Portland,
A new station is to he built on the Graud
avoidably postponed for one week.
Sid
33d, barque F L Geuora, Simmons, tor North ol
Trunk road at Oxford.
Mr. Homer delivered a lecture at Sons
Hatteras.
oj !
The dwelling bouse of Peter Leouard in AnAr
at
Sagna Apl 17. sch Abhie Bursley, Lovell, lm
Temperance Hall last night, on “Angels, De- dover, was destroyed by fire last night. The Portland;
19th, Addie Jordan. Leavitt, New York.
mons, Satan and Hell,” prefacing it with a
Cid at St John. NB, 26th, schs Frances. Bradley,
house was nearly new and not insured.
Cbas Comery, Oram, New York.
Grenada,
Wlj
A bear was killed iu Rumford on Friday
theological poem.
Oar readers should be purchasing their tick- last.
[Latest by Enropen ateaamers.]
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
ets for the gra .id ball to be given by the An.
Arat Falmouth I7tb, Devonshire, Falker, PataThe buildings of Judsou Currier in Garland
gonia via Montevideo,
elect Order of Hibernians at Lancaster Hall
Sid 16tb, Beuj Sewall, Ryan, Antwerp; J H Cranwere burned Saturday,
together with the
Thursday evening.
don, Piero*. Leith,
greater part of their furniture, 14 small pigs
Ar at Genoa Apl 13, John Banyan, Batman, from
The Pkess announced that the Pullman
Tne fire started
and about 12 tons of hay.
Savannah.
which
was
around
the
out
at
chimney,
burning
train from Boston Monday night was two
Ar at Cuxbaven April 12, John C Potter, McClure,
the time. Uninsured.
MejiUonea.
honrs late.
The detention was cans3d by a
A young lady of Baogor has had made a
car
been
thrown
from
platform
the penholder of
having
SPOKEN.
great beaut; und of rare historic
tiack at Newboryport.
April 6, no lat, &c, barque Formosa, trom NFork
interest, whicu she is going to present to the
for
Cette.
poet, Longfellow. The penholder is made out
MUSIC AMD THE DRAMA.
of the famous vessel "Ironsides” and its base
; is circled with gold, iu which are set three
Gaps Made in the Flesh by absoesses and
handsome stones.
One of these is phenacite
ulcers speedily disappear without leaving a
from Siberia, another zircon from Ceylon and
Civil. WAK.
The
scar, when Henev’s Carbolic Salve is the
The second performance of Civil War was the other red tourmaline from this state.
pen is made from the fetters that bound Bouniagent employed to heal them. This standard
given at Portland Theatre last night and went
vard in Chillon Castle.
The workmanship
article cares the worst Bores, eradicates cutanoff very smoothly. All the actors were much
with the exception of the pea is that of N.
eous eruptions, relieves the pain of burns, banParke Dee of BaDgor.
more at their ease.than on the previons evenishes pimples and blotches from the skin, and
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
ins, and little hiatuses were filled un either
Diphtheria has broken out in Bowdoinham, has proved to be emioentiy successful in remeby word or actioo, so as to strengthen the
and there are at present 8 cases there.
dying rheumatism and soreness of the throat
scenes.
We hear many pleasant words spoken
and chest. Sold by all druggists.
about the new scenery and the efforts of Mr.
MA.RRIJC33.
Oxygenated Bitters care Dyspepsia.
Curtis to make tbe play effective by attention
apr28
dlw
to mounting and details.
It is not often that
In this city, April 26, by Rev. C. A Hayden, Wm.
tbe public have an opportunity of seeing a live
A. Pennell of HarpsweU and Miss Mary M. Morgan
horse on the stage. Toe many friends of tbe
of Portland.
author will wish to see Civil War and should
In Phillips. April 27. by Rev. J. B. Wheelwright,
secure their seats at ouce.
of Deering, Newell P. Noble, Ksq., and Miss Clara L.
Tootbaker
youngest daughter of Abner Tootbaker,
..*
laila.

F1ANO

ran

We think our readers will regret if they do
cot attend the sale of choice China and glass
ware today at rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co. The
goods ary very fine and no doubt will go low.

one

tered as

and

fourth page.

BEFORE JUDGE LOWELL.

Tuesday.—Oliver G. Cummings vs. G. T. Railway
Company. On trial.
Strout & Rulmes.
Rands.

positive

M.A.RINTE

and had

an

state

True.

some

“

“

The Best and Cheapest line ot
COTTON AND DIEHINO UNDERWEAR that we have
ever
shown,
JOB LOT

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 29tb, brig Akbar, Thompson, from
Cienfueg's: Charlotte Buck. St Thomas.
Ar at Honfieur 28th, barque Kate Harding, Watte,
New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 2Gtb, ship H S Gregory, Anderson
I FROM

Baltimore.
Ar at Bremerhaven
Pabellon de Pica |

Owen, Moore & Go.
497 CONGRESS STREET.
ap17

dtf

$1.00

50

443

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder from the
Wine district of France.
Always uniform and
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers. A
pound can mailed to any address, postage paid, on
receipt of 60 cents. ROYAL BAKING POWDER
CO, 171 Duane St., New York. Most cheap powders contain alum; dangerous to health; avoid them,
especially when offered loose or In bulk.
ap30dly

best Art Establishments in
New York and Boston.

CYRUS
8

F.

Elm

DAVIS,
Street.

For

Until further notice, the

Railroad
Wharf Friday
■ Ii5>r Evening, ai 10 o’clock,
for Hacbiaaport, touching at Dockland, Cantine, Deer Isle, *edgwick, So. West Harbor, Bar Harbor, Millbndge, and Jontsport.
Returning, will leave Hachiasport every Monday Horning at 4 1-J o’clock,, touching as
above, arriving in Portland same evening, asually
connecting with Pullman Night Train for Boston
Commencing Mav 2, CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, every Holiday Wednesday
and Friday Evening*, at lO o’clock, or on
arrival oi Steamboat Tram from Boston, lor Ban-

Materials

Specialty.

ap23

a

eod2w

U_t.l_■

The Largest and Best Stools of

is

been duly
NOTICE

the trust of Administrator de bonis non with the will
annexed of the estate of
CHARLES DAY. late of Portland,
in the
County ol Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direets. Ail persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased are re
qaired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payGEORGE W, DEKRING, Adm’r
ment to
de bonis non with the wid annexed.
Portland, April 15th, 1879.
ap2Udlkw3wW*

Trom Cuba for Portland, which put
into Norfolk dismasted, commenced repairs 25th.
Sch KeDningtnn of an t from BostOD tor Havana
bas been lost at sea. Capt Wyman and two ot tbe
crew were lost.
Tbe cargo and materials of tbe wrecked brig Eliza
Morton were saved and taken to Nassau, NP.
Scb Rdw Johnson, McDonald, at New London from
Desolai ion, reports, Apl 18th, encountered a severe
gale and lost sails.

which they

BOUGHT LOW, TO BE SOLD LOW

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free

Street Block,

mhl9

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 28th, sch Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, New York via Kev West.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d, scbs M M Chase, Beers,
Jamaica; May Eveleau, McLearn, KJtilla.
CEDAR RKEYS—Ar 25th, scb Ella Hodgdon.Hanlon, Baib.
KEY WEST—Sid 28th, brig Edith Hall. Thayer,

Portland.
dtf

now

First-Class

London.

WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 25th, scb Mary E Oliver,
Baker, New York.
NORFOLK —Ar 26tli, Aaron Burr. Scolt, B th.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, sch O D Witbereli, Garfield, Boston.
Ar 27Lb, sch Enterprise, Mitchell, Brunswick.

last evening.
Ealmonth No. 4.
Falmouth steamer No. 4 left Portland for
Gorham, N. H,,as stated in yesterday’s Fkess,
at 3.02 p. m. Monday and arrived at Gotham
at 5.20 p. m. They made the rnuning time in

t'niuauuui

uia—aviU| oui^r

JL'

1V1 cube

on

on

fancy braids,

quick

A. S.

used to

JLOSt.
Monday Evening a Portmonnaie containing a
sum of money, also some receipted bills, on
.Congress or Free Streets, between Plymouth Church
Vestry and Oak 8ireet. The finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving it at J. E. STURGIS & CO’8,

Fcrnald’s Patent Shank Button
be had at Chadbonrn &
Kendall’s; wholesale and retail.

POCKET-BOCK containing

a

and valuable papers, between
Shoe Factory and Myrtle
S:reet. The finder will be liberally rewarded by
the
same
at
this
office.
leaving
ap30d3t*
sum

Shaw, GodiDg & Co.’s

Seamstress or to do plain
lady
sewiDg. or assist in light housework.
184 CONGRESS STREET.
ap30d3t*
a

BY

as

young

Wanted.
Schooner of abont eighty tons for
Addiess Box 9i3. Guod reference
required.
ap30d3t*

charter

a

TOthirty
days,
and

ap28d2w

4 Button
KID GLOVES FOR $1.

1 hour and 56 minutes, stopping several times
a few miiuies at e»ch
time to oil op and for
As soon as they arrived the car, on
water.
which the steamer was, war placed on a side
track and took water from the railroad ticks
The water was
but quickly exhausted them.
then provided from a small pond and the
steamer worked steadily for sixteen hours extinguishing the fire in the coal in the coal shed,
saving the Grand Trank Company some $20,The Grand Trank Company offioets
000.
praised the efforts of the Portland firemen
highly. The boys were provided with meals at
the Alpine House. They left Gorham at 11 a.

nessee. Metcalf, Rockland; Commerce, Thorndike,
do; Sarah Louise, Lowrey. Thomasion; Sunbeam,
Saunders, Comden; Winslow Morse, Marr. Bristol;
Alligator, Swain, and Lizzie Brewster, Smith, Providence.
Ar 28th, barqne Julia. Higgins. Marseilles 48 days;
brig Akbar. Robinson, Clenluegos IS days; schs T R
Finsbury,lm Savannah; Maud Webster,Oupman,
Brunswick, Ga; Hortensia. Sanborn, Charleston;
J B Knowles, Pinknam.St John.NB 8 days; Percy,
Mitchell Eastport; W Freeman, Gilchrist, Thomaston; Glide Littlefield, Portland; Flora King, Guptill, Calais; Ophlr, Gott, Providence; Pnshaw, Alley do; A Jameson, Candage. Fall River.
Cld 28th. brigs C S Packard, Amesbury, Morant
Bay and Kingston, Ja; J F Merry, Bradley, Havana
schs John S Case. Colcord. for Point-a-Pitre; Delhi,
Lynam Manzanilla; J P Wyman, Urann. St Augustine; Henry, Alley, BoBtou; O M Marrett, Reed,

home at 2 30 p. m.
m. yesterday and arrived
They have left an excellent impression among
the < fficiency of the
the Gorham people cf

Maraoham
FALL RIVER-SId 26th, barqne Grenada.
Norfolk, to load for Demarara; Flora King,
New York.

Portland Fire Department.
The fire took in a barn and

was discovered
by Mr. Leavitt who resided two bouEei distant.
A high wind was blowing and all efforts to
confioe the dimes to the locality where they
From a spot 200
started proved unavailing.

feetdietint from the Alpine House to Main
street all that part of the village was swept
away

■

Bangor.
Sid 27th,

75 and 79 CROSS STREET,

Having stored

a

BOSTON—Ar 28th. schs St Elmo, Davis, Weehawken, E H Lewis, Lewis, and Ella Brown, Brown

Hoboken; Gamma,Brown,do; SilasMcLoon,Spear

Rondout.
Sid barqne Jennie Cobb; achs Hattie A WLite
and C Henraban.
Ar 29tb. sobs Johnnie Meserve, French, Perth Amboy; Chase, Ingraham, Rondout.
Cld22d neb Tim Field, Haskell, Barbadoes.
PORTSMOUTH-Eld 27th, schs Frank Pearson
Cushman and Susan, Stanley, Rockland.
BANGOR-Ar 27th sch Mayflower, Tainter, Pott
land; Catalina. Johnson, Boothbay.
Ar28th, schs Orient, Blase, Portland; Ivy Bell
Load, Saco; Franklin, Greemtal, Wiscaseet.
FOBEIUN POSTS.
Sid fm Cadiz prev to Apl 28th, barqne KennarJ

Downing, St

Thomas.
Ar at Havre April 25, ship John Watt, Sweetser
New Orleans ; barque Belle of Oregon, Merrimar

only the postoffice

I

O.
Portland,
t*at

A waa.ll no

1

1.

l-l-

TT n

v

««•

Orchard Grass,
Bine Grass,

the lowest prices
Customers Solicited.
at

10 lbs, daily
$1.25
11
15 “
1.75
“
20 «
2.25
20 cents per hundred by the cake.
“
“
25
single hundred.
feb!8

islf

CARRIAGES.

LAKE

Millet,
Hungarian,
llsike Clover,

d;f

NOTICE.
OwiDg to continuation of sickness

T am forced to
tire from active life and have sold my stock of

NO. 53 MARKET ST.

Prices for Families and Offices.
10 Ihs. daily, per month,
“
“
“
15 *‘
“
••
“
20 “

1.35
1.75
2.25

Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
and delivery will be continued until
notice to stop is received at the office.

they desire,

20 cents per hundred by the cake,
“
“
25
single hundred.
dtf

ap21

ChadbournMeMall
have Just received and ofler

492 and 494 (New Miter) Congress St,
Now ready and for sale a very fine assortment of
Carriages in Al l. THE POPULAR AND
LEADING 8TV *,K8-tbo product of my own
factory—all of first- •' u, material and workmanship.
ALSO a general assortment of lower priced
work from
CELEBRATED NEW ENGLAND MANUFACTURERS’’ which must
ho sold.
N. U.-REPAIRING in all its hrancbes at
reasonable prices.
ap29d2in

MISS S. A. FLOOD,

STAND NO. 7 MABKEF

Also

a

Low

Prices.

Hathaway’s Shirts.
CAPE COTTAGE,
W

ap8

GEO. E. THOMPSON,

will open this day

a

very

fine line cf

Foreign andDoiestic

Cape Elizabeth, Hie,

JOHN G. HAYES.

dtt

Window Shades

Paper Hangings
Newest Styles and Lowest Prices.

353

regularly.

Transient parties accommodated on reasonable
terms.
This House will be closed on Sundays.

Frank L. Foss & Co.,
ap2S

PROPBIETOBH,

eodlttr

CARPET BEATING
—

AT

CONGRESS

A. S.

DAVIS,

180 Middle St., nearly opp> Post Office.
dlw*
ap24

ionr cents per yard, with a reduction on
over.
Carpets called for. beaten

BLEACHEBY.
MRS. EMMA O. UNDERWOOD has
taken the shop No 508 Congress Street, formerly occupied by H E. Underwood, and will endeavor to
..

Hu; business carried on in

a

satisfactory manner.

INSURE

MARINE

AGAINST

RISKSjONLT.

This Company will take risks at their office. New
Yore, on Vessels, Cargoes and Kreights, and Issne
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
Boon as water-borne.

ASSETS,

$13,3 2 0^4 6 3.16.
Dividends to Poliey*Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1878,

30 PERCENT.
Losses

Paid

Thirty

in

Days

After Proof.
J. II. JONES. President.
CHAKLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W. H. H. MOOBE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.

John W.

Hunger,

CORRESPONDENT,

OFFICE

FORE (STREET,

166

PORTLAND.
tebl2

dlmteodllm&wew

INSURANCE.
B. Barnes, Jr.,
INSURANCE AGENT,

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

MB. BARNES has
been appointed
agent for the following FIRST-CLASS
COMPANIES and would respectfully
commend them to the business public
and all others desiring insurance. He
would remiud his old friends and patrons
that he will attend to their business, If
desired, in the most satisfactory manner.

BOSTON

UNDERWRITERS,
CAPITAL 81.900,000.
ASSETS 89,440,699.
Composed of the

FIREMEN’S FIRE INS. CO.,
WASHINGTON FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.,
NEPTUNE FIRE AND MARINE
INS. CO.,

STREET.

MIDDLE

ALSO THE

People’s

STREET,

Oppo.ilc Chestnut Street, Portland.

mh31

Ins. Co.

OF NEWARK, It. J.

dtf

Capital $300,000.
—

AT SO.

463 Congress St.,

have just

FOR

Gloves, Hosiery, Unflerwear, Shirts,
L..

—

PINE AND HAMBLIN OP TROY, N. Y.
for tbe sale of tbeir

BURLINGTON, IOWA,

washiag-daIItiade

Perkins,

Livingston,

Office of the City Treasurer, 1

j

Burlington, Jowa.
of the Burlington Water Works
Fund
Six
Sinking
per cent. Bonds, maturing
May 1st, 1819, will be pah! on presentation at the Importers’and Tradtrs’National Bank, in the City of
New Yoik, on and after that date

M.

O.H.SCHENCK,
tho City oi BuidngcoD, Iowa.

G.

M.

A.

meeting ot the Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association will be held in the Library
A STATED

CO.,

(Late o< Smith. Trbbelts 4c Co.)
Portland, Me., April I, 1S79.

cltf

Bnsloess

MESSRS.

NUTTER BROS.&Co.
Offer for sale 1 heir entire stock consisting of Stoves,
K^ng-s and Fnmxcts aud such other goods as are usually kept in a first-class stove and kitchen furnish*

ing store.
OBJECT OF SELLING —The managing partner,
Ames, intends going West.
Address all communications to

Mr.

lVnItar Prno

Mr

Aft

William 8. Lowell,
HGR1VGR & PLATE PRINTER,
191 RUDDLE

STREET,

(Casco Bank Block,)
Portlan
W'dd!“«> H««rpti»n and
® “••**> Business Cards,
'dIII**
Bill and Leitrr

Me.

Good

In

H.ading*.
General Lettering and engraving,
Dear Plntr* end Numbers,
Tour attention is called to this new business in
Portland, such work heretofore having been sent to
Bostoo and New York.
Old Plates retouched, when necessary, without
charge, and made to print as well as when new.
mb21
d2m*

Bargains

F(IRMTI]RB, ClRPRTIJiGS,

JSALE.

One of the Oldest and Best
Places in Portland.

Coupons

Treasurer ot

COALIN E

loo COiVOEBCIAL STREET.
Proprietors for the Stale of Maine. CanvamrrN
wanted In every town in Maine. mhHd3m

FOR

NOTICE.
THE

new

MAINE

NO. 23 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.
lw
ap28_

EASY!

article which has no equal for Washing
Clothes, cleaning Paint, Window-Glass, Marble, Gold
Fraues, Oil Carpets, &c; will also r-roove Ink
Stains and Grease Spois from Clothing and Carpets.
Is cheaper than soap. No lady alter she has once
For sale by all
used Coaline will be without it
Grocers at 40 cents per gallon. Call for circular.

1902.

ALBERT SMUH, Solicitor,
ap2

C0AL1N£.

Sinking Fund Sixes,

$503,040.

FIRST-CLASS COMPANIES,
PROMPT ATTENTION,
REASONABLE BATES.

dim

HOUSE-CLEANING A PLEASURE

WATER WOUKS

Post & Co.,

&c.

JORDAN.

ap22

A

DUE

Deering Block,

Goods all New aud Fresh,

been appointed

AOIDHTTS
—

Assets

—

store lormerly occupied by Schumacher Bros.

Chadbourn & Ksndall

—

Ko. 13 Union St.
ICO yards and
TERMS

13 Card Photograph, for SI.OO.
O Cara 'tintype, for .50.1
25 Ferrotypes for .35.

NEW YORK,

ELIOT INS. CO.

NEW AND FASHIONABLE

408

1

PHOTOfiRlPBym TlffiPES.

OF

ap2Jd&wtt

Interest May and November iu New York.

and will offer them to the trade or at retail at
VERY LOW PRICES FOB CASH.
dtt
sp8

STIIDLEY,

IN

We offer the unsold portion ot the above issue.
This popular sea-side resort having been closed the
past five years is now fitted in first class Btyle and
will be opened on May 1, 1879.
Carriages to and irom the city to boats and trains

dtf

Foreign and Domestic Quilts, embracing some of the Quest goods
ever offered in this city.
These
goods were bought from the assignee ol a bankrupt New Fork
jobber and importer, and will be
sold fully twenty-five per cent, less
■ban same quality could be manufactured today. lOO Doz. Towels,
large size, Four tor S3 Cis. T hree
grades Turkish Bath Towels at
ball price. The above is one ot the
best purchases I have ever been
able to get hold ot, and 1 propose
to give my cus>oiners the benefit ot
it »nd
sell them at the prices
marked on each lot, to advertise
and help start inv spring trade.

JOHN G. HIVES & CO.,

mutual Insurance Co.

7

1000

who has my best wishes, and whom I earnestly recommend as be will transact the same business
under the firm name,

and are now prepared to offer their goods to the trade
at Manufacturers’ Prices.
ap&dti

dtf

BENJ F. STEVENS, President.
mh!7eod6m
JOS. M. GIBBENS, Secretary

PRICE

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Iel2

Linen Collars and Cuffs,

full line of

BY

Kendall & Whitney,

SQUABE,

FARRINGTON BLOCK.

IMPORTED-BONNETS,

MARKET
—

Xl_F

RIBBONS,
Extremely

LOWEST

437 Congress Street,

Kid and Gants Dc Suede Gloves,
At

Information as to rates can be obtained on application at the office of the Company, or of any of its
agents Id the principal cities and towns of the Com•
monwealth.

Western Clover.

FOR MAI.K AT THE

known heretofore. To my friends, customers, and
and the public that I am indebted to lor the very
generous patronage given to me during the many
years that 1 h*ve been before them, I ofler my heartfelt, cordial thanks.

Round Hats.
FEATHERS AND FLOWERS,

lOO Dozen

The features ot the Company are
• ■—It" entire mumnlity.
4. | The character of it. inrefnerata.
3.—The liberality of it. treatment of retiring member.
4.—Its ..Icelion 0r ri.h. a. developed by
it. past favorable mortalif.
3,—The application of the Man, NoaF- rfei are low to it. policie., whereby erery member m entitled to iaaarance according to it, proriaioae.

ALSO—

FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEEDS.

re-

contained at the old

ap29

D. W. Clark & Co.,

Timothy,
Bed Top,
N. N. Y. Clover,
White Clover,

—

FAMILIES. STOKES & VESSELS

•

E G Willard.

GRASS_SEEDS,

$1.00 PER PAIR!

aP29

_eodtf

_

full stock of PUKE ICE, will
furnish

—

Guptill.

sebs Donglas Haynes, Olive Avery, Sarah
Louisa, Redondo, Unward, Emma K Smalley, and

499

PURE ICE !
GEO. F. NELSON.
Burnham & Dyer, 441 Congress Street,

Russell,

NEWPORT—Ar 27th, sch M L Varney, Weeks,
Bristol lor New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 27th, sch Neptune’s Bride,
Lindsey, New York.
V1NEY ARD-HAYEN-Ar 26th, schs Milton, New
York lor Bangor; Flora Rogers, Rogers. Darien cor
St John, NB; Nile, Rockland for New Fork; Cathie
O Berry, St George for Savannah.
Sid sebs Alletou. Cathie C Berry, Am Chief, Johnnie Me-erie. YoSemite. Eflort, Abby Wasson.
Sid 27th. schs Wm Thomas, A Hammond, Laconia.
Koret, D Ellis, Oregon, Alcora. Mary Sands. Harry
Percy, Maggie Ellen. Emily A Staples, Alaska, Clio
Cbillcott, Frank Herbert, Hudson St Elmo, Gamma.
Nuialo. Light Boat Ella Brown, Glide, Nile, Milton,
and others.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 26th, sebs Laconia, Crockett,
New York for Rockland; Oregon. Rrchords, do foi
Yarmouth; Efiort, Shea, Irom Baltimore for Boston:
Johnnie Meserve, French, New Fork fordo; Chase!
Ingratam, do for do; Ahoy Wasson, Lord, fin do ioi

F. A. ROSS & CO.,
Congress Street, cor. Brown.
mh!2

I have purchased a lot ol 4 ButKid Gloves In new Spring
Shades which 1 shall offer lor the
low price ot
ton

Block.

now

are

new goods appearWe have jost
received an immense stock ot
Black silks and Cashmeres at
much lower prices than ever seen
in this city. We also desire to call
special ..Mention to onr large stock
ot Fancy Goods, every article ol
which has recently been
purchased. «>nr Kid Glove and Corset Department is kept constantly
full of the best makes as well as
low priced Goods. Please remember that we shall not allow ourselves to be undersold.

can now

Farrington

BOSTON.

33th ANNUAL REPORT SOW SCADS
FOR DISTRIBUTION.

show a very desirable stock ol tbe
most fashionable styles. It is our
determination to watch the market closely and secure every desirable article in onr line as soon as

MIDDLE STREET.

ap3Ud3t

Lost.
30tb,
ON Aprilof money

We

Fernald,

UP STAIRS, 237

a

GOODS,

daily receiving
large invoices of stylish Spring
Goods, and we are now able to

G. D. D2ILLBAN & CO.,
Straw Factory, 98 and 100 Cros* Bisect.
ap30dot

junction Free and Congress Streets.

LIFE

19,000 Members. $5 7,000,000 Iasnruc«

DRY GOODS!

be found in Portland, and at as low prices for
good work as any one. Call and examine.

as can

milliners* old

England

ATLANTIC

249 Middle Street.

COENISH,

The New
OF

d2m

large an assortment of

feet of

The oldest Mass. Company.

Prices!

ap30'dtf

SEASON OF 1879.

L.IUU*

aid San Francisco.
Old 28th, steamer Berks, Pendleton, Portland; brig
Long Reach. Lang Apalachicola!
NEWCiSTi E, DEL—Passed down 26th, schs Almeda Wiley, and Hannah >1cLoon
NEW FORK—Ar 27th,schs Huntress, Brown, Lubec; Eri, Sherman. Machias; Osprey, Crowley, St
George; Olive Branch. Whitaker, Eilsworih, Ten-

as

shall sell about 160M

INSURANCE

GOODS

€OiT9IAKEB8|!
D. E.

show

we

MUTUAL

grand~opening

can

Wharf,

Lumber, consisting of Boards. 2 and 3 inch Plank,
Timber &c., «fcc. Sold in lots to suit. Sale positive,
as »be owner i«
leaving the State.
FO.BAILKV A CO., Auctioneers.
*P29
dlw

INSURANCE COMPANY

1879.
I

Two

Department,

F, A. Ross & Co.

Delaware Breakwater.

JACKSONVILLK-Ar 22d, sch 0 H Macomber,
Googins, Boston.
.iHARLESTON—Ar 24th, sch Maggie D Marston,
Blackington, New York.
Outside 28tb, barque Helen SoDds, Bosiord, Irom

ON Mills

Spring and Summer,

WASTED IMMEDIATELY

,

SEBAGO

BY AUCTION.

will offer at

Popular

OF

MONDAY. May 5th, at 10 o’clock, at Plaster

FURNISHING

hereby given, that the subscriber has
appointed and taken npoD himself

FEET

LUMBER

AND

MEN’S

Bailey £ Co., Auctioneers.

«P2G

TRIHMIieS,

SCALE OF PRICES FOR TEE SEASON: Hats, Caps, Furs, Gloves,
Buffalo Hokes, &c., &c„
mONTHLV KATES,
shown in Maine

F. 0.

WOOLENS,
TAILORS

Day,

Choice French China, Imported from the celebrated Potteries of Cbas. Field. HavllaDd St Co.
and R. Delimeres & Co., Limoge9f France. The a*
portment consists ot Decorated and Plain Dinner
Setts, Tea Setts, Toilet Setts, Fruit Setts, Jardinier
Pots, Cu-padores &c.
Tho* Furnival * Son’s celebrated White Granite
Table Ware in full
assortment, also a very full and
elaborate assortment of their Celebrated Decorated
Toilet Setts.
Common Karthern Ware, Imported and American
Crv8*a> Glass Ware, plain and
engraved.
The above assortment of ware was imported by a
large New York House for their fine trade, aou la
without doubt the finest assortment of Tania and
Toilet Ware ever on exhibition ea*tof New York.
Ladim particulaily iavierd to ike ExbiApril J»ih, u our room,
35 and 37 Exchange Street.

large and complete] line of

a

ON

WEDNE3DAI AND THURSDAY,

160,000

First Class Retail

Jl_1_■_

For xurthei ^articuiart- inquire ol
GEO. L. DAT, Gen. ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
£5. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland. April 29tb, 1879.
ap30dtf

Any lesired quantify,

ever

and after

fitted tip especially for this part of their business. Also would an*
nouncc (hat they.will open on the First Floor a

coluTitie,

given

Just Received!

ilicir friend* iliat on

transferred to their

in which they will keep

ocSdtf

OF

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Season 1879.

repairs.
BHgFleetwiDg

will be

fr [ w Steamer LEWISTON, CAPT.
JX4k--v1\j2% Chas. Deering, wilJ leave

—

WHOLESALE DEPARTMENT
ai

General Merchanat 10 o'clock a m.

at 10 and 3.30 Each

IHIACIIIAS.

AND

Regular sale of Furniture ami
every Saturday, commencing
Consignments solicited.

dise

Block.

THEIR

Bangor,

DESERT

HIT.

informing

Merchants,

Saleroom 33 and 37 Exchange St.
F. O. BAILEY.
a W. ALLXN.

APRIL 30th AND MAY 1st,

MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1879,

STEAMBOAT CO.

Situation Wanted

Artists'

YARD.

Congress St., Farrington

Have (lie pleasure o!

PORTLAND, BIB & MM

ON

used in the

PER

Headings,

168 & 170 MIDDLE STREET,

hands

as are

CENTS

F. O. BAILEY Ot
CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission

YARD.

CHADBOURN & KENDALL,

on

Framed from Choice Patterns

PER

Handsome Maribous and

work;
Wilcox & Gibbs straw machine;
EXPERIENCED
operators
must be
and

Appropriately and tastefully

TO-DAY,

leantifnl Black Silk Fringes,

hands

PICTURES

OFEid

WILL

WASTED.

28tb, ship Louis Walsh, White,

MEMORANDA
Barque Proteus, before reported at Rio Janeiro in
distress, was advertised to be told by auction March
24th. Cargo taken by another vessel.
Brig S P Smith, from Philadelphia for Bangor, be
fore reported ashore at Tarpaulin Ccve. ha* been
floated and was towed to Vineyard-Haven 28th tor

held

officials coaid open the boxTbe stranger then said he was in attendance on
the conference and was told that his mail

BLACK SILK FOLDED TIES, 17c

Portland.
April 24—Sid, scb Traveller, Crossman, Boston.
April 25—Sid, sch Balance, for Calais.

North Avenue
Cambridge,
Mass.,
Monday evening, it was voted unanimously to
extend a call to the preterite to the Ejv.
Frank E. Clark, at present settled over the
Willisroo church in this city.
The meeting
was largely attended and entire [harmony
prevailed. The meeting of the society to take ac-

Walker was found guilty and
shovel.
ordered to pay the costs of prosecution and
give sureties of $100 to keep the peace for

“

EASTPORT, Apt 11 23—Ar, sch Balance, Robinson,

Kent Estate 'Transfers.
The following trauefera of real estate "were
recorded in this county lyesterday:
Portland—E bridge W. Locke et al. to Mary
see the secretary
on Plum street and asked to
E. Stevens, land and buildings on Wilmot
That geutleman made his appearance when
street.
the stranger
said he should like to know
Mary E Stevens to Elbridge W. Locke, land
and buildings on Wilmot street.
whether he was to be elected a member or not.
Gorham—Robert B. Meserve to Carrie C.
His name was beaded in three weeks previousMeserve, Matthias Meeerve’s homestead.
ly and he hid heard nothing since. The secBridgton—Samuel H. Dawes to John Morrison et al., part of lot No. 8, 11th raDge.
retary looked and could find no such applicant
Casco—Alonzo Small to Luther Perkins, 60
for membership and finally asked the stranger
acres of laud.
the name of the society he had desired to join
New Gloucester—D. E. Goss to Samuel
The stranger said the P. O. S. of A., aQd the
Goss, lot of land.
D. E. Goss to John Goss, lot of land.
secretary informed him he must apply else, I
where.
Considering the two societies are so
Tried I* del Ilia mail.
t *tr
aatajonis c
principles the pke is
morning a lady who resides in the
Monday
rather a good one.
upper part of the city saw a stranger tryiog to
open one of the letter boxes near her residence
Cape Elizabeth.
and npon her approach he asked her how he
George P. Walker was brought before Trial
Jaetice Perry for assault on George A. Adams could get at the contents. She told him that
a

“

«. 371-2
-50
62 1-2

Blake, and Cocheco, Greenlaw, Rockport.
April 28—Sid, sch Robt Woodruff, Lewis, for Glou-

Not the Society.—List evening a stranger
rapped at the door of the I. A. R. A. society

with

«

cester.

At a special meeting of the

S. L. Larrabee for defendant.
Mary C. Dailey et a’s vs. W. W. Carruthers. Assumpsit upon an account annexe i to recover the sum
ot $2*9.30. .The defendant pleaded the general issue
with a brief statement that since the promise declared upon in the p'aintifFs writ the defendant tiled
his petition in bankruptcy, was duly adjudged a
bankrupt and has received his discharge. The plaintiffs filed a counter brief statement alleging that the
plaimifls’ names were fraudulently omitted from the
schedule of creditors filed in bankruptcy proceedings
by the defendant, and that they had no notice of the
proceedings and therefore the defendant’s discharge
was invalid
#
The court ru'ed that the validity of the discharge
in bankruptcy could not be questioned in this court
even where, as contended by plaintiff-, there was a
fraudulent omission to give the plaintiffs notice of
the proceedings in bankruptcy, and thereupon ordered a non-suit. Plaintiff excepts.
Bleihen lor plaintiffs. W. K. Neal for defendant.
George YV. Connitt vs. L. C. Bronson. Assumpsit
upon an account annexed to recover $89 73 for personal services rendered tor the defendant in putting
in burglar alarms. Defense—that In the employing
of plaintiff defendant acted for Charles Oxnard, and
plaintiff so understood it at ihe lime. The case wa3
tried to the court without the intervention of a jury
Decision reserved.
Locke for plaintiff. B. D. Verrill for defendant.

«

FROM 00R CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET, April 22—Ar, sch War Eagle, Frisbee, Kitierv.
Sid, scbs Mlnetta, Stewart, for Boston; Regulator,

Me.

tion in concurrence with the cbarch was

3STEWS.

Tuesday, April 29.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike St John, NB, via
East port cor Boston.
Sch Albert H Waite, Dodge, Bostob, to load for
Cuba.
Sch A Crabtree, Crabtree, Pranklin for Boston.
CLEARED.
Sell Bonetta, Ciaik, Kempt. NS—A D Wbidden.
Sch Rolon. Brookings, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch Martha, Manuel, Kennebunkport—Waldron &

Congregational church,

PnrlrAP fnr nloinliff

“

«

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Thomas Cashing, owner
of
the
Ottawa
House, Joseph Baker and'Orville Baker of
Augusta, and Christopher Toole of Bingor,
are at the Falmonth Hotel.

Tuesday.—James S. Libby vs. David O. Plummer. Assumpsit to recover for fifteen .loads of Jsand
at one dollar and forty cents per load, amounting to
twenty-ODC dollars. Defense, that tbe defendant purchased the sand for one Hackett; that detendant so
informed plaintiff at the time, and that defendant
wa9 not called upon for payment until the bill had
been presented several times to Hacked, and Rockett had failed. Plaintiff replies that the defendant
did not inform him that he was buying for Hackett;
that the goods were sold and charged to defendant;
that the bill was made out to defendant and, by defendant's request, presented to Hackett. Verdict
for the plaintiff for $21.25.

“

“

such

Mr. J. Watson, formerly a deputy sheriff,
was in town yesterday. Mr. Watson has had
and
retnrns
good success at Leadville, Col.,
there in a day or two.

PRESID-

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
7
7
7
7

nor

Kev. Mr. Htnnaford will remain in charge
of the Methodist church at Bimfcrd for the
next year. He has already supplied this pulpit
two years.

ING.

T. W

no

Personal.
Bishop Healey is on a visit to Florida.
Geo. Dodge, one of Bridgton's
oldest
and
most highly esteemed citizens, died on Fridiy
of last week.

Superior Court.

STEAfflflRIPS

£2.matare Ainaauat..
April 30.
5 40 PM
Sanrisb*... .......4 53 High water.
1.42 AM
7.02 Moon sets..
Snnaetft..

has been made without avail. If it is
passible that Miss Witham is still living, any
intelligence of her may be commnnicated to
her mother, Mrs. F. H. McDonald of Camberland Mills, Or her brother, Charles N. Witham,

Gorham,

private

Burial

Canada.New York. .Lobdon,.May

friends,

Nap rente Judicial Court.
VIRGIN, J. PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—Petition lor disbarment of John 0
Winsbip. Counsel for respondent tiled a general demurrer.
Tbe presiding justice overruled tbe demurrer and ordered tbe respondent to plead anew.
Exceptions were filed to tbe overruling ot tbe demurer, and adowed. Counsel for respondent then
moved that he be allowed to postpone pleading anew
till after the return of the decision of the law court
This motion was
on tbe exceptions above taken.
ovei ruled and the respondent was directed to plead
anew now,
Thereupon respondent's counsel filed a
general denial of all the allegations in the information. The court found the allegations proved and
ruled that they were sufficient to and did disqualify
the respobdtnt from practicing iu the courts ot this
state. To which rulings the respondent filed exceptions, which were allowed The case was marked
law, which cmies the whole case forward for tbe
final decision ot the lull court.
W. L. Putnam, C. F. Libby and George Walker,
committee for Cumberland Bar.
B. Bradbury with C. P. Mattocks for respondent.

“

“

85

Saratoga...New York. .Havana.May
Scythia.New York. Liverpool—May

supposition
that she might have gone overboard after leaving Portland,bat no one can positively say that
she was rn board after the sailing of the stet,trier for Boston.
Considerable search in Boston,
MaDches'er and other places, where she bad

Circuit Court.

18/9—BONNEY, J.,

Siooa then

bor since childhogd.
The officers of the Forest City
circumstances, giving rise to tha

For local mtelli ence from Bid dr ford
Naco, JBaib, Augusta, Ballovrrll, Bock-

“

Clouded

1.00

Scythia.New York..Liverpool*....May

excellent
character and reputation. She was very industrious and has snpported herself by honest la-

de28S&W&wly

TERM,

Camberland;Mi)ls,

“

75
1.00
25

“

Santiago de Cuba.. .New York. .Havana.May
City of Merida.New York. .Hav &VCruz May
Elysia. .New York. .London.May
Carondelet.New York. .St Jago, &c..May
Moravian.Halifax.... Liverpool.May
Circassia.New York..Glasgow......May
Wyoming.... .New York.-.Liverpoo.May
Cfty of Kio Janeiro New York. .Rio Janeiro..May

quite ston',
light complexion, blue eyes, brown hair, wore
a pottle green dress, long black cloak trimmed
with black far, black straw hat trimmed with
black velvet, black feather and
brown
and
white wing. Miss Witham was accustomed to
at
travel considerably; had resided
various
times in Auburn, Lewiston, Lawrence, Manchester, Portland, New Gloucester, Standish

Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco

APRIL CIVIL

passenger.

“

“

Quebec.Quebec.Liverpool.May

to the circumstances or canse
pearance, bag been obtained.
years of age, of medium height,

_

C. 8.

a

“

“

Ohio.PhiIadelphiaLivernool.,,.May 1
Minnesota..Boston..... Liverpool..,.May 1

any cine
of her disapShe
was
24

ap26S&W<J2t

«ce

in the steam-

stateroom

intelligence concerning her fate,

umn.

Thorn a* to n

a

“

<>

and Drawers,

“

Algeria.New York..Liverpool...April30
City ot Washington.New fork .Havana.May 1
Adriatic.-.New York..Liverpool,....May 1
..New York..Hamburg.May 1
Frisia.
City of Richmond...New York. Liverpool... .May 1

Forest City from Portland, on the afternoon
of that day, purchased a ticket and was regis-

8300 REWARD!
They care all diseases of tbe Stomach, Bowls, Bicod, Liver, Nerves, Kidneys and Urinary Organs, and $300 will be paid tor a case
they will not enre or help, or for any thing imTest
pure or injurious in them—Hop Bitters.
ft. See "Truths’’ or "Proverbs,” acotber col-

and

She took

OS'

“

“

S.t and Lucy

FROM
EOR
St Domingo.New York. .StDomingo.,April 29
Accapuico.New York.. Aspmwall. April 30

er

The Holmau Liver Pad absoibs tbe poisons
from tbe blood, restores lost appetite, and is tbe
best invigorator of tbe system ever used. Try
Tbe Pad and the other
them everybody.
Holman remedies are for sale at the Company’s

land

week.

iS OkPAKTCRK

“
“

NAME

RECITAL

Mjsierioits Disappearance.
Miss Hattie C. Witham started from Cumberland Mills, March 5tb, to go to Manchester,
N. H., with some expectation of returning in

ient than yeast, or the cream of tartar and soda
found in the market.

Green street.

residence, 55

and careful study, and he brings to it a
delicious touch and very strong technique, aDd
uuusual clearness in his playing.
He does not
display intense fire or passion, but he has absolute control of tbe key-board and conquers
tbe most difficult passages with perfect ease.”

the risk of tbe

dall will take
at his late

“

‘‘

AUCTION SALES.

H. I- KTELSOIV tfc OO.,

Belfast, Seorsport, Saurty Point,
Bncksport. fl'interport and Bampdeu, arin Bangor about 10 o’clock next morning.
riving
20
Returning, will leave Bangor every moo day.
Wednesday and Friday Jlorumgs, at o
-25 o’clock,
touching a? above, ariiving in Portland
37 1-2 about 5 P. M., connecting with Portland and Boston
Steamers, and Pailmau Nignt Train and Early
50 Morning Trains for Boston and tbo West.

aged 70 years

£W* The funeral service of the late John L. Ranplace Thursday lorenoon at 10 o’clock,

ing

many adventurous compounds put upon tbe
market by ignorant or irresponsible parties, as
a baking powder properly prepared, is cot only
wholesome, but more economical and conven-

office, 117 Middle street,

In Saco, April 20, Dr. John A. Berry,
7 months.
In Saco, April 18, Ira, aon of Seth
Wakefield, aged 12 years.

The New York Tribune, speaking of Mr. W.
H. Sherwood, who will give a piano recital at
Bossini Hall, Friday night, says:
“His work
bears evidence of intelligence, good taste, feel-

In view of tbe difficulties of getting pure
cream of tartar, Dr. H A. Mott, the Government Chemist, advises the selection of some
standard Baking Powder, wh-ch has stood the
testof chemical examination, like the Boyal

24

26, Mrs. Betsey Shea, aged 79

years.

To-morrow night Stanley McKenna’s huplay of Whims—said by some to bs an
aaaptatioa from, the German of "Dr Wespe”—
will be produced at Mnsic Hall by a New York
be
funnier
than
company. It is said to
"Lsmoue.” Tbe Criterion Company had great
success with the play in the Wtst.
Tickets are
now ready at Music Hall.

ticle.

Baking Powder, rather than

5 months 18 days.
In Arrowsic, April

morous

authorities have denounced the wholesale adulteration of this most wholesome and useful ar-

April 29, Thomas J. Sullivan, aged

[Notice ot funeral hereafter.]
Ld Buxton, April 29. George K son of Horace and
Annie Harmon aged 12 years 3 months.
[Funeral service at the residence of his father, on
Tbursdav. May 1st.
Id Gray. April 20, Mr. Reaben Morse, aged 76 years
4 months 21 days.
In Gray. April 26, Mr. Joseph Frank, aged 76 years

WHI5IS.

from 10 to 90 per cent.
Dr Chandler, President of the New York
Board of H-altb, as well as D:, Mot', the Government Chemist, D.-. Squibb and other high

White Shirts,
“
“

and will crowd tbe honse.

tar is largely adulterated and that as ordinarily
ton,, din the shops, is cheapened by either
burnt bones, terra alba, or the hurtful alum,

Phillips.

In this city,
yea 8 6 days

MAY CARNIVAL.

tbe Belief Corps of Bos worth Post, will create
quite a sensation among the young folks. The
attractive features of tbe play are numerous

fining.

all of

DIED.

vestry to-night and to-morrow by some fifty
children, with Misses Jenkins and Tarbox in
the principal roles.

This dispels the impression many have', that
this article cannot be procured in its native
parity. There is no doubt bat what cream tar-

process

Esq.,

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hutchinson,

UNDERWEAR!

■

iS,The cantata of Laila will proye a great treat.
It willjbe brought out at the Second
Parish

new advertisements.

S!d tm

■

"gentsT

of re-

to tbe

that they could bi

warded to the postufiiee so
sent to their destinations.

ed by machinery Monday.
Deputy Sheriff Libby seized six half barrels
of beer yesterday morning at tbs boat.

The grand drama of the May Queen which"
will be broaght out at City Hall tc-morrow by

ferm, and then subjected

Ar at Dublin April 26, ship Rhine, Smith, from
Baltimore
Ar at Rio Janeiro April 1, barque Mendota, Whitmore, Brunswick.
In port April S.
ship Laurens, Snow, and John De
Opsta, Hamilton, unc; barque Hannah Blanchard,
Williams, lor New York; Shetland, Haskell, trom
Boston, unc.

The lad; explained by saying

that the letter carrier brought the mail to the
houses and that the boxes were only intendei
to receive letters which the writers wished for

at sunrise, G0° at noon, 54° at sunset; wind
south.
A man named McDonald had a thumb crash-

WEDNESDAY M0BMK6, APRIL 30.

NEW ‘ADVERTISEMENTS

of obtaining it.

1

Mercury

lWnnlrn# fisv

CROCKERY & PLATED WARE.

Adams &

J40

Robinson,
STREET.^

EXCHANGE

ONLY'50 CENTS!

Elegant

NecFWear&£5jSf%

each These goods are sold In this city tor 73 cents
and SL00.

CHARLES

CUSTIS

& CO.,

#

T'

*
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AGRICULTURAL.
On

Plowing'

The plow is the great' civilizer, and in all
ages and countries Iras been tbe most appropriately used as the emblem of Peace. Pew
pictures in English history.it seems to us can
be of more interest to farmers than that
which describes the passage of King James
the first from Scotland fo London on his asscending the throne in 1924, and meeting at
Godmanchester “seventy teams of horses

ploicgbs”. Addressing the peodrawing
ple assembled to honor his passage through
the little borough, the king said he was
‘•mightily rejoiced to see so many good husbandmen in one town.” How refreshing
this little incident in the history of the plow,
In contrast to those with which the names of
Job, and Ciucinnatns and Putnam and the
Emperor of China have been so long associated !
And now is the season for tho plow to be
again going afield—for plowing is the very
first operation of agriculture alter the pioneer
life ha9 given way to what we call improved
culture. The loosening and pulverizing of
the soil by means of the plow (and the subsequent implements oi finer culture) not only
fits It for'the reception of the seed and enables the plants to extend their roots in the
fine earth, but it allows the agencies of air,
moisture ane heat—those prime elements iu
aidingplant growth—to enter the body of tbe
soil and perform their
important offices. The
a**"and m°'sture, freighted with carbonic
an‘* oxygen, so soon as
they permeate
through the masses of pulverized earth, go to
work to convert the insoluble mineral matters contained in masses so inaccessible that
the roots of plants cannot appropriate them
into easily assimilated food for the little rootlets of the plants to feed upon. All the rains
new

vanj

uunu

luiuujiu

mtj

ovenurneu

earui

rich fertilizing matter; the heat of the sun
penetrates into the finely plowed soil and
aids in germination, while plowing assists in
draining compact soils on which but for this
operation, the water would be very objectionable to vegetation. Moreover, in covering manure, in mixing soils, in turning up
the earth to the action of the elements —the
old system, not enough in vogue in our day,
of restoring the fertility of lands by fallowing
—in all these imporsaut operations, there is
no implement that can take the place of the
Common plow.
Hairnets are generally united in the opinion that, for many obvious reasons, breaking
up sward grounds should be perlormed in
the Fall. The weather is cool, the team is at
leisure, the work of spriDg is forwarded, and
the soil becomes disintegrated during the
winter months. Other plowing is done at
the convenience of the farmer and in conformity with the peculiarities of the season,
spring plowing extending over the months ot
April aud May, with generally the latter part
of March aud the earlier part of June, according to latitude. But this rale may be invariably set down as correct—never plow for
any crop, on any land, or for any pretence,
when the soil is not sufficiently dry to crumble over loosely as it falls from the mould
board. The importance of having a sufficient
team for plowing, especially In breaking, is a
matter that should receive more attention
than it generally gets. Team enough to draw
the plow through strongly and turn a good
furrow is one ot the essentials in doing good

work; aud an extra yoke of oxeu, more especially in a breaking-up team, has increased
the work accomplished from an acre and a
half to two acres a day—a gain of fully thirty-

three and

a

third per cent., with

in expense of,
teen per cent.

possibly,

an increase
not more than fif-

The depth of plowing—and here

our

re-

marks are to be understood as having reference to breakiog-up as well as to spring plowing for grain or hoed crops—is a matter

which rests entirely with the farmer, and one
which should be governed by circumstances
and vary with the character of the soil and
the crop to be grown upon the land. A tough

witch-grass sod,

taken up to be manured and
after a few years laid down agaiD, should be
p'owed sufficiently deep to thoroughly cover
the fertilizers applied to the land, without
disturbing the inverted sod. Where plowing
is done in the spring to cover a light coat of
manure spread on the surface, and the only
object being to cover the manure,it should be
plowed as shallow as may be consistent witi.
good work; say not over four inches. In ordinary field practice, on average soils seven
inches may be regarded as about a fair depth;
but in old fields, the top of whose sub-soils
has been rendered firm and solid by the
nlnvinfffl Anri tramninoa nf fiffvr r»r a tiiirirlrosl
years, into a crust as hard as stone, the plow
should be put down to such a depth as will
allow it to crush this and destroy the impervious barriers thus separating the. lower from
the npper soil, at one plowing. It must be
done gradually, beiDg loosened before it is
fully incorporated with the surface soil, or injurious results will follow. The old idea of
deep plowing for all crops and conditions of
soil and all seasons of the year, has long ago
been discarded as it justly deserved to be.
Deep plowing under proper conditions is good
practice, but done without judgment is a decided injury. Some years ago it was asserted
on good authority that the average depth of

plowing in the State of New York was only
four and a half inches 1 It surely is not
much

more

now, and we

doubt if it is any

than that throughout New England
generally. And yet what a loss in plowing
only four and a half inches deep! Untold
treasures of fertility lie in all soils below this
depth, and it is only necessary to make them
available to the action of the elements by
deeper plowing and loosening of the soil, to
add to the prebent amount of plant food in
very large amount.—Bast on Cultivator.
more

Bond making and Mending.

•

The work should be done early in the season, as soon as the road is sufficiently settled
not to be damaged by teaming on it. All
know that tillage land worked in a wet condition, will settle down hard and remain so
during the rest of the season. The same
rule will hold good in working a road. Material put in early settles down hard and
makes a firm surface; put on late, it lemains
loose and is displaced by the wheels all
through the season. t)ne dollar applied in
April will do as much good as two in June or
later. The best material for making repairs
is good coarse gravel. It is better to purchase good gravel and draw it a long distance
than to put on soil, clay and sods, which are
the materials too often used for the purpose.
The plowing up of the sides of the road and
throwing the material thus obtained into the

path is a poor practice, unless it is
a good covering of gravel, as the

to receive
sand and

soil have often been thrown in before and as
often been washed out. It makes a poor and
muddy road and is a damage instead of a

benefit.

Many of the improved road scrapers, made
for the purpose, do good work, and much
cheaper than the same amount of work can

be done in any other way. It would be a
good investment for every town to have one
for the use of the different highway districts.
Koads not much used, which have become
ridged, may be plowed and harrowed, and
then leveled with hoes; thus a long piece ot
road may be put in good order at small expense. Often no more material is wanted;
it only needs putting in place and the surface
put in proper shape. Such roads may be
easily plowed early in the season, just as the
frost is out.
Water is the greatest hindrance to keeping
and maintaining a good road. The path
should be sufficiently rounded to shed all surface water, and water should be turned off at
the top of a hill. So self-evident is this that
„i.1
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ceed in doing it effectually. By allowing
water to run down in the path frequent and
costly repairs are made necessary. The
water-bars made to prevent it are often so
awkwardly constructed as to be dangerous to
ride over. Water which comes from uuderneath can only be remedied by drainage.
It is useless to pile on material with the idea
of getting above the water, as it will work up
through and make the road soft aud wet. A
good open drain should be maintained at
each side of the road to carry off stagnant
water which may accumulate. Where the
road is wet from beneath there is no better
remedy than tile drainage. It will generally
be much easier to sink the water-line than to
raise the road bed, and one or the other must
he done before a good road can be had.
Bocks and stones should be removed from
the track, as they cause much damage to the
wheels of passing vehicles, aud are a serious
source of annoyance to travelers. The stones
which do the most damage are small and are
bronght to the surface by the action of frost,
and may be easily removed with a crowbar.
This should be attended to every spriDg.
Loose cobble stones may be easily removed
with an iron garden rake. It would pay
well to have a man go over all the roads in
town two or three times during the season
and remove the small stones as they are both
troublesome and dangerous.
The culverts should be kept in good condition, so that any sudden freshet may pass off
quickly and not do much damage. When
this is neglected, much expense is often incurred in making repairs which would not
have been needed had the bridges been kept
in order.
A good road should be wide enough for
two teams to pass each other in safety, and
as free from bad places as
possible, as no
more load can be carried than the team can
draw over the worst part of the road. If
one-third of the load must be left behind because one-eighth of the road is bad, it is
quite
a serions loss and a heavv addition to the
cost of transportation.—Corr. Mirror and
Farmir.
TWO ORUANS.

Begnlate first the stomach, second the liver;
especially the first, so as to perform their func-

tions perfectly and yon w,ll remove at least
nineteen twentieths of all the ills that mankind
is beir to, in this or any other climate.
Hop
Bitters is the only thing that will give perfectly

Jottings liy Press Correspondent?.
BATH.
Tuesday, April 29.
this morning. Arrested and
spent the day at the palais. A
gent from Lewiston boisterous at the M. C.
Railroad station was also incarcerated.

Murpby imbibed

John

At 7.13 p. m. Monday at the corner of Vine
and Front streets two men, drnnb, knocked
each other down. No arrests.
The exodus of working men continues.
Mr.
James Madison for thirty years employed at
Moulton’s machine shop as pattern maker
leaves Thursday night on the Start for work
in Massachusetts.
The first trip of the season by the Sasauoa
was made Monday.
The rchuoner Alice

Oakes, Capt. Manson,

Brunswick, April 29.
Last evening two young women were caught
in the act of stealing goods from Mr, B. G,
Dennison’s countors. They were detained and
obliged to give up the articles, and tlia matter
was settled without any arrests being made.
Rev. J. C. Snow of Auburn will deliver a
lecture in the Universalis’, church Wednesday
evening Snbject—"A day at Mt. Vesuvius.”
The lecture is spoken of as being very line.
The Brunswick hind will hold their third
and last entertainment of the season at Dirigo

Hall, Thursday evening.
An entertainment will be given by the Congregational Society at tbeir vestry Thursday
and Friday evening?.
Several pupils of the Federal street school
have been notified to leave, as not 1 iviu<» in
that district.

sneak thief entered a medical stuand stole a case of surgical instruments and quite a sum cf money.

dent’s

BUSINESS CARDS.

about half ebb tide at 7.30 d. m. Mr. U. C.
Greenleaf, the Bath agent, was on board, and
landing at Miuoti’s obtained a team and
reached this
city, and obtaining the tug
Adelia steamed to the assistance ot the Star.
When however the tng arrived at the Cove the
boat baa gotten herself from her position, the
tide having come in sufficient for the purpose
and had proceeded about 1.30 a. m. on her
trip. No injury was sustained by the Star, and
no passenger left the boat.
The Star had on
board a fair freight with her usual number of
passengers.
The reappointment of Messrs. Pottle and
Adams of
the Beacon and Wesley M. £
Churches of this city by the conference is most
satisfactory to those churches.
Seventeen arrivals at the Sagadahoc House

AND

in attendance upon court today.
The High School has additional trouble. Its
present principal, J. A. Morrell, sent a pupil,
Thos. W. WatsoD, home yesterday morning in
a mutilated condition as alleged, and Mr. Morrell today was formally arrested.
He will be
arraigned tomorrow.
Eight entries have been made in the shoemakers’ walking match May 3d.
Prizes are

Lorenzo

being neatly

laid out and roads located under the supervision of Engineer Bead.
Hotel arrivals yesterday: DeWitt 25, Marston
15, Elm 24.
are

Freight receipts today—Upper

M. U. station:
16 cars, 9 iron, 1 hay, 2 corn and s sundries;
lower M. C.: 16 cars, 6 cotton, 3 waste, 3 doth,
4 sundries. G. T. Bailway, LewistoD, 5 cars, 4
sundries, 1 corn: Auburn, 2 oars sundries: Auburn M. C.—5 cars, 1 oats, 1 flour, 3 sundries.
A lot of timber fell on Isaac Field, over 70
years old, today and crushed his hip.
Serious-

ly fit.fn
iDjurea.
no

m-inr.

XT’

TT'lol,

o’clock tbe above case

fPLJ_I_«

was

taken up at conrt.

Judge C. W. Goddard of Portland appeared for
the respondent and County Attorney W. H.
White with City Solicitor Geo. C. Wing for the
state. A large crowd of Anburn’s fashionable
society were present aud eagerly drank in the
proceedings, which were unexpectedly very
btief. Mr. White opened the case to the jury
for the slate.
The charge substantially sets
forth that on the 14th day of April the respondent did unlawfully enter aud interrupt the
High School over which J. A. Morrell bad
charge. Most of the testimony was similar to
that given in the lower, court.
Upon cross-

examination of Mr. Morrell it was found that
Mr. Morrell had not in his possession at the
time he commenced his duties as principal a
certificate of qualification, and the court ruled
that the prosecution could not be sustained. A
nol pros was entered and a formal verdict given
for defendant.
In case State vs. Samuel G. Littlefield, respondent plead guilty with provision the legal
rights as set forth in pleadings might be preserved for future hearing.
In oase of Town of Lisbon vs. Webster, to
determine location of Chas. White, Jr., pauper,
a verdict was returned for defendant.

Tuesday, April 29.
Schooner Addie Jordan of Saco, Capt. A. C.
Leavitt, arrived at Sagua La Grande on the
18th inst., 13days from New York. Shook out.
Sugar back, north of Hatteras.
All lovers of the drama are waiting on the
for the coming of Maggie
Mitchell early in tbe coming month. She is al-

Mass.

The sixth

Infantry

anniversary

of the Biddeford L’ght
next Friday. It is to be
dance in Infantry ball.

House. lo I,I t and for Hals, Advauce.
nmdc, Kent* Collected, and all bun
ineas Entrusted to IHe Will
Receive Carelnl and Faithial Attention,
OFFICE CAHOON BLOCK,
385 Congress St., Portland. Me.
ja22d3m

J. C.

HI.

GANNETT,

(Homeopathic Physician,)
Has

a

Yarmoutli,

Me.
SM&Wtf

(Near tlte «. T. Depot.)

de28

Lost.
in the vicinity of Congress Square
uud 220 Cumberland St. a Cameo Ear-ring. The
tiuder will be rewarded bv leaving tbe same at
E. St’URGts’S Drug Store,
junc. Free & Congress St.
ap29d3t

age for a term of three years, from May 1st.
Thero seems to be a little difference of opinion in the Saco and Biddeford Law Club, as to
who shall run the machine, the consequence of
which is a general “bust-up” so says one of the
uuu«

KOCKLUVU.

Crabtree’s
week.

new

Tuesday, April 29.
yacht will be launched this

Schooner II. D. Holds lead, which got ashore
last winter on Coombs’s Neck and was
bought
by H. B. Lane, Wm. Holmes, Moses Webster
and L. Wbarf of Viualhaveo, was towed to
this port yesterday by
the
steamer Clara
Clarita and will immediately go on the sonth
marine railway to repair.
2*o cine has yet been obtained to the

parties

who hava committed burglaries on Main street
of late, and no steps have baen taken in that
direction. What Is tbo business of our
city
marshal and policemen.
We should have given a report of the
city
meeting last evening, but were unable to gain
entrance to the city clerk’s office ; so we Bball
have to delay tbe matter until to-morrow.
At Mayo’s granite yard 13 men are now em-

ployed.
Bay son Lodge held am interesting meeting
last evening, and elected officers for the ensuing year.
Tbe saloons of James McLaughlin and John
Hanrahan were searched Saturday and a quantity of liquor seized at each place. They were
fined $50 and costs, and appealed.

STEPHEN

Book, Job and Oard

Printer,

S. E.

Sylvester,

ill.

the

HOMEOPATHIST.
Attends to general practice day or night.
and Residence

Office

NO. 4 BROWN STREET.
Office hours 8 to 9 A.

M

1 to 3

and 7 to 9

Carpenters are laying a new hemlock plank
walk on tbe roadway of tbe Kennebec bridge.
Mr. Henry Salford, who went to Leadville a

few days ago, has returned on account of mountain fever. He obtained a good position but
the climate did not agiee with him.

HAM.OWELL.

Tuesday, April

19.

Several French families have moved into
town lately, most of whom have procured employment in the cotten factory. More are expected, to work in the same place.
Mr. Frank Cave of this city, who has been
out to tbe Arkansas Hot Springs, is on his way
home, and his many friends will be glad to
hear that bis health is ranch improved.
The recent mild rain has freshened the grass
--*
---4-«
.....a

a.
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TO LET ON LONG ISLAND.
0 acres of good cultivating land. The above will
be let together or separate to a responsible party.
Also a brick house on Fremont Place
containing 13
rooms, divided for two families. Terms moderate.
Apply to E. Ponce, at bis new cigar store, No. J27
Federal St., under U. S. Hotel.
ap26tf

■
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■
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Center and Ornaments of every description

Shortest Notice
By Out of town work solicited and immediately
attended to.
mh3d3mteod3m

leased to tbe right party at
F. G. PATTERSON,
No. 379J Congress St.

WASHINGTON, D. C„ AKENCV
for securing

Patents, Copyrights and Trade Marks
MOSS & MOSS,
Care Library of Congress. P. O. Rox 380,
Washington, D. C.
Send for our Circular. Any information in regird
to Copyrights or Patents will be furnished on
receipt
of a stamp and §1 in money.
aplldlm

Bailey, M.jD,,
SURGEON,

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.
References: S. C. Gordon. M. D., C. W. Bray, M.
M. D„ J. H. Kimball, M. D. doc23tf

D., J. Swan,

BUSINESS DlKECTOKYp
Accountant and Notary Public.

Horse Shoeing
by

S* YOUNG Ac CO., Practical ISorse
Shoera, 70 Pearl 8t.

Peal Estate Agents.

a

DR. F.

cure or

help,

and irresistible

for

eodly&wGwll

II. KENISON

Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
is ONE that can CURE all your diseases. or greatly modify your suiierings, without the
use of POISONOUS DRUGS.

Stable To JLet

Dr. R.

Jei?_

secured
.or
applying to E. A.
Jas. A. WHIToc7dtl

Street.

BENSON’S CAPCiNE

P0R0TJSPLA8TER.
ITS RERABKABLE VIRTUE

LAMENESS AND WEAKNESS OF

WOMEN,

England, “Was

afflicted with rheumatism in my joints and a stiffness or weakness in the small of
my back; have worn
BeDson’s Capcine Porous Plaster but a short time
and already feel better than I have lor years.”

KIDNEY DISEASE.
Hancock, a citizen of Richmond, Va.

S. T.
“Had
been a sufferer from diseased kidneys lor twenty
years. Concluded to try Benson’s Lapeino Porous
Piaster—Felt relief in a few hours, and in a few days
was perfectly well—feel like a new man.”

DISTRESSING COUGH.

Mead, 6 Westervelt Ave. Brighton, Staten
“Bad a distressing cold which caused me to
cough violently and continuously for a month until
my lungs became sore and painful. Nothing seemed
to afford me relief until I tried Benson’s Capcino
Porous Plaster. I applied one over the breast bone
at night—In the morning both cough and sorGUcss
E. B.
Island.

gone.”

TTWILDE,

I

Jocob Coleman, 28 Gold 8t., N. Y., reports—“Four
of my children were attacked with whooping cough in
its most violent form—tiled Benson’s Capcine Porous
Piaster on two of them—they were relieved in less
than one hour—Then Iried it on the other two with
like result.”

HOUSE

National Bank.

Desirable

contains an entirely new and powerful combination
of vegetable ingredients such as cannot be found in
any other remedy in the same form. To these new
elements its wonderful pain relieving, strengthening
and curative properties, and the fact that it is tar superior to other porous plasters and all other external
remedies is due.

ClAUTIoIV—In purchasing a Benson’s Capcino !
Porous Plaster, avoid worthless plasters having a
similar sounding name. Be careful to get the genuine. Take none that does not have the word
Capcine
spelled C-A-P-C-I-N-E.

mhldtt

PORTLAND A OODENSBURO R.R

iSfcw

One-balf of double House No. 770
Congress Street
now completed and ready for
occupancy. Said house
s first class in every respect.
Dining room, sitting
room, bath room and kitcheu finished in hard wood.
Plumbed for hot and cold water. White marble
mantles, grates, &c., &c. Cemented cellar and
everything first class, and will be sold at a very low
pnce. Enquire of
A. M. SMITH,
aul9eodtl
End of Portland Peir.

CHaS. LINDALL,

near

Town House.
eod2w

FOR
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us

Philadelphia

& Hew

England
STEAMSHIP LINES
From Boston,
n

connoetlon with OLD

COLONY

RAIL-

BVAD.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Scull-Weekly Line,

Quick Time, Low
Kales, Frequent Departures.
"Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Cl)de Steamers, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SAXUttf)A,V, t° Fhilndrlphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia wuh Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, H. C
Washington, O. C., Georgetown, O. C„ Alexandria, Va., and all Rail

and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills ot Lading given
from any point in New England to
Philadephia.
For rates of Freight, and other
information, apply to

D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
195 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
'Vin. F. Clyde Ac Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Avo., Philadelphia.

feb6_

tf

BOSTON STEAMEKs.

NOVEMBER

mh-'idtf

iBlii middle Street.

IOWA FARMING LANDS.

CITY

Fisher's

pi
cc

H

x

«_

s o

H

linse. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots ot Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’ 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 401 Exchange
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S.
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, Neiv York.

o

z

is called to

Improved

INTERN1TIOAAL steamship

Baafport, Calais, CM. Jana, R, H„Anu.,alb, Windsor and Halifax, tv. ■».,
Charlottetown, P. if. |,

SPRING

-■

therefore,

ip employ “associate attorneys.” We make prelim'nary examinations and furnish opinions as to patentability, free of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are
invited to send for
a copy of our
Guide for obtaining 1'v.tcnls," which
*s sent free to any address, and contains
complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter. We refer to the German-American National
Bank, W ashington J). C.; the Royal Swedish, Norwegian and Vanish Legal 1011s, at Washington; Hon.
Joseph Casey tote Chief Justice U. S. Court of Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent
Office, and to .Senate r? cmd Members of Congressfrom
every State.
A u dr css: LOUS HAGGEfl «£ Co., Solicitor*
and
Patents
at
Le
0/
Attorneys Law,
Droit Building
*
Washington, !>. t.

hereby given that the
been duly appointed Executor ofsubscriber has
the Will ot
is

LEVI GREEN late of
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
has
that
by
t>^ds as the
«ivinS
law directs. All personsfc£U8^
demands upon the I
having
estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said esttae are
called upon to make payment to
TAPVnnr a
AriTrni

deceased,’and

,_

Eastern

■

^Returning,
Connections made
Andrews

On the foregeiug petition it a ordered that a hearing be had on WEDNESDAY, April 30th at 4
o’clock p, m., at the easterly end of
R R
bridge, and that a notice ot the above petition
with this our order thereou, be given by pubicaticn iu two of the daily papers published in Portlaud, seven days previous to the hearing.
C H.
Harbor Commissioner.
1879.
Portland, April 21,
apr22-7t

Eastern*

*to-

f;ether

FARLEY,

20 days investment of
fill Aftrhprofitson
in Western

Reliable and

f AA

mhlJtf

I,have

am

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed
SATISFACTORY
AT promptly
attended to

ina

CES.

calling

at

All order,
address-

or

MarCh *

Rollers on

1*2Llcf.JLi®t* *ree on
»y mail or

$

Co.)

application. Orders
Express promptly flllcJ.

P. O. BOX 983.
pvruivnp

cr

m., 1.12

w.

leTSdtl

EXCURSIONS.

VIA

—

Boston & Maine K, B.
OB

—

RAILROAD

Maine

A.

SOUND

Supt,

RAILROAD.

sad After Monday,

Feb-

train*

will

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sunt.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
fel5
dtf

promptly attended to.

by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Of-

fice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pattents more promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.
ns a mode
or
your de; we make examinations frtt of chargt
and advise as to pa-

sen

1

sketch of
vice

tentability, All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO UHARtilt VNLEfifi PATENT II
SECURED.
We reier to officials In the Patent Office, and to
Inventors in every State n the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Wnihimnfnm.

f)

f

$4,501
Including

transfer arcosa Boston in any carriage staat the depots.
Trains leaving Portland at
1.00 p. m, connect with Sound Lines.

tioned

Staterooms Engaged in Advance.

TO

NEW YORK
•VIA

ALL
including

RAIL

tranter

across

LINES,

Boston in carriage,;

aa

above,

$8,001
Trains leave Portland via Boston & Maine R. R. at
8.4S a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m., via Eastern R. R at 2 OS,
8.43 a. m„ [.00 p. m., connecting with alt rail lines.

tickets to

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, San Fancisco,
AND

—

—

For sal«* at afllcea in Dep.it, Commercial
■treet, and

Allen’s Union Passenger OBloe,
38 Exchange Street,
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.
JAS. T. FUBBEK. General Snp’t. B. & M. R. R„
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pree’t E. K. it.
jams

HOTEL. DIRECTORY.
Rinhrooins

the

tha lan.iln

Daily Pees*

n

mav

H ...I-

alway

tv

be found.

ALFRED.

AlfredjHonac, R. U. Goding, Proprietor
auburn:
Rim U»uk, Cent. 81. W. 8. * A. V»aa

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.

Angostm House, State St., N,
Proprieter.

W

hitehead

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. H. Plummer, Proprietor
Shannon's Hotel Jerry Shannon,! p,..

Rprietor.

•

$4.50

ONLY
—

TO

BOLSTER’S HULLS.
Hancock House, H. Hancock, Proprie-

$4.50

tor.

—

BOSTON.
r»rkerH.nse, School St. H. D. Parker*
Co., Proprietors.
Trem.nl House, Tremoal
St.-Chapin
Gurney. * Co. Proprietors.

VIA

—

Portland & Worcestennfl Norwich Lines.

BRUNSWriCK, MB.
Rooms, W. R. fri.id
Proprietor.

Tickets good only on day of sale for continuous
passage on train leaving Grand Trunk Depet, Portland, at 1 P. 51. daily (Sundays excepted) and steamer from New London connecting therewith,
Tickets and Staterooms secured at Grand Trnnk
Depot, Preble street Station and Rollins & Adame,
22 Exchange Street.
No Carriage Transfers. Sure Connections ! jyBaggage checked through.
J. W PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
mhldti

P. * K. Dining

CORNISH.
Cornish House, M. B. Davis, Proprietor
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark's Dining Hull, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor

DEXTER,

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld

a. m.

at

Merrhenl.' Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
Uberty House, W. H. Stickney, Proprie-

On and after Monday, Feb. 17,
Trams will run as follows:
Leave Canton at 4.3*» and 9.20 a. m.
Returning leave Mechanic Fall* 7.05
and 3.15.p. m., Lewiston at 1.50 p. m., Portland

.30

EASTPORT.
Puasamaqnoddy House,-A, Pike * Co.,

p. m.

febl7tt

L WASHBURN, JR., President.

Proprietors.

*

HIRAM.

■t. Cutler House,—Hiram Baetow.
prietor!

Pro

Fare Rednced!!

HOULTON.
SntH House.—D. O. Floyd, Proprietor.

OSTIjY

LIMERICK.
Lim rick House,—D. S. Fogg, Proprie

$2.50! $2.50! $2.50!

Re Witt

prietor.

TO
prietor.

VIA

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Vaiaa Haase—W. T. Jane*. Propri* to..

«

Boston and Return

rOBTLAPID.
A au ric «a House, corner af Middle sail
India streets. D. Randall A- Son.
Perry’s Hotel, 111 Federal St. J. «. r,„„

85.00 !
NO CHANGE OP

Proprietor.

CARS

BETWEEN

AND

BOSTON,

Through Trains

each

Way

Daily.
Leaving Grand Trunk

T.30 a.
p.

m.

m. and 1.10 p. m„
and 6.35 p. m.

R. R.

MILLBRIDGE.
Geo. A. Hopkins. Pro-

Danlorlh Haase, D. Danfortb. Prsirlsui
■

PORTLAND

or

LEWISTON
House, Quiuby * March, Pro-

Atlantic House

Lowell and Boston

Two

obtained tor mecnanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompojiads,
designe, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Aisignments, Interferences, eU*
nventions that have been

LINES

BELFAST.
American House—J. D. Tucker, Proprieto

Faro H-Oducod. !

Steamship Company
Line to Sew York.

—

All Prinoipal Points, South and West,

ARRANGEMENT.

Tramftr Station.

K. 3TDBBS, Agent, R. R. Wliart.

Semi-Weekly

AND

—

and 5.30 p,

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes tor refreshments,
First clars Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter. Lawrence and Boston.

of

Cheap,

now used yoar Patent
Composition lor
my presses for the last three months, and
pleased to say that it ha9 giveu better satisfacin
tion
every respect than any I have heretofore
used. My pre39uian would not now
exchange it for
any other,
Wm. M. MARKS.
~

a.

p. m.
The 1 00 Iraln (Tom Portland connects with all
gonad Line Steamers for New
York, the
South and the West.
The 3.30 train trom Portland connect* with all
Rail lines for New York.
Through Tickets) to all Points Sontk
and West at lowest rates.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with
all steamers running between f ortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport,
Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with
Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and
Maine Central and Portland St Ggdensbnrg trains at

Routes, Tickets, State
maP?
v£*.Clrcfar?’
Rooms
and any w,ith
further information apply at tho
Company’, office, No. 4 Muk St., (opjkisite Occam
insuranco
or

the following Testimonials will prove.
___Portland, March 29, 1879.
MR. T. M. FISHER:

We have used your Dirigo Roller Composition on
our presses, for ail kinds of job
work, and can recommend ft highly. It has given perfeet satisfaction
and will bear a severer test than you claim it will
stand.
Yours,
JOHN M. S. HUNTER,
roreman Portland Press Job Office.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sop t.

1873.

EASTERN

PORTLAND FOR
-“JBOSTON a' 8.45. ». m.. 1.00, 3.30 p.
Boston
at
at
m., arriving
1.30, 5.30,8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30,3.30 p. m„
arriving at Portland 12.10,5.10,8.00, p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Pine Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Btddeford and
Kennebunk at 8.45 a. in., 1.00,3.30,5.45 p. m,
For Well*, No. Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence. Andover and Lowell at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3*30 p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Ray at 8.45 a. m„ 3 30 p. m.
Far Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence!
at 8.45 a. ra„ (via Newmarket Junction,) at 3.30

°r

as

FISHEK:?=liD’

sc.

p.

leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
and 1108 Islaud
at
k d?6 a
6
45, 8.30, 11 A. M., and 1.45 and 5.15 P. Landings
M
leaving
the Island
Immediately. Fare lor tlif round trip, 25
cts.; Children, 10 cts.
ab28<ittC. H. KNOWLTON.

WHICH IS

follows

Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston Sc Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and
W orcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting witt
trains South and West.
1.00 P. HI. Nu-ambomt Express for New
London. Through Car tor Lowell and
Boston. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great Falls, at Epping tor Manchester and Concord, at Nashua for
Lowell and Boston, at Ayer Junction
for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac
funnel Line, at Worcester with Boston
& Albany Railroad tor New York, at Put‘Boston & Philadelphia Expresi
nam with
•'ne” for Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, at New London with Norwich Line Steamers, due at Pier No. 40.
North River, New York, at 6.00 a. m
5.30 p. ns.—From Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 6.45, 11.00 a. m., and 8.50
p. m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15
and 11.00 p. m.
made at Westbrook Junction
connections
Close
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Grand Trunk Depot. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R R.
Through tickets to all points South and West at
Depot offices and at Rollins Sc Adams, No. 22 ExJ. M. LUNT,
change Stieet.

lur Dlgby,
.1 Cwn®Stl0M I?.ada a.t„st- 'Trolin
lis,
Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.; AnnapoShellac,
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown P
E.I.; Frederick town, N. 15., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
received on day of sailing
4
^•Freight
6 until
o’clock
m.

STEAMER TOURIST

MR. T. M.

Union, March 4.
Proportional returns every week on Stock Options of
8JO,
8100,
8500.
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address.
T. Potter Witfht «Jfc €o,. Bankers,
35 Wall St., New York.
mhICdly

Eastport for Robbinston. St.

will

also

wish to extend the pile wharf adjoining the machine
shop on Turner’s Island. A consultation with you
on this suhjeet at an early day will
oblige ub.
H. bISSELL,
Master of Maintenance of Way, Eastern R It
Portland, April 21,1879.

at

^nd Calais.

Forthe Islands

is

point. We

will leave St. John ana Eastport same

street._

across

sibly p'acing

ARkaNGKMBNT.

On and after Monday, March
the Steamer New Brin 9
wick,
K££S-*jlB.Capt. D. S. Hall,
”Hy 0
Portland, Uapt. S. H.t »o, wiU
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State
street, every
Thnr8llay at 6 e' M" lor Eastport ana

II. VV. HERSEY, Treasurer and Collector
Portland, April 24, 1879.
ap25dtmy3

Company desirous of reTHEbuildingthetheRailroad
Fore River and posbridge
draw at another

Portland, Feb 17,

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car tor Boston via Nashua and Lowell

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

G^RY

To tlic Harbor Commissioners ot
Portlaod.

m,

Trank Depot.
7.30 a. ns. ana

coT

S"6'

as

and

sk°whegan,

m.

President.
dtt

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 3S, East River. New York
*°rK’
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P M
These steamers are fitted np with fine
accommopassengers, making this a very convenlb0 routa ‘or travelers between
New r1„C0Q1‘0.r‘
York and Maine.
During the summer months
these steamers will touch
at
Haven on
their passage to and trom New Vineyard
York
including State Room, $4; meals extra. Passage,
Goods destined beyond Portland or New York
forwarded to
destination at once. For further Information
apply
7 to
FOX General Agent, Portland:
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 3s, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22 Exchange
decHklti

on

Fairfield,

111.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

year
unpaid, that the time required by tiie statutes previous to the time of sale
having expired, such estates will be advertised for
sale it such taxes are not paid on or before May 3d
1879.

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our
principal
located in Washington, directly opposite the
Office
United States Patent Otjice, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
icts cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc at a

BABCOCK,

°ctl_

St°rjohnaDj

hereby given parties taxed
Resident Owners of real estate,
NOTICE
which the tax1877 remain
for tbe
to

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston <6 Providence K. R. Depot
daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m connecting at Stoninxton wiih the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington. every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New
York
always in advance of all ofh.r

O

TAXES.
is

LiHE

This is the only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Iloul-

tttcph-

arrive in Portland, ns
lolJows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Garmner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 6.35 aod
s.40 a. m. The day traiue from
Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast,
Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.40 and 12.45
p.
“• The afternoon train from
Augusta, Bath, K.
L. It. R. at 6.25 p. iu.
From Lewiston at 5.55
p.m. 1 he uight Pullman Express train at 1.55 a.

—

IVewYorls.

FOR NEW YORK.

d&w3m5

Your attention

FOR SALE.

Cariboo.

R

lR.

—TC—

a, m.

ahead of all others.

S

K.

Fort

7.30 A. Id.

Insurance one-halt the rate ot

STOHIHGTOH

§

rnn as

Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40

—

PRINTERS!

Vaughan St. Enquire of
C. H. SMITH
jal'fif
236 and 238 Middle St.

135

at 10

deauf

w

ja30

REAL ESTATE For Sale at No.

both ot the elegant Brick Dwelling
the corner ot Pine and Carlton
Streets, in this city.
Tne Houses are now being finished and are
open
inspection.
For particulars apply to
F. H. FA8SETT, Architect,
Centennial Block. Exchange Street.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1878.
au5dtf

Wharfage.
■

«

i

—

'sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free ot Commission.
Passage, Tea Dollar*.
For Freight or Passage apply to

a
Ht

AND

Philadelphia,

g

18,

Trains will

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
m.
From Pine Street Whart,

£* 9

■OlCII farming Lands on the line of Railroads in
At, Harrison aud Hancock Counties, Iowa.
Also Pine Timber Lands in Michigan and Wisconsin. For sale low or exchange (or property in this
W. H. STEPHENSON
einity.
119 State Street.
Portland, March 21, 1879.
mh21dtt

on

Ho

® M

ft,ARBABEK, Afltntui.irntor,

or

dtf

Leave each port every Weil’s’y &|Sat’d’y.

5
II1
It

£3=

Agent.

Steamship Line.

is s a

large two-story House with ell and stable atJL tached, about twenty acres of tillage land with
young orchard, situated at Oak dill, Scarborough,
near the Thornton mansion, and
belonging to the
estate of the late Emery Moody, deceased.
The
above is one of the most attractive and dc-trable locations in this vicinity for a Summer Residence,
commanding a fine view, and being within a lew
minutes walk of the P S. &P. R. R. depot as also a
short drive ot either Portland, Saco, Old Orchard or
Libby’S Beach. For terms and particulars enquire or

General

PHILADELPHIA

5

mHE

various

usual.

as

—

„

&.

D. H.

BOSTON

s

I

Piscataquis

Frederickton,

1878.

oc7atf

Lines for sale at very low rates.

COVJLJE, Jr.,

mb.31

OXVGH MERITED TREATMENT

Residence for Sale.

P• d*

Rail and Sound
Freight taken

Ians**

d&wtf

mh25_

&

lon, Woodstock, »|. Andrews,

T 1 C K E

Portland & Rochester R. R.

SPRING

Ga^Tickets and Staterooms for sale at

immediately

^

Bangor

on

cn.

ebldtf

BOSTON & MAINE

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle St.
Through Tickets to New York, via the

Yours very respectfully.
WEEKS & POTTER.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant
to take. See that the name of F, W.
Kinsman Is blown in h bottle.
Sold by Drugggists and Dealers.
by freight.

!

A story and half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blacksmith
Shop, all in good repair aod nearly new.
Lot contains about one -acre, excellent
garden and well of water. This property is situated about four miles from Portland «n the Hray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for $675.00,
and is the best bargain in Leering.
Inquire on tbe Premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT or of JOHN C. COBB, 31 1-2 Exchange Street, Poitland.

ten gross

with Pullman sleeping car attached
making close connection at Bangor lor ail stations on the E. &. N. A.
Railway, and for l*t.
Johu and Halifax The 11.45 p. m. Train
makes close connection at
JBangor for ail stations

—

l. 00 p.

excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a com for table night’s rest and avoid the expense and lnconvience of arriving in Boston late at
night.

others too numerous to mention
1 have had a troublesome cough for
more than five years, and have had
advice ot three of the most skillful
physicians, but I found nothing to relieve and cure me till I used Adamson' Botanic Cough Balsam.
Mrs. GEO. A. ROBBINS,
Riverside, Me.
From Weeks & Potter, Wholesale
Druggists, Boston.
Mr. F. W. Kinsman—We must have
some more Adamson’s Balsam, foi
they do say it is the best thing out.

DWELLING HOUSE For Sale iu
STORE
Kmglitville, Cape Elizabeth. InquirJof

For Lewiston and Anburn.

Passenger Trains leave at 12.30 and 5.15 p.m.
The train leaving at 11.45 p. m. also has a
passenger
car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction
with a mixed train for Lewiston,
Auburn,
Winthrop and Wnterville. The 12.30 p.m.
the day train aod 11.45 p.m tram i* the
Night
£
Express Train

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LIU KTew Y orli.

OLY

Morrell, Esq., Portland; Emory Cook,
Providence, R. I., and fifty thousand

FOR SALE.

Bartlett, and

J. HAMILTON. Supt.

Portland, Jan. 31 1879.

Portland

P8

It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Bark, of wonderful healing
properties, and this Balsam is highly
recommended by physicians, clergymen and others,
testimonials from
whom I can furnish without number.
The following are a few of the names
of those who have used this remedy:
Hon. James G. Blaine, ex-Speaker
House of Representatives, WashingMrs. Hon. James W.
ton, D. C.;
Bradbury; Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor of Maine; Hon. J. J. Eveleth,
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker,
Rev. C. F. Penney,
Rev. Wm. A.
Drew, Col. F. M. Drew, ex-Secretary
of 8tate; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State
Librarian; Col. George W. Stanley,
President First National Bank; 8. W.
Lane, Secretary of Senate; Warren L
Aldeu, Bangor; Charles C. Nutter,
Esq,, 27 Tremont St., Boston; Lieut.
Jonathan Osborn ot Boston; William
H. Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; W. F

House For Sale.

aP2j

MON MAY, Feb. 3, 187 9.

Passenger trains leave Portland for
F^j^ffCw^Upper Bartlett, Fabyan’s and intermediate stations 7*15 n. in., and
£.30 p. m.
7.15 a. m. runs through to Burlington and Swanton, connecting at Wing Road, lor all points on
Boston, Concord & Montreal R R; at 8t. Jobnsbury with Passumsic R. R. for Newport, Sl>erbrooke, Arc; at East Swanton with Central Vermont R. R. for St. Johns and Montreal; at Swauton with Central Vermont for Odgensburg via
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain It. R.
£.30 p in. runs to Upper Bartlett.
Trains arrive in Portland from Upper
intermediate stations at 11.00 a. m.
From Vermout 8.45 p. m.

m.

nBc£Trnins

WINTER AKUANCiEOlflNT.

Central Wliail, Boston.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, and lNLHA
WHARF, Boston, daily at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays

5
Lungs, leading to
CONSUMPTION.

Real Estate For Sale.

Garden.
This property is pleasantly located on one of the
best streets in the city, and very central, with excellent neighborhood, and is very desirable for a
good
quiet homo. It wrll be sold at a fair price and on
reasonable terms of payment to close an estate.
if not sold within a reasonable time it will be offered for Rent if desired.
For further particulars as to terms &c.,
inquiro of
S. B. HASKELL,
Administrator of Estate of John Dow.
No. 32 Bramhall St. or No. 31 Exchange St.
Portland, March 24, 1879.
mh24lf

Price 25 Cis.

•»»

Steamships.

leave

es

lXrflHS? hi?nelf

Class

Botanic Balsam.

PRICE 35 CENTS.
the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Influenza, Hoarseness, Difdealt Breathing, and all Affections of ihe Throat,
Bronchial Tubes aud
I

hou.-e most thoroughly built from foundation
up, good cellar with largo Brick Cistern, good Brick
Stable, Carriage House and Wood House, with a never tailing well of water in the
yard. Good Yard and

m cm fur MOne

N01ICE

to all Points South and West at
at Depot ticket «,fflce, Commercial street,
and at Allen's Union Passenger Office, 28 Exchange
street.
Pullman Car Tickets
for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office
fel4tf
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
iates

WWiS[ruBry 17, 1S79,

For

first-class brick dwelling house No. 91 Spring
THE
St., with about eleven thousand feet of land.
The
is

Houses

and who have

Washington

i
Adamson’s

No. 8 Ellsworth street. 10 rooms, good
cellar and drainage. Lot 38x75. The most liberal terms ofl'ered, viz: one-third
cash, balance on a
term ot years at 6 per cent, interest. Apply to F G.
FA ITERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, or Canal

WHOOPING COUGH.

from Washington,

Through Tickets

Ob

New Two Story House for Sale.

and great superiority over the common slow acting
porous planter and all other external remedies, including liniments and the so called electrical appliances is be»ng recognized the world over by
Physicians, Chemists, the Press and the Public at lar^e.

stance

Leave Boston at 7.30 n m, 1£.30 and 7.00
p in, connecting with Maine Central
aud EdtlVA Railway for St. John and
Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.
lowest

and 12 35 p,

a. m.

For Bath at 7.00 a. nn, 12.35 and 3.20 p m.
■’"rmiaiion, Monmouth. Winthrop,
Keadetlld, West Wnterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. in.

For

RETURNING,

Coniine tic fog

Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For height or
passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
no^dtf

Located at the V. 8. Hotel, Portland, Me.
has had unparalleled success in ALL Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to. for the last five years in Portland, as many
will testify. Go and see for yourselves. Consultation
Free. Patients from out of town can be furnished
with board at reduced rates.
P. O. Address

been

Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn Chelsea and Boston at

44 a m and I.OU p m.
Express with Sleeping Car. for
Boston at £.05 a in, every day (except Mon)
days

JOHNS HOPKINS,
WM. CRANE,
WM. LAWRENCE,
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct cycry TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight
forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Richmond, and Va and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C, P. Gaither, Agent, 2iO Washington street,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina,
by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line,
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington Street, Boston.
I
And to all points iu the West by Baltimore & Ohio
I K. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
Boston.
street,
j
Through bills of lading given by the above named

The Natural Magnetic Physician,

nail
congress
„0

Dances. Parties, Lectures, &c., by
SAWYER, 101 Commercial St. or
NEY, 178 Middle St.

First

J

glad that there

third floor. References exchanged.

&

7.00

Kittery,

IO Broad tit, Huston.

Norfolk, Baltimore

F« Rockland and all stations on Knox and Lincoln K. K., and for l.ewiNioa via Brunswick
at

Lears Grand

JOY TO SUFFER M1ANITV.

sun-

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford, Heonc
bunk, Well*, North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Eliot,

JAPAN, CHINA,

mbgjdly

Faucttffrr Train, leave Portland lor Bnu"nd Wnterville a,
For hkowheitaa at
12.33 and 11.45 p. m.
12.20,
For Anaualn,
Hallowrll, Bardiacr and
Brun*nick at 7.00 a. m., 12.15, 5 20, and 11.43
t.

S

San Francisco, as below:
S. s. Acapulco April SO |S. S. Colon..
.May 20.
connecting at Panama with steamer fur San Fiancisco.
Tne Passage Kates by this line INCLUDE
SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, MEALS and all
necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zealand and
Australia sold at greatly reduced Rates. Circulate
givinglull information legarding the climate, soil and
products of all the above countries anil the prospects
tor settlers, sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Aweuis.
C. I,. HAKTLETT & < <>

Central

RAILROAD.

Night

Islands, Near Zealand and
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York on the 20th and 30th
of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for

53

*<*>24eodtf

W. W.

T| having

or

Room 15, May 20th,
for
Four
Days only,
Corns, Bnuions and
gBad Nails treated without Pain. Operations on
Corns 25 cents each

197 Newbury St.

on

euro

FILIFORM!,

Railroad, Maine

IUONDAV, FEBKFAKV 17, 187».

Sandwich

From 145Trcmont at. Bos|lon, will be at U. 8, Hotel,

Please send

A. ttCffNd'. Room 11, Printer.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACKrORII, No. 33 Plan

^_aP2

they will not

an

Situated in the western central part of city. Address L. E. T.t Daily Press Office.
dtf

WM.

Sold by all Druggists.

case

■Drunkeness, use of opium, tobacco and narcotics.
■■■■■I -3&st Send for circular.
BBHI
^^tUabovesold by druggLts. I lop Bitters Mfg. Co. Rochester, N. Y.

PLEASANT BOOMS TO LET.

Boob Binders.

a

5«

THEY CUHE

BdJ|«upei*ior
absolute
Bi>. t. C. is

ami

JOHN V. PUOCTES, No. 93 Exchacg,
Street.

were

Qualities

Stomach, Liver and Kidneys is
to all others. Ask Druggists.

REAL ESTATE.

to invest iu first-class mortgages.
All business intrusted to me will be promptly attended to. Office—
12 Mark.'/. Square, Portland, Me.
ie3
eodtf

A

FOR

_RAILROADS.

FEB. 17, 1879.

ap23d3mBOX 1953, Portland, Me.

Mortgages and loans negotiated. $25,000 wanted

A Miss Baily writes from Lee,

BlTTEBS.

mb29_

spiff

PRITCHARD,

AND

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

■Tho nop Tad for

Let.

TT

Best Medical

OF ALL OTHER

*■

^

To Let.

Real Estate ana Fire Insnrance Broker

PHYSICIAN

and

■Hop Cough Cube is the sweetest, safest and best,
■
Ask Children.

HOUSE

of rooms

constantly on hand.
Whitening, Tinting.
Whitewashing and Cementing done at

C. W.

Purest

■ Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and try them
■before you sleep. Take no other.
ll

second floor; plenty ot
SUITE
light, air aud water. Heat and gas furnisned.
Also

Plain & Ornamental Stucco Worker.

F.

the

■will he paid for a

No. 25 Chestnut street, first block below
tbe church; possession given May 1st. Has all
the modern conveniences, wash
trays and set boiler
in laundry, with hot and cold water connections to
all parts of the house.
DAVID ROBINSON.
apr22-d2w
478 Congress street.

PLASTERER

B.

|

DANDELION,

Hfor anything Impure or injurious found in them.

ARCANA

oue room on

AND

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,

S1000 IN (SOLO.

Hall to Let.
Hall, William’s block, is now offered for
nay and evening entertainments on most reason-

SOUTH ST.

—

g
S

a

Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood, Liver,
■Kidneys, and Urinary Organs, Nervousness, SleepBessness and especially Female Complaints.

ON

to

Resideace 17 nigh Street.

Drink,'

CONTAINS

■All

House to Lei.

To

^ Medicine, not

1

BROWN ST.: contains about ten rooms, in
good repair. Rent $231), with Seliago: now vacant. Apply to
G. W. VEURILL,
ap23-dtf
191 Middle street.

apleodlm

fillip

■

1

a

able terms, and will be
low rent. Apply to

eodly

steaihshif line,

[HOP BITTERS^

Saloon, Bowling Alleys and Billiard
DINING
Room, also New Cottage containing 5 rooms,
with

tenements from 5 toJ9 dollars each, with
J. M. ROSS 3 SMALL
Seuago. Apply
CARR,

Wednesday, April 30,

creditors.

40 FRAN KLIN N1REET.
Terms moderate.
ap!4d3w

_

Ieb26|dtf

NO. 4

PtlKTLAND.

Rooms, 30 1 2 High St.

Front

Removed from No. 8 Oak St. to

Plijsieian,

Eastern

EVERY THURSDAY OR SATURDAY,
City of Berlin, 5491 I'onsiCity of Montreal, 4490 Tons
City of Richmond,4607 *• City of Brussels, 3775
City of Chester, 4566 1 City of New York,3510
These magnificent steamers are among the strongest, largest and fastest on tho Atlantic, aDd have
every modern improvement, including hot and cold
water a»id electric bells in staterooms, revolving
chairs in saloons, bath and smoking rooms, barber

Medicine Company.

Clairvoyaut, and Magnetic

p. M.

drama

and the "Little Rebel” on Thursday, May 1, at
Johnson Hall, Gardiner. The play will be followec by a social dance.
We are informed that Small, tbe bake-honse
man, has left town without settling with bid

dtf

TO LEX.

!>.,

UNITED STATES & BOYAL MAIL STEAMERS,
New Yorli to Queenstown and Liverpool,

ial

OF PARIS AND LEIPZIG.
Immediate Relief warranted. Permanent
Rooms to Kent, 109 State Street. | cure guaranteed. Now exclusively used by all
celebrated Physicians ot Europe and Arueiiea. beor unfurnished.
Three large and
and connecting room?, pleasant and sunny. Algo
coming a Staple, Harmless and Reliable Remedy on
both continents. The Highest Medical Academy of
two single rooms. Meals can be obtained at first-class
Pari3 reports 95 cures out of 100 cases within three
boarding bouse just across ibe street. Inquire of
8. If. Stevens, Boston & Maine Depot.
days. Secret—The only dissolver ot the poisonous
ap29dlw
Uric Acid which exists iu the Blood of Rheumatic
aud Gouty Patients. $1.00 a box; 6 Boxes for $5.00,
ro
L.ET.
Sent to any address on receipt of price.
Endorsed
by Physicians. Sold by all Druqotsts
FIRST-CLASS double tenement house, with
Address
stable, No. 3 Quebec St. Sebago. gas, good yard.
wasiibckne: & go,
Enquire of
THOMPSON & HALL.
ap29d2\v
iG3 Commercial St. 4
Duly. Importer*’ Depot, 414 Broadway,
For sale by J. W. Perkins & Oo., W. F.
N. Y.
To La wiili Board,
Phillips & Co., and Parsons, BaDgs&Co., Portland MemblSJ&w 1 y
or two very desirable rooms will bo vacated
in a tew davs at the well-known boarding house
2G PARK STREET, corner of Grey (new No. 88.)
MBS. M. S. L,UflT,

BERUV,

Inman Line

shops, Arc.
For rates of passage and other information,
anply
to
john o dale. Agent. 31 Broadway, N. Y.
Or to T.P.llcROWAN.'Mi
Congresn HI

% Manufactured.only under the above Trade Mark,
by the

j European Salicylic

TO LET.

RAILROADS.

®

Sun all day. Price $250. Address with references, A, B., Press Office.
ap25dlw»

Tuesday, April 29.
Cony House.
produce

i

3ALICYi.lCft
^
*
SURE CURE.

SOMEWHERE

ments.

AUGUSTA.

Forty arrivals at the
The Thespians will
"Shadows of a Crime,”

NO MORE

OR GOUT \
ACUTEOR CHRONIC A

Ct

stairs tenement in new bouse at Woodford’s
UPCorner.
Seven rooms with all modem improve-

following.

The M. E. Society of Saco have leased the
dwelling house No. 42 High street, Saco, belonging to Capt. F. W. L-avitt, for a parson-

■B

To Let.

Joseph Smith, 4th, Esq., for the past 26 years
engaged in manufacturing, formerly an overseer on the York corporation,and latterly Superintendent of the West Warren Mills, at West
Warren, Mass., is to retire from manufacturing and return to Biddeford some time the
coming summer. He has the past winter been
a It, presentative from
West Warren to the
Massachusetts Legislature.
The life saving station at Biddeford Pool is
discontinued fiom May 1st, till the September

OClf_(fly

LOST AND FOUND

located at

will occur

celebrated by

bought reasonable,

be

a

_ap28dtf

tiptoe of expectation

ways welcomed with crowded houses no matter
what she plays.
Kev. H, A. Wales of Biddeford, is to deliver
the Decoiatioa Day address at Attleboro,

can

purchaser by addressing TYPE WRITER, Box 1059, City.

DEALER.

GEO. C. COD MAN,—Office No. 184 Middle Street, Cortland.
nov28-78-tf

SAl'O AND BIDDEFORD,

ANY
good repair, that
bear ot

can

Taylor,

ESTATE

REAL

offered for winners of the

race.
The contest
will occur at Temperance Hall instead of Lyceum Hall as heretofore annonnced.
The hotel grounds at Lake Aubnrn Springs

Type Writing Machine Wanted.
party having a second-hand Type writer, in

ap29

AUBURN.

pointment of Messrs. Greene and Hamilton to
their charges.
City meeting tomorrow night.
Hon. E. P. Pillsbury and E. G. Harlow are

ap29

Dentist,

No. 95S MIDDtiE NT., over U. II. Hay’.
All operation, in dentistry performed at prices to
suit the time, and warranted tirst-class.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of Nitrous
Oxide Gas, which we manufacture ourselves and al*
ways have on hand fresh.
Residence, 38 High, corurr Plen.nut Nl

d3t

ONE

No. 37 FLCII STREET.

Tuesday, April 29.
Lewiston Methodists are pleased at the reap-

B.

C. J. CIIENEY,

|j^DB.

A

Monday.

LGtflNTON

A

STEAMERS.

IjlUKNlSHED

Payson Tucke r and a committee of inspection
vitited this city today on a tonr of inspection
of the M. C. Railroad properly.
Last eveniog at a social and business meeting of Highland Light Lodge, i. O. of G.T.,

The Star of the East had reached a point
jnst this side of Squirrel Point last night on
her outward trip wneu owing to the thick mist
and strong tide she was cut in shoaling on the
flats of Sheep Cove. Sbe grounded lightly at

Wanted Immediately,
FEW more good Com, Punt and Vest
IHiiRcim. None but tbe best need apply.
C. YOUNG, Custom Tailor, Woodforda’ Cor.

a

room

awaits order?.

Monday evening.

_MEDICAL.

Sunday eveniog during the absence of the

occupant,

with a cargo of lumber for New York, lies at
the Gas Wharf,
The cotton from the F. M. Hurlburt has
been shipped to Lewiston, and the barque

following officers were elected: W. C. T., J*
F. Wr'ght; V. T., Berilia E. Bryant; Secretary,
C. E. Holhrouk; Financial Secretary, S, D.
P.
A.
Treasurer,
McDonald;
Crooker;
Chaplain, C. Roberts; Marshal, J. L. Pratt;
Inner Guard, Miss Mary Williams;
Onter
Guard, J. Breen; P. W. C. T„ R. A. McDonald ; Lodge Deputy, C. W. Langley.
The
installation of the above officers occurs next

_WANTS.

Station, Portland, at
in Boston at 1.15

arriving

RETURNING,
Leave Boston, Lowell and Nashua R. R, Station,
Boston, at 8.60 a. m. and 5.35 p in., arriving in Portland at 1.20 p. m. and 11.00 p. m.
Tickets for sale at Depot offices and at Rollins St
Adams, 22 Exchange Street.

TRY THE NEW ROUTE !

j

Cltr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Urns a,.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falosoath Hotel, O. M. Show A Son, proprietor*.
Preble Home, Congress Si.Hibson J

Proprietors.

C. S. Hotel, J unction of Congress nnd Fed
McDomW* Newbegin,PropriSACC ARAPPA.
Prr.ump.cot House,-IV. 8. Pratt, Propri

skowheCak.
VnserHsus.W, O. Heseltou.
Elrn

P.aor.-

llonsr.-P. A, Pore, Proprlrtsr.
60 TO THE

J. M. LUNT, Supt.
J. TV. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
iy20dt»

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.
■isSagkaMO Gn and and after MONDAY, Feb.
’VW-'NBUnth, 1879, passenger trains will leave
Portland as follows:
7.10 a. m. lor Auburn and Lewiston,
8 a, m. for Gorham (Mixed).
12.25 p. m. for Auburn ami Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal and
West.
5.30 p. m. for Auburn, Lewiston St South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiston Se Auburn.
from
Gorham
connect with this train at
Passengers
Lewiston Junction.
12.50 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.15 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.30 p. m. from So. Paris (Mixed).
6 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

Passenger Offices,*
74 EXCHANGE ST.f
—

AND

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Job Printing

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

Tickets sold at Rednced Rates !
Ts Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Ht. Ikonia, Omaha,
Saginxw, Hi. Paul, Halt t ake City,

Vraacisca,
points in the
Northwest* West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
Dearer,

For Everj Description of

Haa

and all

W. J. SPICEK, Superintendent,

Prices Reduced
To Suit the Times.
Orders by mall, express

or

otherwise prompt ly at

